Back of Beyond Books proudly releases Catalogue #19. We continue to feature
books and ephemera from the American West but you’ll also find numerous
pages of Americana, Travel and Photographic material along with Exploration, Mining and Native Americana. We’ve also picked up small collections of
Poetry and Art Books which have been fun to catalogue. Perhaps my favorite
genre of Catalogue #19 are the 21 Promotional items from western states and
communities. These colorful pamphlets, mostly from the early 20th century,
would make any Chamber of Commerce proud.
It’s always interesting to see what items sell quickly in each catalogue. I often guess wrong so I’ll leave the decisions up to you. Several items of note,
however, include: The best association copy known of Cormac McCarthy’s
Blood Meridian--inscribed to Edward Abbey, a beautifully bright advertising
poster for the ‘Field Self Discharging Rake’, a scarce promotional for the Salt
River Valley of Arizona, a full-plate tintype from Volcano, California, and six
large format albumen photographs depicting archaeological sites of Arizona
and New Mexico by John K. Hillers. I’m also taken with the striking and rare
Broadside for the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, the very clean review copy of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and the atlas from the Pike Expedition published in 1810.
Thanks to my staff at the store for working around the piles and boxes of
books. If you’re ever in Moab our shop is open daily; please stop in. Sophie
Tomkiewicz used the skills she learned at the Colorado Rare Books School in
developing Catalogue #19 and Eric Trenbeath is our designer.
--Andy Nettell

83 N. Main St.
Moab, UT 84532
435.259.5154
800.700.2859

andy@backofbeyondbooks.com
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WESTERN AMERICANA
[CALIFORNIA] Hutchins, James.
“Hutching’s California Scenes/The California
Indians” Lettersheet (Gold Rush Era).
Sun Print, 1854. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Lettersheet.
Hutching’s (sic) California Scenes/The California Indians
created by Nahl, Charles Christian (1818-1878) , German,
artist Anthony & Baker (active 1850s) , engraver Hutchings,
J. M. (James Mason) (1820-1902) , publisher Sun Print (active c. 1850) , printer. Includes eight views: Indian Fandango/dance; gathering acorns; gathering seeds; mode of traveling; burning their dead; catching grasshoppers; grinding
acorns and cooking food. Most images show Indian women
at work. Print on blue laid paper: wood engraving 11” x 9”.
This issue does not include publisher credit and copyright
date as sometimes found at the foot of the vignette sheet. Interior is blank. Corners are rounded with light chipping to the
edges. Several small areas of light brown discoloration. Blind
embossed stamp on verso of clipper ship and “packet post
London”. Rhodes & Sons watermarked paper. $750
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WESTERN AMERICANA
1. [ABBEY, ED] 1982 Edward Abbey Western Wilderness Calendar.
Dream Garden Press, 1982. Calendar. Very Good. Calendar is in very good condition and
measures 12”x8.5”. All edges have moderate wear and light soiling. Interior of calendar is clean.
A 1982 Edward Abbey calendar, signed by photographers and Ed Abbey. Each month features a color
photograph with photographer’s signature underneath image. Signatures include: Edward Abbey, John
George, Tom Till, John Telford, Philip Hyde, David Sumner, John Blaustein, David Muench and Jim Stiles.
Days of the month have quotes and assorted historical dates of interest. $350

2. [ARIZONA] Hattich, William (editor). Arizona Kicker Newspaper Tombstone,
Arizona, August 1909; Arizona Kicker Mock-Up; Arizona Kicker Newsstand Placard.
Tombstone, AZ, William Hattich, 1909. Newspaper. Very Good. A set of three newspaper items from the early 20th
century from the legendary boomtown, Tombstone, Arizona. Includes the Arizona Kicker newspaper from August, 1909,
a planning mock-up and a newsstand placard, both for said newspaper. The “Arizona Kicker” newspaper is an issue from
August 1909, first published by Stanley C. Bagg in 1893 as the midweek edition of the “Tombstone Prospector” newspaper. William Hattich took over the “Tombstone Prospector” and with it, the “Arizona Kicker,” in 1895. From that point
the “Arizona Kicker” was issued irregularly until 1909. Item 1: “Arizona Kicker” newspaper has 8 pages, is 15” tall and
has black text and illustrations. Pages are not numbered and the two leaves laid in the newspaper have the same content
(duplicates). It is in very good condition with browning to all pages and moderate chipping on edges of first page and
light chipping to edges on all other pages. The headline of the August, 1909 issue was “We Have Been Sued,” and other
stories include “The Kicker Rules,” “Musicale in Godless Gulch” and many more. Item 2: A planning mock-up for the
“Arizona Kicker,” a scarce item. The mock-up is 16 1/2” tall, 34 pages, and is in good condition. The mock-up has some
pages with stories (cuts) tipped in while some pages are not complete. The first page has many tears around all edges
with an ink stain across the center of the page. All other pages are in good condition with light chipping and browning.
The issued associated with this planning mock-up is unknown. The mock-up has the headline story (cut 1) being called
“We are sued” with a cartoon that has many similarities to the cartoon found in the August 1909 issue, but the rest of the content doesn’t coincide with
the 1909 issue. Item 3: Blue newsstand placard with black text, 11” wide by 5” tall. It is in very good condition with moderate chipping and dampstains to
right corner. There is no date associated with this placard, but it reads “Arizona Kicker, You want it! Subscriptions taken here.” The price for a subscription was “50 cts for 3 months” or “$2 per annum.” $950
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3. [ARIZONA] Barnes, Will C. Tales from the X-Bar Horse Camp:
the Blue-Roan “Outlaw” and Other Stories.
Chicago, Breeder’s Gazette, 1920. First Edition. Oblong Small 8vo 7½” - 8” tall. 217pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Tan paper covered boards with olive green quarter cloth spine have gilt stamped
title art on the front cover and spine. Boards are lightly toned and worn around the edges with
light soil markings and bumped corners. The spine is lightly sunned and showing a little wear
on the caps. The front hinge is cracked and there is a stamp of a previous owner on the top right
corner of the first end paper. Interior pages are lightly browned with age and some have very faint
soil markings.
From Adams’ Herd #211, “A scarce collection of true stories, first printed in various magazines,
dealing with the rough life of the cowman and peace officers of northern Arizona.” Howes B-156;
Merrill. $75

4. [ARIZONA] Arizona Miner, Tisdale A. Hand, Publisher,
“The Gold of That Land is Good.” Volume I, Number 2,
Fort Whipple, Arizona, Wednesday March 23, 1864.
Fort Whipple, AZ, Tisdale A. Hand, 1864. 4pp. Newspaper. Good. Newspaper with 4 leaves of text
with each leaf divided into four columns of text and measuring 11 1/2” wide by 17” tall. This issue
is Volume I, Number 2. Newspaper was at one time folded 3 times horizontally and once vertically, showing evidence of light wear and moderate soiling at folds, multiple closed tears are located
at folds and spine, some affecting content, and dampstaining to spine and to right half, affecting
content.
A great issue of the “Arizona Miner,” detailing the Organic Act for the Territory of Arizona, a
biographical sketch of Governor John N. Goodwin and a proclamation given by him in 1863, a
report concerning Fort Whipple by Major Edward Willis and a few columns concerning the Colorado River and Arizona’s resources. “Established in 1864, the Republican Fort Whipple ‘Arizona
Miner’ began as a semimonthly newspaper owned by then Territorial Secretary Richard McCormick and published by Tisdale A. Hand. That same year, McCormick moved the paper to Prescott,
the designated capital of Arizona Territory… [and] established the paper as the creature of the new
territorial government” (Library of Congress, Chronicling America). This is one of the six issues
published in Fort Whipple before the periodical was moved to Prescott. $2,850
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5.[ARIZONA] Lorenzo Hubbell, Jr. , Wholesaler, Mfrs.’ Agent, Winslow Arizona - Shipping Label.
Ephemera. Very Good. Off white shipping label with blue lettering and design around edge. Glue on back of label is unused.
4 1/2” wide by 2 3/4” tall.
This is an unused shipping label of Lorenzo Hubbell, Jr, son of John Lorenzo Hubbell. Lorenzo Hubbell, Jr was born in 1883
and died in 1942. The Hubbell family created a trade empire and their many facilities played an integral role in the re-establishment of the Navajo economy. The Hubbell Trading Company had two trading posts with warehouses, one in Winslow, AZ
and another in Gallup, NM. The trading post and warehouse in Winslow was most importantly a shipping center. This was
where all goods brought from the reservation were then shipped. The trading post in Winslow was built in 1918 and was lost by the Hubbell family when
they had to declare bankruptcy in 1952. The building was under the National Register of Historic Places as of 2002. $75

6. BONNEY, Edward. Banditti of the Prairies or the Murderer’s Doom!
A Tale of the Mississippi Valley.
Chicago, D. B. Cooke & Co., 1856. Third Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 196pp. Hardcover. Poor. Modern green hardback binding
with gilt on spine. Missing back wrapper. Front wrapper trimmed and included as a pastedown on modern endpaper. Textblock is lightly foxed; edges are soiled. Front leaves have moderate corner wear with several fore edges of leaves showing short
perpendicular closed tears. 4 leaves noted with previous archival repairs to fore edge. 18 pages of text are missing! We are
including a modern re-print to complete missing text. Includes 13 block prints portraying murder and mayhem.
Howes (B-606) calls this a “sensational account of the tracking down of these confederated criminals--mostly Mormons--who
murdered Colonel Davenport at Rock Island and terrorized the upper Mississippi Valley from 1843 to 1848. Flake (590) says,
“Includes the Mormon’s unlawful activities in Nauvoo.” Today we would call this a historical novel. Nonetheless, a rare book
last seen in this edition at auction in 1957 and rarely seen in commerce. First published in 1850, followed by an 1853 edition
with this, the 1856 edition reportedly printed in “25th thousand” which Howes feels is publisher’s hyperbole. Condition is poor
but a chance to own a rare title of Americana. $2,100

7. BRATT, John. Trails of Yesterday.
Lincoln, NE, University Publishing Company, 1921. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 302pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Dark blue boards with bright gilt
title and illustration on front and spine. Mylar cover. Back cover has a few light scratches. Lightly rubbed corners and edges. Top edge gilt. Fore and bottom
edges deckled. Some pencil marginalia on front pastedown, otherwise clean interior. Many plates with b&w photographs and illustrations.
John Bratt’s memoir tells of his life as an English immigrant in the West, and starting one of the first ranches in Nebraska in 1870. He describes cowboy
life and the famous characters he encountered. Howes B 725. $95
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REMARKABLE GOLD RUSH LEDGER BOOK
8.[CALIFORNIA] Weinheimer, Jacob. Ledger Account Book - North Fork, Trinity County,
California.
1855. Folio 13” - 23” tall. 192pp. Hardcover. Good. Ledger account book of merchant Jacob Weinheimer of North Fork of the Trinity
River, California with entries between March 1855 and November 1857. Brown paper boards with black leather spine. Measures 15”
tall by 6 1/4” wide. Boards are heavily worn and spine is heavily cracked and chipped. Binding is separated in the middle of book, with
a few leaves loose.
This account book gives a vivid picture of life in a remote mining town in Northern California. The account book includes the name of
the customer or company on top of the page, with the date and items purchased, along with quantities and prices, and vertical or horizontal lines designating when an account had been paid. Weinheimer was clearly fluent in German, but less so English; many English
words and names are misspelled, whereas the names of German customers are carefully spelled, right down to the umlauts over vowels. One of the first pages of the book gives the location of the store and the date of the earliest entry: “North Fork of the Trinity Rev,
March 21, 55.” The town of North Fork was established around 1851 soon after gold mining began in that area. Weinheimer arrived in
1853 to mine and soon thereafter began his general store and freighting business. He sold a wide range of goods at his store including
all types of food products, tobacco, alcoholic beverages, mining supplies, clothing, tools and household goods. Many of his sales are
for small amounts of items, probably to town dwellers, but some are for large quantities of food and mining equipment. For instance,
Mr. T. Yuong of East Fork, a neighboring mining camp, purchased on February 12, 1856 “1 iron pan, $20.00; 1 coffe pot $1.50; 1 iron
camp cetle [kettle] $1.50; 1 woden bockert [bucket] $1.25; 2 tin cops $.80; 1 pick $7.00” and on February 22 “50lbs flour @ .15, $7.50;
15lbs baens[beans] @.25, $3.75; 15lbs Manille sugar @ .25, $3.75; 18 ½ lb bacon @.40, $7.30; 6lbs coffe @ .35, $2.10; 50lbs potatoes
@ .10, $5.00; 4lbs salt @ .25, $1.00; 1 shovle [shovel].” His customers comprised of many Germans, English and Scottish, and a few
French and Chinese individuals. One customer of note was Harmon Schlomer who arrived in North Fork in 1855 and opened a blacksmith shop which is still
standing today. Weinheimer supplied Schlomer with some of the basic supplies needed for his profession. Schlomer purchased “6 sledge hammer $39.72; 45
sheets of iron @.19, $8.55; 102 half sheets of iron @ .19, $21.43; and 2 dozen pick handles, 18.50.” Another person of note that spent large amounts of money
at Weinheimer’s store was the Scotsman, Joseph McGillivray, who had one of the finest farming enterprises in the county which supported 10,000 hop vines
and 20,000 fruit trees. Weinheimer’s freighting business began on a small scale by delivering orders such as those of McGillivray and Schlomer, and purchasing
items in Shasta and Weaverville for his customers. In 1858 he gave up his general store and focused on his freighting business, hauling goods to mining camps
and other settlements throughout Northern California and the Northwest. Later in life he returned to St Louis where he was born, and established himself as
a tobacco merchant until the end of his days. The name of North Fork was changed to Helena in 1890 and is now on the National Register of Historic Places.

$7,850
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9. [CALIFORNIA] Fess, W. Letters from California.
Ephemera. 1868. 11pp. Very Good. Set of
three handwritten letters dating from March
to July 1868. All letters have been folded and
have light wear and soiling to folds, and there
are a few small tears at some folds. One letter was written on blind embossed letterhead
“F”.
Letters were written by Wilson Fess describing to his family his journey across the Isthmus of Panama to California, his everyday
life once in San Francisco, and the trials of
finding a reasonable job. The first letter is
dated March 15th, 1868, San Francisco. He
describes a “horrible spectacle” that occurred
on the boat he was sailing on, saying “for
about ½ hour 20 men were shooting, stabbing, knocking down and dragging out.” Afterwards, the three ring leaders were “hung
up to the rigging for about an hour...and were thought to be dying by morning.” He then states “it’s hard to kill a sailor.” The second letter is dated
July 4th 1868, Grass Valley, California. He describes his domestic life of
sweating over the washtub and washboard, making bread in the Dutch oven,
and eating baked beans cooked all night under the campfire. The third letter
is dated July 26th, 1868, Grass Valley, California and Fess states that “for
first time in California in luck and doing well. Thus far while I have been in
this country (I have had what you might say) bad luck and a rough time.”
He began working on a logging train which was “good, sure pay” and goes
on to describe the work. This set of letters from Fess to his family colorfully
describes the journey that many people took to start life anew in the West.

$275
8

10. [CALIFORNIA] Tournament of Roses Parade, 1925
- Pasadena, California (Set of 6 Photographs).

Los Angeles, Aerograph Company, 1925. 6pp. Very Good. Set of six b&w
photographs of the Tournament of Roses Parade of 1925 located in Pasadena, California. Photographs are 11” x 7” and taken by photographers of
the Aerograph Company of Los Angeles. All photos are lightly curled and
soiled around edges. All photographs have strong contrast and are in very
good condition.
These photographs depict parade floats, marching bands, men on horseback all marching down Colorado Boulevard while thousands of spectators watch from store fronts and rooftops. The Tournament of Roses
Parade takes place on New Year’s Day, and is followed by the famed Rose
Bowl game. These images depict the Parade before the 11th Rose Bowl
game which set Stanford against Notre Dame. This football game attracted over 50,000 spectators and ended with Notre Dame beating Stanford
27-10. This Tournament of Roses Parade started off the game that, for
Fighting Irish fans, would symbolize a good start to a new year. $250

WESTERN AMERICANA
11. [COLORADO] Schiffer, Harry, O. F. Boyle and
Chas. Newman. Upon the Resources of Southwestern
Colorado and Opening of the Ute Reservation.
Bureau of Information, Durango, CO, 1899. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. 16pp.
String Bound Pamphlet. Fair. Light blue string-tied pamphlet with black
imprint on front and photographic view of Durango, CO on back. Four
additional Durango views inside front and back wrapper. Fair condition
only but complete and rare. Chipping, water damage and fore-edge 3/4”
tear through all pages. String binding still intact.
Promotional item advertising the release of Ute Indian lands in southwestern Colorado, May 4th, 1899
at noon. The western third of Colorado was deeded to Ute Indians in
1868, but lands were whittled away
into the early 19th century. This
pamphlet courtesy of the Bureau
of Information Committee, of Durango, CO. Not found in OCLC as of
January, 2017. $335

12. [COLORADO] Rockwell, Wilson. New Frontier.
Denver, World Press, 1938. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 215pp. Hardcover. Good in Good Dust Jacket. First edition of Wilson Rockwell’s New
Frontier with dust jacket, not price clipped, mylar wrapped. Rust brown
jacket has brown and red pictorial cover on front, with cattle brand art
and title on the spine. DJ is in great shape, but is chipped and starting
to tear on the top and bottom edges, is lightly toned and has white soil
markings on the back cover. DJ spine is faded with small chips missing
on the head and tail; front flap has address penciled by a previous owner, who signed their name in pen on the first illustrated endpage. Red

cloth covered boards have gilt title and graphic stamped on the front and
gilt stamped title on the spine. Boards are rubbed and a little dirty; there are
several light colored soil markings on the front cover. Bottom board edges
are a little shelfworn, as is the tail cap on the
spine. Back cover also shows light rubbing and
soil markings. Pastedowns are rust colored
with brown pictorial map of North Fork Valley.
The spine is cracked at page 64, but interior
pages are clean with sharp corners. Includes
black and white photos along with illustrations
by Josephine McKittrick. This copy is signed
by the author on the title page.
Rockwell offers an annotated history of west
central Colorado including accounts of pioneer
life, outlaws and the cattle business. $95

13. [COLORADO] Colorado College Of Osteopathy. Colorado Osteopathic College and Infirmary Association Annual Announcement 1903-1904.
Denver, Reed Publishing Co., 1903. Small 8vo 7½” - 8” tall. 15pp. Pamphlet.
Very Good. Tan paper wrapper with title and framing
in black on front. Staple-bound. Spine and corners are
slightly worn. Back wrapper is soiled near spine and has
a 1/4 inch tear on fore edge. Interior is clean and binding is tight.
This is the Colorado College of Osteopathy’s annual announcement including requirements for admission, departments, schedule of lessons per week, and textbooks
required. Current faculty and graduates from 1899 to
1902 are also listed. No copies found in OCLC. $68
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14. [COLORADO] Morris, Maurice O’Connor. Rambles
in the Rocky Mountains: With a Visit to the Gold Fields
of Colorado. London, Smith, Elder & Company, 1864.
First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 264pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Pine green pressed cloth
boards have blind-stamped border on the front cover and gilt title on the spine. Scarce first edition is in
very good shape with minimal shelfwear. The boards
are lightly faded and rubbed, especially on the bottom edge and the corners of the spine. The corners
of the front cover are worn, the head and tail caps
are folded, there is an indent on the bottom edge of
the front cover, and very faint soil markings front
and back. Inside pages are toned and very lightly
browned with age; a few of the pages towards the back are dog-eared. A few
pages are still uncut.
In this 1863 travelogue, Morris takes readers with him on a trip from St.
Louis to the gold fields of Colorado and back to the East Coast. Howes
M-831. $95

15. [COLORADO] Stanton, Irving W. Sixty Years in
Colorado: Reminiscences and Reflections of a Pioneer
of 1860.
Denver, 1922. First Edition. 8vo 8”-9” tall. 320pp Hardcover. Good.
Maroon cloth covered boards have gilt stamped title on the spine, wrapped
in mylar. Boards show significant soil markings - what looks like white paint
- on the front, spine and back cover and on the top of the text block. There
are also a few faint soil markings on the front and spine. The spine is sunned,
with folding on the caps - especially at the tail. Bottom edge and spine cap
are shelfworn. The top of the text block is also dusty and there is a small soil
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marking on the top of the fore-edge. There is a half
inch tear on the bottom of the rear hinge, inside.
Inside pages are clean with sharp corners, but are
very lightly browned with age.
This is a good copy of the memoir of Colonel Irving
Wallace Stanton (1835-1921), a Colorado pioneer
who arrived in Denver in 1860 in search of gold.
Stanton served in the Colorado Infantry during the
Civil War, was an attorney, postmaster, and later
served in state politics. Howes S-887. Graff 3948.
Wynar 387. $350

16. [COLORADO] Watrous, Ansel. History of Larimer
County Colorado - Collated and Compiled from Historical Authorities, Public Records, Official Records
and Other Reliable Sources - Stories of Indian Troubles and of the Pioneer Days.
Fort Collins, CO, Courier Printing & Publishing Company, 1911. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
513pp. Hardcover. Good. Dark brown
leather with title gilt on spine and front.
All edges gilt. Boards have moderate edge
wear and heavy wear to spine. Binding detached at spine but all content is present.
Book tape has been used throughout to
hold text block to binding. Light toning to
edges of leaves. Many b&w plates, illustrations and photographs included.
This is an in-depth study of the history of
Larimer County, Colorado. $195

WESTERN AMERICANA
17. [COLORADO] Davis, Herman S. (compiler).
Reminiscences of General William Larimer and of His
Son William H. H. Larimer, Two of the Founders of
Denver City.
Lancaster, PA, William Larimer Mellon, 1918. First Edition. First Printing. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 256pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Contemporary
three-quarter Moroccan leather spine and corners, with marbled boards,
gilt-stamped lines on cover and spine with gilt-stamped title on the spine
and gilt top edge on text block. Boards show light shelfwear, rubbing, and
faint soil markings. Board edges and corners are beginning to chip. The
spine is sunned, missing a quarter-inch chip from the cap, and shows
some soil markings. Inside there are marbled pastedowns, folding genealogical chart, and black and white photo plates. There are bookplates on
the inside of the marbled pastedowns, front and back. Pages have deckled
edges, are browned with age and show faint toning. The genealogical chart
has a 2” tear.
This volume was compiled from letters and notes written by William H. H.
Larimer and printed for private circulation for William Larimer Mellon.
General William Larimer (1809-75) is known
for establishing the city of Denver, Colorado.
He arrived in the area with his family in 1858,
hoping to strike it rich in the gold fields. He
became a prominent real estate agent and
promoter, lobbying for rail transportation,
agricultural and mining developments and
community incorporation. Larimer organized
a new political party in Denver (Republican)
and recruited troops from the territory to join
the Union cause, under which he served as a
captain. Graff 2400. Howes L102. $750

18. [COLORADO] Hibbs, W. C. Call of the Mountains.
Colorado, c. 1927. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Good. Unbound pamphlet containing a poem about Colorado, in good condition. Pamphlet is on toned
paper with text on three pages and has a horizontal fold at the center. Pamphlet is fragile and has light soiling where once folded and top edge has
moderate toning. Uniform light soiling to all leaves of pamphlet. Unpaginated.
This poem has 17 eight line stanzas and “was composed and written by W.
C. Hibbs of Cameron, MO, an elderly tourist who has spent the last two
seasons camping at Prospect Lake, Colorado Springs, and is again there for
this season.” One copy in OCLC as of June 2017. $50

19. [COLORADO] Proceedings of the Most Worshipful
Grand Lodge of Ancient Free & Accepted Masons of the
Territory of Colorado, At its Fifth Annual Communication, Held in Denver, Nov. 6 and 7, A. D. 1865, A. L.
5865.
Denver, Rocky Mountain News Office, 1865. 8vo 8”
- 9” tall. 61pp. Fair. Pamphlet in fair condition with
peach-colored wraps and is string bound. Wraps
have moderate soiling and moderate chipping to
all edges. Back wrapper has a 4” long piece missing
along the fore edge. Text block has a dampstain that
covers about one third of the leaf and affects about
half of the book. Text block has light soiling and
moderate foxing.
This pamphlet pertains to pre-statehood proceedings of the Colorado Freemasons including budget,
constitution, rules of order and membership. No
copies in OCLC as of July 2017. $325
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20. [COLORADO] Kelley, Walter; Bown, Albert (editors). Heraldo--West Denver High School--Volume 3,
Numbers 1-9.
Denver, West Denver High School, 1902. 8vo 8”- 9” tall. Hardcover. Good.
Nine issues with their original wrappers have been bound into marbled
boards with a half leather binding. Boards have moderate wear to all edges
and corners. Top of spine has moderate chipping and foot of spine has minor chipping. Text block is toned.
A collection of nine issues of the monthly magazine “The Heraldo” published
between September 1901 and May 1902. The Heraldo was published in the
interest of the schools of District 2 in Denver, Colorado by the West Denver
High School. Each issue is between 20 to 40 pages and includes updates
on the school, poems, essays, photographs and many advertisements from
local businesses. $55

21. [COLORADO] School-Fellow Days-- “Youth Passes
like a Dream”--A Record Book.
Chicago, Reilly & Britton Co. Large 8vo 9”-10” tall. 189pp. Hardcover.
Good. Red boards with blind embossed illustration and title gilt on front
board, title gilt on spine; leaves are grey with headers and illustrations in
red and brown. Boards have moderate edge wear and soiling, spine has minor chipping, gutters are cracked; text block has moderate toning.
A memory book belonging to Weir McHugh, Class
of 1920, Fort Collins High School. This book was designed with headers on each leaf, such as “my classmates,” “societies,” “class officers,” “proms, dances,
hops,” “sports & athletics,” “invitations and programs,”
“Kodak snap shots”, each header with an illustration.
Classmates and teachers have written memories, po-
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ems, and farewells. Tipped or laid in are numerous programs from commencement, sporting events and dances; newspaper clippings of team
standings and school happenings; snap shots of friends, class officers, club
members, and the 1920 track team; a purple, felt varsity letter; handwritten letters from family and a typed letter from the superintendent of the
school informing McHugh’s parents of inappropriate behavior (gambling)
that occurred on a school trip, McHugh being one of the perpetrators. An
entertaining look into the 1920’s through the experiences of a high school
student. $225

22. [COLORADO] Annual Renewal Certificate from
the Board of Pharmacy of the State of Colorado--For
Term Ending July 2nd 1893.
Colorado, 1893. 1pp. Cardstock. 3 1/2” x 5 1/2”. An unused Renewal Certificate from the Board of Pharmacy of the State of Colorado. Shiny gold
ink on a lightly soiled card. “Insert in the Lower Right Hand Corner” as
instructed. $48

23. [COLORADO] Peake, Ora Brooks. Colorado
Range Cattle Industry.
Glendale, CA, Arthur H. Clark Company, 1937. First Edition. Large 8vo
9” - 10” tall. 357pp Hardcover. Very Good. Navy blue pressed cloth covered boards with gilt title on the spine and gilt top edge on text block. This
first edition shows some shelfwear with bumped and fraying corners, faint
soil markings on the cover, faded spine and heavily rubbed back cover.
The head and tail caps on the spine are also worn. Inside pages are lightly
toned, with some signs of rubbing and very light soil markings. There are
a couple of scans, portraits and fold out maps. Many pages are still uncut.
This copy has a personal inscription by the author on the front pastedown.

$95

WESTERN AMERICANA
24. [COLORADO] Aspen High School, Graduation Program, 1905.
Aspen, CO, Aspen High School, 1905. First Edition. First Printing. 32mo
4” - 5” tall. 4pp Ephemera. Very Good. Small graduation program has
white textured wrap with gilt-embossed date, 1905 on the front cover. The
5” tall pamphlet is secured with a smooth dark red cord with a tasseled
end. The corners are bumped, the covers are worn and show minor soil
markings. The interior is clean.
There is a one-page program laid-in at the front for “Class Day” the day
before the commencement ceremony. Text includes an invitation to the
ceremony, a list of activities for the week, and a page listing the class and
faculty. Three of the pages have a gilt-embossed header. $50

25. [COLORADO] Quartermaster Corp Guidon.
Ephemera. Good. Historic guidon from the Quartermaster Corp, date is unknown but numerous scholars feel it is from Colorado in the World War
I era. The branch insignia is of the Quartermaster Corp, the battalion or
regimental number is “120” and the company letter is “C”. This guidon has
light blue numerals and lettering on a buff background which is consistent
with the Army regulated colors of the Quartermaster Corp. This pennant
forks at the free end, and measures 20” at the hoist, 26 1/2” at the fly and
the swallow tail end forked 10”. The pennant itself is made of linen, and has
become thin with heavy wear and soiling to the forked ends and has a few
closed tears. The branch insignia, company letter, and battalion or regimental number are made of light blue cloth with black stitching and have light
soiling. A unique piece of United States history. $100

MOSTLY UNKNOWN COLORADO RIVER HISTORY
26. [COLORADO RIVER] Crampton, C. Gregory; Madsen, Steven K. Boating on the Upper Colorado--A History
of the Navigational Use of the Green, Colorado, and San Juan Rivers and Their Major Tributaries.
1975. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 164pp. Softcover. Very Good. A detailed navigational history of three rivers, contracted by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and the University of Utah, signed by both authors and containing a typed letter signed by Madsen. Letter states that about 15 copies were printed, and 5 were sent to the U.S.
Army in Sacramento. Report is unbound but includes red wrappers and has holes at spine for binding; signed by Crampton and Madsen on title page; all text and
illustrations are typed on recto; t.l.s is from the desk of Steven Madsen to Dave Hellyer of Five Quail Books and is dated to 1995. Book is in very good condition
with very light toning and wear to edges, light soiling to rear wrap and light toning around edges of text block; as mentioned in the typed letter, page 140 is Xeroxed being unintentionally left out of the report; t.l.s. has moderate creasing and evidence of erased pencil marginalia.
As the prefatory note states, “the following pages bring together for the first time the outline of what is known about navigation on the major waterways of the
Upper Colorado River Basin. We have carried the story from the earliest known beginnings up to the present year. The gleanings from written records, both
printed and manuscript, were supplemented by a large number of interviews of persons knowledgeable in the history of the subject. In some instances the information presented is based almost wholly on interviews.” This summation of the report tells of the magnitude of information included. Consisting of a historical
introduction, court decisions relating to navigability, and a chronological history of navigation of the Green, Colorado and San Juan Rivers, along with 7 maps, 8
illustrations and a bibliography, this report is hugely significant in navigational and river history. Only four copies in OCLC as of August 2017. $525
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FIGHT OF THE CENTURY
27. [CORBETT-FITZSIMMONS FIGHT] Rector, Enoch. Corbett-Fitzsimmons
Fight, March 17, 1897 - Veriscope Film.
Veriscope, 1897. Very Good. Set of ten frames, shot on 63mm film, of the Corbett versus Fitzsimmons boxing
match located in Carson City, Nevada on March 17th, 1897. There is a vertical scratch running through
the left side of all frames, and light chipping to some of the sprocket holes. Measures 2 1/2” wide.
This film, directed by Enoch Rector, was shot using Lathum Loop technology with three cameras each taking 6 minutes of footage before re-loading. In total 11,000 feet of film was exposed and ran for an estimated 100 minutes. The boxing match between James Corbett
and Robert Fitzsimmons lasted 14 rounds and became a sensation once it debuted
at the New York Academy of Music in May 1897. The documentary-style film of
the prize fight has the distinction of being the first full-length film and the
first shot in widescreen. It popularized not just boxing but is also known
for the fight where the solar-plexus punch was born in knock-out
fashion by Fitzsimmons in the 14th round. Today the entirety of
the film is considered lost, with only fragments, such as this
one, surviving and are now highly collectible within the
boxing world and the cinematic world. A 6-frame
strip recently sold at auction for $2750.00.
OCLC finds no records of film fragments
with a 5 frame fragment on record at
the National Media Museum in the
UK. $2,750
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28. [CUSTER] Report of the Secretary of War; Being Part of the Message and Documents Communicated to the
Two Houses of Congress At the Beginning of the Second Session of the Forty-Fourth Congress Volume I.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1876. First Edition. 8vo - over 7¾ - 9¾” tall. 518pp. Hardcover. Good. Full brown leather boards. Two pastedown leather labels (one red, one dark green) with gilt title. Ex-library labels on bottom of spine. Bumped corners and heavily rubbed edges with spine
fraying and flaking. Gutters cracked but otherwise binding is tight. Foxing on endpapers due to leather. One endpaper missing. Nine plates with color
illustrations of articles of uniform clothing for officers of the Army. All plates are in very good condition but all have small 1/2”
tears at bottom of each plate. Also, included are four larger b&w fold-out maps and illustrations showing the improvement
plans for the South Pass of the Mississippi River at the Gulf of Mexico. The first fold-out map has a 5 1/4” tear at the bottom,
a 4” tear at top (both tears starting from the stub of the book) and a 2” fold tear near the right corner. The second fold-out has
a 1” tear at the top. The third fold-out is in very good condition. The fourth fold-out has a 3/4” tear from the stub. Content of
large fold-outs is complete.
This is the first Congressional report to mention the Battle of Little Big Horn. Pages 439-487 and 498-518 contain the detailed
reports related to the Battle of Little Big Horn and the events leading up to and following the battle. Included are reports from
Major Marcus Reno, and Captain Frederick Benteen, General Nelson Miles, Colonel W. B. Hazen, Major Orlando H. Moore,
Colonel John Gibbon, Brigadier General Alfred H. Terry, and others. Scarce, with three copies found on OCLC as of January
2017. $575

29. EISELE, Wilbert E. Real Wild Bill Hickok: Famous Scout and Knight Chivalric of the Plains a True Story of Pioneer Life in the Far West.
Denver, William H. Andre, 1931. Library Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 364pp. Hardcover. Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. Golden
yellow dust jacket has black and red pictorial cover, wrapped in mylar - not price clipped. Jacket shows minor shelfwear. Red
cloth covered boards have black and orange pictorial cover with black title on the spine and marbled top edge on the text block.
There is a library code written in white on the spine, as well as what looks like a dampstain. Caps are folding and boards show
minor wear. Inside there are library stamps on the end pages; there is also a book plate on the inside of the rear board. Inside
pages are lightly toned and browned.
This collector’s edition is illustrated with black and white drawings, and is a biography of James Butler “Wild Bill” Hickok. Highlights include his service in the Civil War, service as marshal in Hays City and Abilene, life with Buffalo Bill Cody and his Wild
West Show, Calamity Jane, and finally the infamous poker game in Deadwood, South Dakota. As they say, “There was but one
Wild Bill, and there can never be another.” This American folk hero was a wagon master, soldier, spy, scout, lawman, gunfighter,
gambler, showman, and actor. Signed by the author on half title; inscription by the publisher on one of the first free end pages.

$95
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30. [IDAHO] Bailey, Robert G. River of No Return: A
Century of Central Idaho and Eastern Washington History and Development.
Lewiston, ID, Bailey-Blake Printing Co., 1935.
First Edition. Narrow 8vo 8” to 9” tall. 515pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Boards are dark green
with gilt Idaho state pictorial cover and gilt title on spine and show minor edgewear. Tight
binding and clean interior. Light soiling to first
endpaper. Top edge is dusty. This is the first
edition, number 1185 of 1400, signed by the
author.
This is a detailed history of the Salmon River,
compiled by a historian for the Idaho State
Historical Society. Contents cover history of
Idaho and eastern Washington including early
settlers, Lewis and Clark Expedition, mining, and the myths, legend and
customs of local Nez Perce Indians. From the rear flap: “There are nearly
300 illustrations. Each story is complete within itself. No long drawn out
descriptive matter. Just short, snappy facts and figures, written in language
understandable to all.” $145

31. MCDANIEL, Ruel. Vinegarroon - The Saga of Judge
Roy Bean “The Law West of the Pecos”.
Kingsport, TN, Southern Publishers, 1936. First Edition. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall.
143pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Good Dust Jacket. Mylar cover over yellow
dustjacket with black title and photograph on front. Dust jacket is lightly
soiled. Boards are light brown with embossed dark brown title and pictorial
images on front. Title in dark brown on spine. Spine is slightly bumped and
bottom edge has light wear. Binding is tight and interior is clean.
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Through written records and personal information found in Langtry,
Texas, Ruel McDaniel illuminates the life story of the famous Roy Bean,
especially his time in Vinegarroon, Texas. Judge Roy Bean “established
himself without any authority, save his indomitable spirit and two six guns, as Law
in that vast and lawless domain between El
Paso and the Pecos River and proceeded to
live the most amazing career in the later history of the Southwest.” The life of Roy Bean
could not be kept from the film industry and
in the 1940’s “The Westerner” was released.
Starring Walter Brennan, Gary Cooper and
Lilian Bond “The Westerner” exposes the
public to the amazing life of Bean. The dustjacket included with this book is a promotional jacket for said movie. $95

32. [MONTANA] Guide Boards.
12mo 7” - 7½” tall. Hardcover. Good. Leather
boards with blind embossed title “Mining Transit Book 363” and secondary title “Guide Boards”
written in black ink.Moderate soiling and wear to
boards. All edges have moderate soiling and wear,
corners have light wear. Keuffel & Essar Co tables
and charts on front and back pastedowns. Journal
entries written in pencil.
This is a surveying journal for southeastern Montana guide boards, surveys dated from 1915 to
1923. Notes, sketches and distances are written for guide boards along
routes near present day Carbon, Bighorn and Rosebud counties. $275
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33. [MONTANA] House Journal of the Seventh Session
of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of
Montana. Journal of the Seventh Session of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Montana, Begun
and held at Virginia City, the Capital of Said Territory,
on the 4th Day of December, A. D. ,1871, and Concluded January 12, A. D. , 1872.
Published by Authority, James H. Mills, Public Printer. Deer Lodge, Montana, 1872. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 143pp. Softcover. Good. Blue
wraps with light soiling, sunning towards edges and creasing. Small tears
at spine, including at foot. Light soiling to edges, including a quarter-inch
diameter ink stain. Pages clean and binding sound. Includes a daily journal of the legislative session. Not found in OCLC. $175

34. [MONTANA] Council Journal of the Sixth Session
of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of
Montana. Journal of the Sixth Session of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Montana, Begun and
held at Virginia City, the Capital of Said Territory, on
the 6th Day of December, A. D. ,1869, and Concluded
January 7, A. D. , 1870.
Herald; Helena, M. T. Robert E. Fisk, Public Printer. Helena, Montana,
1870. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 276pp. Softcover. Good. Blue
wraps with light soiling and creasing. A few pencil marks on front wrap.
Chipping at edges. Wrapper is tearing at spine, but binding is intact.
Light soiling to edges. Foxing on title page. Pages clean. Includes a daily
journal of the legislative session. Not found in OCLC. $325

VERY GOOD TWO VOLUME SET
35. [MONTANA] Langford, Nathaniel Pitt. Vigilante
Days and Ways--The Pioneers of the Rockies--The Makers and Making of Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming - Volumes I and II.
Boston, J. G. Cupples Co. Publishers, 1890. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
Hardcover. Very Good. First edition, two volume set of Langford’s “Vigilante Days and Ways” published in pictorial cloth boards. Volume I has dark
blue cloth boards with illustration in red, title gilt and top edge gilt. Volume
II has red cloth boards with illustration in black and title gilt. Vol I 426pp;
Vol II 485pp plus advertisements. Both volumes include many b&w plates.
Both volumes are in very good
condition: moderate wear to
all edges and corners; light
soiling to edges; front and
back gutters cracked; light
pencil marginalia on endpapers; light toning and foxing
to some leaves throughout
text block.
From Adam Six-Guns: “One
of the standard works on
the Montana vigilantes and
the Plummer gang of road
agents.” Howes L-78. Graff
2390. Adams Six-Guns 1280.

$575
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EARLY DAKOTA TERRITORY MEMOIR
36. MORSE, Virgil D. V. D.’ s Stories As Told by Virgil D.
Morse 1861-1937.
Ithaca, New York, Robert V. Morse, 1945. 4to 9” - 11” tall. Hardcover. Very
Good. Black cloth spine with most of boards covered by marbled paper. Title gilt on front and spine. Gilt title on front board is lightly worn. Very light
edgewear and soiling present. Binding is tight. Interior is clean.
This book is the memoir of Virgil D. Morse, which was dictated to a stenographer and then compiled by Virgil’s son, Robert V. Morse, and friend,
Lillian Shaben. It is a presentation copy given to Virgil’s daughter, Dorothea
C. Morse, by her brother Robert V. Morse in 1958. The book is a compilation
of 181 stories that describe Virgil’s life as boy growing up in Ithaca, New
York during the time when Cornell University was being founded, and later
as a young man going west to the Dakota Territory. This unique memoir
includes stories such as, “Falling Down on the Cow,” “Turning the First Sod;
Cornell University,” “First Day as a Telegraph Operator,” “Filing a Claim
in Dakota,” “Shooting Prairie Chickens,”
“Ezra Cornell,” and many more. No auction records. Two copies found in OCLC
as of February 2017. $275

37. [NEBRASKA] Climate of Nebraska, Particularly
in Reference to the Temperature and Rain-Fall and
Their Influences Upon the Agricultural Interests of
the State--Five Appendices and Twelve Charts--May 7,
1890-Laid Upon the Table and Ordered to be Printed.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 189. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 60pp
Hardcover. Good.
A Senate document containing a report of the influences of temperature
and rainfall on agriculture in the state of Nebraska, and includes 12 precipitation and temperature charts. Book has a full leather binding with red
and black pastedowns and title gilt on spine; charts are located at the rear
of the book and are in b&w and color. Binding has moderate scratching
and rubbing, light pen marginalia, and minor chipping to bottom of spine;
all leaves, except charts, are heavily toned and are fragile; some leaves of
text block have small tears at fore edge, not affecting content. $95

38. [NEVADA] Sagebrush Club. Constitution and ByLaws of the Sagebrush Club - Carson City, Nevada.
Nevada Press Company, 1907. 24mo 5” - 6” tall.
30pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Off white wrappers
with title and small illustration in black on front.
Staple bound, binding tight. Light soiling to back
of pamphlet. Interior is clean.
This is the constitution of the Sagebrush Club,
located in Carson City, Nevada. The club was “instituted to bring about friendly association and
cooperation to those engaged in official, business,
or clerical pursuits.” Many articles and by laws
are described and names of officers, resident
members, and non-resident members are listed.
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39. [NEVADA] Nevada Banks - Rules and Regulations.
New York, Patrick, Elliott & Camp, Inc. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 6pp. Pamphlet.
Die-cut brochure is shaped like a bank-issued account book filled with
checks, colored accordingly, including a line for the name on the front
cover, which someone has penciled in. Being sold AS-IS, the cover for this
brochure has split on the fold. Interior leaf has staples still attached and
is laid-in. Colors are vibrant, but this brochure shows some wear. Interior
pages are white with orange ink.
Content encourages investment in mining versus savings. Though this
brochure is undated, it was printed before 1907 when the company Patrick, Elliott & Camp hastily closed their doors, auctioned off their office
furnishings and disappeared. $45

40. [NEVADA] Nevada State University Literary
Society Program, 1890.
Reno, Nevada,1890. Limited Edition. 16mo 6” - 7”
tall. 4pp. Ephemera. Very Good. Pink folded cardstock
features black title art on the front cover. In very good
shape, this small folder has a horizontal crease through
the center and light wear.
College literary societies in the 1890s were the precursors of fraternities and sororites and an important part
of campus social life. This piece, dated May 2, 1890 is a
program for the Second Annual Public Day of the Nevada State University Literary Society, a women’s group
according to the inside list of officers and members.
Their motto is listed as Finis Coronat Opus (the end
crowns the work) and the Society Color was lavender.

SCARCE SANTA FE EPHEMERA
41. [NEW MEXICO] Santa Fe Tertio-Millennial Anniversary Celebration and Grand Mining and Industrial
Exposition 1550 – 1883.
1883. Ephemera. Very Good. Two items of ephemera from the Santa Fe
Tertio-Millennial Anniversary Celebration of 1883; a ticket for a Grand Ball
for the Tertio-Millennial, on green cardstock; and an advertisement for the
celebration on tan cardstock. Both items are in very good condition. The
ticket is light green with black text and measures 2 1/2” tall by 4 1/4” wide.
It states a Grand Ball will be held in Santa Fe, but the words “Fancy Dress”
and the original date of the ball “Friday Evening, August 10th, 1883” have
been crossed out in contemporary ink, with a new date handwritten “Tuesday Sept 18th”. On the back of the ticket is written “No 66”. The ticket has
light wear to the edges and light soil on the back. The advertisement for
the celebration is on tan cardstock with black ink and measures 4 1/2” tall
by 6 1/2” wide. Advertisement has light soiling to front and back, and light
wear to corners. The advertisement provides the location and time of the
celebration: “Santa Fe, New Mexico, Monday, July 2d, to Friday, August 3d,
Inclusive.” It also lists associated officers, board of directors and committee
members. This anniversary celebration was advertised as “one third of one
thousand years” or the 333rd anniversary of Santa Fe. It celebrated specific historical eras by having “Indian Day,”
“Spanish Day,” and “American Day,” reenacted famous scenes
from history and exhibited the cities resources and accomplishments. $575

$55
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VERY EARLY LAWS OF NEW MEXICO
42. [NEW MEXICO] Revised Statutes of the Territory of New Mexico - To Which Are Prefixed, the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution of the United States, and the Organic Law of the Territory - Revised and
Arranged by Order of the Legislative Assembly Santa Fe, NM.
Printed in the Santa Fe Weekly Gazette Office, 1856. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 563pp. Hardcover. Good.
Content is in both English and Spanish. Text block has English on verso and Spanish translation on recto.
Modern boards, rebound in quarter leather binding with brown cloth. Title is in black on spine. Boards
have light rubbing to top and bottom edges, and corners are slightly bowed inward and have light wear.
All edges have moderate wear and soiling. Top edge of some leaves have light chipping. Title pages and
text block have light to moderate foxing, and light soiling. Title page has been repaired near bottom edge
and has light pen marginalia. A dampstain is located on the bottom right corner and affects almost all
leaves in text block but does not affect content on most leaves. Contemporary stamp of “Felipe Delgado,
Santa Fe, N. M.” on title page and a few leaves.
Living in Santa Fe in the mid-19th century, Felipe Delgado was a wealthy merchant operating a general
store and owning many mule and ox trains freighting over the Santa Fe Trail. The statutes of the Territory of New Mexico were revised, arranged and codified into one volume in 1856 by James Deavenport,
who was at that time the Chief Justice of the Territory. Last auction record is in 1966. $3,500
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SUITABLE FOR FRAMING

CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH CHRONICLES

43. [OREGON] Pacific International Livestock Exposition, Horse Show and Rodeo, Portland Ore. -Oct. 2-10--World’s Largest Livestock Exposition11 Acres under One Roof.

44. RYAN, William Redmond. Personal Adventures in
Upper and Lower California in 1848-9; with the Author’s Experiences At the Mines. Illustrated by Twenty-Three Drawings, Taken on the Spot. Vol. I and II.

Portland, OR, Bushong & Co. (Lithographers), 1937. Very Good. Color lithograph advertising the Pacific International Livestock Exposition
of 1937 in very good condition. Lithograph measures 26 1/2” tall by 20
1/2” wide; depicts livestock, vegetables and a man riding a bronco all on
a bright yellow background. In very good condition, this lithograph was
folded 3 times, with light wear at folds and a small closed tear where folds
intersect, light soiling and light
toning to edges and moderate toning on verso.

London, William Shoberl, 1850. First Edition. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. Hardcover. Good. Marbled boards with quarter leather binding, and title gilt
on spine. Vol I 347pp. Vol II 413pp. Condition of both volumes: spine is
lightly worn and top and bottom edges are fraying. All edges and corners
are heavily worn. Edges have medium to heavy soiling. Corners are chipped.
Previous owner’s bookplate and light pencil marginalia on front pastedown.
Throughout text block there is light foxing and soiling. All 23 plates (in Volumes I and II) are present and backed in cloth. All have medium to heavy
foxing. Frontispieces of San Francisco (Vol I) and the Stanislaus Mine (Vol
II).

The Pacific International Livestock Exposition was an annual
event that took place in Portland
Oregon, beginning around 1910
and organized by O. M. Plummer.

$325

This is the account of William Redmond
Ryan, an Englishman who enlisted in
an American regiment bound for California. It chronicles his journey to California, military life, the rush to the gold
mines, and his personal journey to the
Stanislaus Mine. After trying his hand
at mining, he journeys to Stockton, Sacramento, Monterey, and San Francisco.
Eventually he journeys East via Panama. Howes R-558. Sabin 74532. Graff
3626. $1,250
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45. STEELE, James W. Sons of the Border: Sketches of the Life and People of the Far Frontier.
Topeka, Commonwealth Printing Company, 1873. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 260pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Purple cloth covered boards have gilt
stamped pictorial on the front cover and spine, with blind stamped borders on both covers. Textured cloth boards are heavily toned around the edges,
shelf-worn with bumped and chipping corners. There is a damp stain on the front cover that has warped the boards slightly. The spine is discolored,
sunned and starting to chip at the caps. Inside pages are toned and browning with age, with a few scattered minor soil markings. There are also two pencil
markings on the first free end pages.
From the introduction: The Border and its inhabitants have been too long described and interpreted only through the dime novel; and it is to their advantage, as well as a matter of general benefit, that they have, even at this late day, been seen, studied and portrayed by a man who has discerned and revealed
their real characteristics, and whose writings must for a long time, if not for all time, remain our clearest and truest delineation of that swiftly-disappearing
phase of American life which is at one a memory and a prophecy. Howes S922. $195

46. [TELEGRAMS] California State Telegraph Company - Telegram and Envelope Set.
Very Good. Set of 24 envelopes and 37 telegrams from the California State Telegraph Company, dating from 1853 to 1868. Most telegrams and envelopes
are on white paper with red lettering, some envelopes are yellow with black lettering. Within the entire set there are 11 sets that include the telegram with
its original envelope, 1 set that includes the telegram, envelope and sending form, 2 telegrams that are coded, and 1 envelope that dates to 1853, the same
year the California State Telegraph Company was established. Overall the set is in very good condition with light to moderate foxing and tears to some
envelopes, and light foxing and tears to some telegrams. All telegrams and envelopes are in sleeves from previous
owner.
The content of most telegrams are business dealings discussing the movement of goods, records of
sale and account payments. There are a variety of senders and receivers within the entire set but two
names are repetitive. Many telegraphs were sent to and from Edward Failing, often corresponding
with H. W. Corbett. Corbett managed a successful hardware and farm supply business and was a
U. S. Senator from 1867-1873. Edward Failing was an employee and relative of Corbett and became
partner of H. W. Corbett & Co in 1857. The other common names found in the set are Henry and
William Pierce, also businessmen on the west coast. H &W Pierce started as a loan and commission
business in 1860, soon becoming a shipper of wheat from California to England. Along with Isaac
Friedlander (who is mentioned in one telegram) , Henry and William Pierce were the principal
shippers of wheat to England until the 1870’s. The California State Telegraph Company, and telegraph technology in general, allowed businesses to wire money and information, having profound
economic and social effects. $4,250
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47. [TEXAS] Raht, Carlysle Graham. Romance of Davis Mountains and Big Bend Country - A History.
El Paso, Raht Books Company, 1919. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 381pp. Hardcover.
Good. Dark blue boards with title and landscape image gilt on front, and
title gilt on spine. Top and bottom of spine are slightly bumped and have
small creasing. All corners are bumped.
Top and bottom edges have light wear and
soiling. Front gutter is cracked but binding is still tight. Pencil marginalia on front
endpaper, otherwise interior is clean. Included are many b&w plates with illustrations and photographs along with a frontispiece and map.
This account of Big Bend County, Texas
transports the reader to bygone days of the
American west and introduces the charm
and harshness of the desert world. Howes
R-16. Graff 3416. $65

48. [TEXAS] White, Owen. Out of the Desert - The
Historical Romance of El Paso.
El Paso, McMath Company, 1923. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
442pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Mylar jacket covering maroon boards with
title gilt on spine and front. Top and bottom of spine is fraying. Corners
are bumped and have light wear. All edges have medium soil and fore
edge has small damp stain. Boards have light soil. Binding is tight. Previous owner’s (cousin of author) bookplate on front pastedown. Author’s
signature and inscription on front end paper. Pencil marginalia on front
end paper, otherwise interior is clean.

This book chronicles the history of El Paso, Texas from 1520 to the early
1900’s. It shows the reader “the gradual unfolding and development of the
soul of El Paso from nothing but sand hills and sagebrush to its present
status.” There are nine b&w plates showing images of El Paso through the years
and an errata sheet after the last numbered leaf. Laid in is a contemporary,
promotional pamphlet with reviews and
summary of the book, and a photograph
of the author. Howes W 364. $150

49. [TEXAS] County Map of Texas, and Indian
Territory.
Warner and Beers. Very Good. A scarce map of Texas and Indian Territory, hand-colored. Map measures 18 1/2” tall by 15 1/2” wide and is shrinkwrapped. All edges have light wear and toning, and top edge has light foxing
and a 1/2” tear.
Published in the 1875 edition of George Cram’s “New Commercial Atlas
of the United States and Territories”. Printed under the title is “Warner &
Beers, Publishers, from H. H. Lloyd & Co’s Atlas of the United States.” Later
Cram editions used chromo-lithography, but this edition is still hand-colored. Showing the short-lived Wegefarth (misspelled as “Wigefarth”) County Texas, established in 1873 and abolished in 1876. Young Territory and
Bexar District make up most of west Texas. $250
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50. [TEXAS] General Laws of the State of Texas, Passed
At the Regular Session of the Sixteenth Legislature,
Convened At the City of Austin, January 14th, 1879, and
Adjourned April 24th, 1879.
Galveston, TX, A. H. Belo & Co., State Printers, 1879. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Hardcover. Good. Marbled boards over quarter leather binding with name of previous owner on a pastedown on front board. All edges sprinkled. All edges
and corners have heavy wear. Spine has moderate chipping and boards have
moderate soiling. Previous owner’s signature on first end paper and a few
leaves in the text block. Title pages have heavy toning, text block has moderate toning. Contemporary rebinding to include two documents: the “General Laws of the State of Texas, Passed at the Regular Session of the Sixteenth
Legislature,” and the “General Laws of the State of Texas, Passed at the Special Session of the Sixteenth Legislature,” both taking place in 1879. The
“Regular Session” is 228pp and “Special Session” is 64pp. $250
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51. THOMPSON, Albert W. They Were Open Range
Days: Annals of a Western Frontier.
Denver, World Press Inc., 1946. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 193pp.
Hardcover. Very Good with Good Dust Jacket. One of 500 scarce first edition copies with mylar wrapped dust jacket. White dust jackt has black
and white photo pictorial cover with black title on the spine. Jacket is
browned with age and very lightly toned around the edges. DJ shows signs
of rubbing, sunned spine and chipping along the bottom edge and corners - the price has been clipped from inside flap. Dark red cloth covered
boards have blue title onthe cover and spine. Very light wear to board
edges and corners, light folding and wear on the spine caps. Inside pages
are clean with sharp corners, except for light blue streaks on first pastedown/endpage.
This volume covers a lot of Western history, from Kit Carson, Robber’s
Roost, Billy the Kid, Black Jack Ketchum, to cowboy life and more with
black and white photos and maps.
Adams Herd 2297. Adams Six-Guns
2200. $65

WESTERN AMERICANA

52. [UTAH] Fisher, Margaret M. Utah and the Civil War.
Salt Lake City, Deseret Book Company, 1929. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 173pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Blue cloth covered boards have stamped black and white pictorial cover
and black text on the title, in thick mylar jacket. With a sun-faded and slanted spine, this
book is showing some minor signs of shelfwear. The corners are worn, there are faint soil
markings on front and back, and the tail cap is worn and folding. There are a few minor
soil markings on the text block, but the inside pages are clean with sharp corners.
Fisher’s book tells the story of Utah’s role in the Civil War, with special references to the
Lot Smith and Robert T. Burton expeditions with lots of black and white photos. $75

53. [UTAH] Murray, Eli H. Governor’s Message and Accompanying Documents Twenty-Fifth Session of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Utah.
Salt Lake City, 1882. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 27pp. Softcover. Good. Light blue wrappers with black title and design
on front. String-bound, binding tight. Light soiling to wrappers and light chipping to spine and corners. Contemporary and modern marginalia on front wrapper. Ex-library rubber stamp on front wrapper. Interior is
clean.
This document is a message from Eli Murray, governor of the Territory of Utah, to the legislative assembly and
was read by acting governor, Arthur Thomas. It provided reports on the sale of liquor, railroads, agriculture,
the political situation of the Territory, voter registration and mentions the assassination of President Garfield.
Also included are the biennial reports by the Territorial auditor and treasurer. $375
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WESTERN AMERICANA
STANDARD GEOLOGIC STUDY
54. [UTAH] Gilbert, G. K.
the Henry Mountains.

Report on the Geology of

Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1877. First Edition. 4to
11” - 13” tall. 160pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Dark brown boards with title
gilt on spine. Boards have light soil and moderate wear; spine has chipping that affects gilt title and is lightly toned; all edges and corners have
moderate wear. Text block has light toning and some leaves having light
foxing. Includes five b&w and color plates at rear of book, all of which are
in very good condition.
This is one of the well-known texts by the pioneering American geologist and geomorphologist, G. K. Gilbert, who was one of the first to apply
quantitative techniques to physiographic problems. The Henry Mountains were among the last in the continental United States to be mapped,
not appearing on any maps until 1872 after their sighting by the Powell
Expedition in 1869. $275
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55. [WILD WEST] Lone Star Harry American Representative Scout.
New York, Dick’s Pub. House, 1893. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 16pp. Pamphlet.
Very Good. Pictorial rose colored staple-bound pamphlet with light chipping to spine and clean interior.
Lone Star Harry, “America’s Representative Scout, known as the Revolver King,” was born in Maverick County, Texas, in 1855. His career as a
scout for General Crook and as a famed participant in Wild West Shows is
told. Lone Star Harry, at the age of fourteen, “was broke in as a cowboy”
and worked for the C. C. , 63, and other cattle ranches. Themes include
Instructions Regarding Handling Revolvers, History of Texas, My Experience on the Texas Cattle Trail, plus five folk song lyrics are included.
5 pages of ads included. Fragile booklet, hard to find in such condition.

$375

EXPLORATION
POWELL, J.W. New York Tribune - Lecture
and Letter Extras, No. 19 , May 1874.
New York, New York Tribune, 1874. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
60pp. Softcover. Very Good. The New York Tribune, Lecture
and Letter Extras published in May 1874 containing reports
from Wheeler, Powell, Hayden, Newberry, Dutton, and more.
Light blue wrappers with title on front and advertisements
on back wrappers, string bound. Moderate creasing and light
soiling to wrappers with light wear to all edges. Text block
has light toning. 60pp plus 3pp of advertisements. Includes
a few b&w illustrations and a b&w fold-out map associated
to article written by G. M. Wheeler on his survey of the West.
Contains many articles coming from lectures of the National
Academy of Sciences and the American Oriental Society, as
well as other contributors. Articles of note include: “Colorado Canons” by J. W. Powell, “Western Exploration” by F. V.
Hayden, “Silurian Fossils” by J. S. Newberry, “How the Earth
was Formed” by C. E. Dutton, and an uncommon report by
G. M. Wheeler titled “U. S. Survey of the West.” $275
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EXPLORATION
56. [CALIFORNIA] Thompson, R. A. Conquest of California: Capture of Sonoma by Bear Flag Men June 14,
1846: Raising the American Flag in Monterey by Commodore John D. Sloat. Historical Address Delivered in
Sonoma, January 14, 1896.
Santa Rosa, CA, Sonoma Democrat Publishing Company, 1896.
8vo 8”-9” tall. 33pp. Softcover.
Good. Pamphlet with tied binding. Red wraps have light soiling
with chipping to head of spine,
corners and edges. Pages are clean
and very lightly toned. History of
the part taken by the Bear Flag
Men and Captain J. C. Fremont in
the conquest. Commodore John
D. Sloat and Commodore Robert
F. Stockton, from the commencement of the trouble in Sonoma to
the close in Los Angeles, January,
10, 1847. $75
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57. CAMPBELL, Robert and William Marshall Anderson. The Rocky Mountain Letters of Robert Campbell
with Adventures in the Rocky Mountains in 1834.
Very Good. Two pamphlets on the Rocky Mountains by two trappers and
fellow contemporaries of the early American West, housed together in
folding cloth chemise. Light wear to cloth chemise and both volumes. Includes: Campbell, Robert. The Rocky Mountain Letters of Robert Campbell. 24 pp. Blue wrappers with paper cover label, bound with string.
Pencil marking on p 10. Printed for Frederick W. Beinecke, Christmas,
1955. Anderson, William Marshall. Adventures In The Rocky Mountains
In 1834. Printed from the American Turf Register, 1834. 21 pp. Illustrated
with 2 pasted down full page color plates, with slight wrinkling on glued
pages. Black print with black and red decorative border on wrappers,
bound with staples. One of 100 copies printed for the friends of Edward
Eberstadt & Sons, 1951. Two privately printed pamphlets, printed as gifts
for the Christmases of 1951 and 1955. No auction records for the Robert
Campbell pamphlet since 1986 found. $250

EXPLORATION
58. [CANADA] Hind, Henry Youle. Narrative of the
Canadian Red River Exploring Expedition of 1857 and
of the Assinniboine and Saskatchewan Exploring Expedition of 1858. Vol I and II.
London, Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1860. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
Hardcover. Good. Brown, full leather binding with gilt title and designs on
spine and gilt design on front. All edges have marbled and gilt designs. Pastedowns and first and last endpapers have marbled design. Vol I 494pp. Vol
II 472pp. Condition for both volumes: light scratches to boards, along with
light to medium wear to spine; all corners are bumped and worn, and all
edges have light wear and rubbing; endpapers have light foxing; front endpapers have previous owner’s name. Vol II has a dampstain on boards, front
board stain is about 4” long and back board stain is about 1” wide and 8”
long. Included in both volumes are numerous illustrations and maps. Some
illustrations are b&w woodcuts, while others are called “chromoxylographs”
(color woodcuts) and are mostly colored
in blue, white, yellow and black. There are
two fold out maps, both in color and in
very good condition and many other plate
maps and plans from the expedition.
This journey throughout Northwest Canada was undertaken to “ascertain the
practicability of establishing an emigrant
route between Lake Superior and Selkirk
Settlement, and to acquire some knowledge of the natural resources of the Valley of the Red River and Saskatchewan.”

$775

59. [CANADA] Wakeham, William. Report of the Expedition to Hudson Bay and Cumberland Gulf in the
Steamship “Diana” - under the Command of William
Wakeham, Marine and Fisheries of Canada in the
Year of 1897.
Ottawa, Ontario, Can., S. E. Dawson,
1898. First Edition. 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
83pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Book has
been rebound in blue boards with title gilt on spine. Binding is tight. Light
wear and toning to last few leaves of text
block. Front pastedown and first endpaper have previous owner’s bookplates.
Frontispiece has booktape on left corner
but does not affect content. Title page has
pen marginalia but does not affect content. Otherwise interior is clean. There
are four tipped in fold-out maps after last
numbered leaf. There are three smaller
maps; all are in very good condition with
no tears or soiling. The last map is larger
and has a 2” tear where it has been tipped in. All maps are black, white and
red. These maps track the course of the “Diana” on her journey through
the Hudson Bay. Also included are 27 b&w plates and a frontispiece.
This book is the journal of William Wakeham, assigned by the Canadian
government to gather information on the state of navigation through the
Hudson Strait and assert Canadian sovereignty over Baffin Island and the
Arctic Archipelago. He includes in his journal accounts of daily activities
and important events, previous voyages in that region, fishing capabilities,
and his personal conclusions on navigation through the Strait. $600
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EXPLORATION
60. KELLY, Charles. Salt Desert Trails - a History
of the Hastings Cutoff and Other Early Trails Which
Crossed the Great Salt Desert Seeking a Shorter Road
to California.
Salt Lake City, Western Printing Company, 1930. 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 178pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Green leatherette boards with embossed gilt title,
and blind embossed pictorial image of a pioneer and wagon on front. Light
wear to top and bottom of spine, corners are slightly bumped. Back gutter
is loosening but binding is still tight. Previous owner’s bookplate is glued
to front pastedown. Back endleaf has toning. Interior is clean. Black and
white photographs throughout the book. This
book describes the many trails traveled through
the Great Salt Desert from the mid-19th to early 20th centuries, and focuses on the Hastings
Cutoff. The Cutoff was a supposed “short cut,”
taking 300 miles off the journey to the Pacific
Coast. Starting in Fort Laramie and rejoining
the California Trail on the other side of the Sierra Nevada, the Cutoff proved to be a short cut to
disaster for some. Included in this book are the
journeys of the Donner party, Jedediah Smith,
the Fremont Expedition and more. $65

61. [MEXICO] Diaz, Agustin. Five Pamphlets on
Explorations and Investigations in Mexico.
Hardcover. Five items bound together, original wrappers included. Ex
Libris bookplate of Fredrick Starr, noted ethnologist, who worked extensively in Mexico. Includes: Diaz, Agustin. A Brief Report on the...Geographical Exploring Commission in Mexico. 14 pp. New Orleans, 1885. *
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Memoria Presentada al Gobierno de Estado por el Jefe de la Comision
Geografico Exploradora Coronel Julio Alvarado... 19 pp. San Luis Potosi,
1895. * Alvarado, Julio. Geographical and Exploring Commission of the
Mexican Republic: Catalogue of the Exhibits... 67 pp. (Some marginal ink
annotations and corrections. ) Mexico: 1895. * Alvarado, Julio. Comision
Geografico-Exploradora de la Republica Mexicana: Catalogo de les objets... 46 pp. Mexico: 1900. * Alvarado, Julio. The Geographical and Exploring Commission of the Mexican Republic: Sketch of Its Organization
and Labors. 23 pp. [Buffalo, NY: c.1900]. Warren Heckrotte notes: “The
origin, make-up, and work of the Geographical Exploration Commission
is described in the pamphlets.
The Comision Geografica-Explordora was established by a decree of December 13, 1877. It was directed to prepare a map of the Republic with
all the scientific accuracy desirable.
The region around the town of Puebla,
southwest of Mexico City, was the first
effort of the Comision. The surveying
was done by astronomical determinations and triangulations. Between 1879
and 1882, the planned nine sheets for
the area around Puebla, lithographed
in Mexico City, were issued at a scale
of 1: 20,000. Elevations are shown by
contour lines. The sheets were also
issued as photographs, the maps reduced in scale to 1: 50,000... The ultimate goal was to produce a map of
the country at a scale of 1: 100,000 in
1100 sheets. At the time the Comision
closed shop in 1914, a little over 200
sheets had been completed.” $275

EXPLORATION
62. PIKE, Zebulon Montgomery. An Account of Expeditions to the Sources of the Mississippi, and Through the
Western Parts of Louisiana, to the Sources of the Arkansaw, Kans, La Platte, and Pierre Jaun, Rivers During the
Years 1805, 1806, and 1807 and a Tour through the Interior Parts of New Spain. In the Year 1807.
Philadelphia, C. & A. Conrad and Co., 1810. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 6pp. Map Folio. Good. Separate map atlas for the Pike Expedition bound
in period paper-covered boards with mostly expired leather binding with paste-down label on front. Boards are worn and soiled. Moderate foxing to pastedowns. First endpaper missing 1 1/2” at top corner; rear endpaper mostly adhered to pastedown. 5 folding maps including “A Chart of the Internal Part of
Louisiana”, A Map of the Internal Provinces of New Spain”, a “Map of the Mississippi River from its Source to the Mouth of the Missouri”, “The First Part
of Cap’n Pike’s Chart”, and “A Sketch of the Vice Royalty”. Plus the single page “Falls of St. Anthony” to complete all six maps and charts as called for. This
is an atlas volume only, no report is included. Maps are moderately toned and foxed but little to no tearing at folds. Map of the Mississippi has small chips
missing from the fore edge with a portion of the neat line missing. Wheat calls these maps, “the first to exhibit a geographic knowledge of the Southwest
based on firsthand exploration and are considered milestones in the mapping of the American West.” Ex Libris Frederic Remington with his bookplate
inside front board. Wagner-Camp 9: 1, Howes P373. $12,000
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EXPLORATION

63. WARREN, G. K. Preliminary Report of Explorations in Nebraska
and Dakota, in the Years 1855-’56-’57.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1875. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 125pp. Softcover. Good. A 1875 reprint of
U. S. Army Lieutenant G. K. Warren’s report on Nebraska and Dakota Territories with a fold-out map, in good
condition. Off-white wrappers with title on front, string bound. Wrappers have moderate soiling and heavy
wear. Front wrapper has been repaired, with booktape on inside of front wrapper. Back wrapper is almost
completely separated from spine. Text block is clean. Fold-out map is in b&w and at folds is very fragile and has
some closed tears. G. K. Warren’s 1858 report described most efficient routes through the territories, physical
geography, character of soil, resources found, climate, rivers, military posts, and Native peoples. The report was
recommended for reprint by A. A. Humphreys, Chief of Engineers for the War Department in 1875, due to the
interest in the Black Hills and the resources (gold) found there. $250

64.WHITE, David A. (compiler). News of the Plains
and Rockies 1803-1865 (9-Volume Set).
Spokane, WA, Arthur H. Clark Company, 1996-2001. First Edition. First
Printing. Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Complete set of David A. White’s News of the Plains and Rockies 1803-1865
includes 8 volumes of historic accounts and 1 volume of bibliographical
information. Volumes 1-8 are tan colored pressed cloth, vol. 9 is reddish
brown pressed cloth; all volumes have gilt title info on the cover and
spine, no dust jackets as issued. Entire set in very good condition. No
signs of toning or sunning, but there are very light signs of shelf rubbing.
Interior pages are all clean. A truly fine, complete set. Each volume has
an introduction to provide historical perspective for personal accounts of
western exploration and frontier life. Subjects include early explorers, fur
trading, missionary expeditions, railway expansion, and so much more.

$150
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LEWIS AND CLARK

THE LEGENDARY EXPEDITION
WITH CLARK’S RENOWNED
MAP OF THE WEST

[LEWIS AND CLARK] Lewis, Meriwether and William Clark; Allen, Paul and [Nicholas Biddle] (editors). History of the
Expedition Under the Command of Captains Lewis and Clark, To the Sources of the Missouri, Thence Across the Rocky
Mountains and Down the River Columbia To the Pacific Ocean. Performed During the Years 1804-5-6. By Order of the
Government of the United States. Prepared For the Press By Paul Allen, Esquire. In Two Volumes.
Philadelphia, Bradford and Inskeep; and Abm. H. Inskeep, New
York. J. Maxwell, Printer, 1814. Large 8vo 9”-10” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Two volumes with all five full-page maps and one
folding map present. Volume I: xxvii, 470pp and includes two full
page maps and the folding map; Volume II: ix, 522pp and three full
page maps. Folding map is titled “A Map of Lewis and Clark’s Track
Across the Western Portion of North America From the Mississippi
to the Pacific Ocean. By Order of the Executive of United States in
1804.5&6. Copied by Samuel Lewis from the Original Drawing of
Wm Clark” and measures 12 ½” x 28 ½”. Both volumes have early
twentieth-century, three-quarter morocco bindings with marbled
boards and matching marbled pastedowns and endpapers. Original owner’s name, “Jo. Gratz,” in ink on title page of each volume
(Joseph Gratz of the prominent Jewish family of Philadelphia); later owner’s bookplate on front pastedown and stamp on endpapers
.Volumes and maps are in very good condition. Volumes have light
wear to boards, text blocks have light toning and soiling, and are
bindings tight; folding map has light foxing near top and a ¼ ” tear
where attached at binding.
This work is “the definitive account of the most important exploration of North America” (Wagner-Camp 13:1). The two volume set
contains the history of the Lewis and Clark Expedition as well as
one of the most influential maps ever created, complied from the
drawings of William Clark. After the monumental purchase of the
Louisiana Territory in 1803, President Jefferson called upon Meri-

wether Lewis and William Clark to explore the newly purchased
land, to create an initial route for westward expansion, and to make
systematic reports of the Missouri River’s geography, flora, fauna
and human inhabitants. Jefferson hoped that the Expedition would
find a water route to link the Columbia and Missouri Rivers; discover good soil and new plant species for agriculture; and become liaisons for the government of Indian nations. With this tremendous
task at hand, Lewis and Clark would organize the Corps of Discovery which would undertake a two-year journey.
From 1804 to 1806 Lewis and Clark led the Corps from Illinois to
the Pacific Ocean. Journal entries ranged from short and simple to
lengthy and detailed, and provide a remarkable wealth of knowledge on the natural history, geography and ethnology of this new
portion of the nation. From a short entry in December 1804: “Saturday, 29th. There was a frost fell last night nearly one quarter of
an inch in depth, which continued to fall till the sun had gained
some height: the mercury at sunrise stood at 9° below 0” (Vol. I,
p 148). And from the other end of the spectrum: “The black woodpecker is found in most parts of the Rocky Mountains, as well as
in the western and southwestern mountains. He is about the size
of a lark woodpecker, or turtle dove, although his wings are longer than the wings of either of those birds: the beak is one inch in
length, black, curved at the base, and sharply pointed...” (Vol. II, p
186). The description of this bird carries on for a full page. Lewis
particularly, took the assignment of providing a thorough natural

history quite seriously. The woodpecker he describes in this entry
is the only animal species that bears his name, Malnerpes lewis or
“Lewis’s Woodpecker.” Overall the Corps of Discovery is credited
with bringing to light 178 plant species and 122 animal species previously unknown to American and European scientists.
Along with consistent journal entries, “William Clark drew a series
of maps that were remarkably detailed, noting and naming rivers
and creeks, significant points in the landscape, the shape of river shore, and spots where the Corps spent each night or camped
or portaged for longer periods of time. Later explorers used these
maps to further probe the western portion of the continent” (U.S.
National Archives and Records). The folding map included in these
volumes is Clark’s renowned map of the West. In wonderful detail
it illustrates the enormity of the famous Expedition. This map “is
gone from many if not most copies of the book now extant…it was
not inserted in all copies of the original edition” (Streeter: 1777).
The inclusion of this first issue map, complete and in such good
condition, makes this volume extremely rare.
This extraordinary expedition, chronicled in these volumes and
maps, has left a lasting imprint on our nation. As purveyors of
Western Americana and Natural History, we are honored to handle
this rare and spectacular record of United States history, science
and exploration. Graff 2477. Howes L317. Streeter: 1777. Wagner-Camp 13:1. $72,500

MORMON

[DESERET ALPHABET] Book of Mormon in
the Deseret Alphabet, Part 1.
New York, Deseret University,1869. First Edition. 8vo 8” 9” tall.116pp. Pictorial Hardcover. Good. Black leather spine
over pictorial light blue boards. Spine has gilt on spine plus
blind embossed design. Rubbing to spine and moderate soiling to boards. Tight binding and clean interior. Edges show
light foxing.
The first section of the Book of Mormon printed from the
same type setting, and in the same year as the much rarer
complete Book of Mormon in this type. This phonetic alphabet was developed at Deseret University from 1847 and
1854 but not used to print books until 1868. Brigham Young
pushed the use of the alphabet heavily but it never took hold
in any serious way. $300
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MORMON
65. [GATES, SUSA YOUNG, ASSOCIATION COPY]
Smith, Joseph. Book of Mormon: an Account Written
by the Hand of Mormon Upon Plates Taken from the
Plates of Nephi.
Salt Lake City, UT, George Q. Cannon & Sons Company, 1891. Third Electrotype Edition. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 623pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Full dark
brown goat binding with gilt rule on front and back and 6 double rules in gilt
on spine plus title in gilt. Book has been re-backed with new spine material
plus new endpapers added. Corners of boards have been strengthened with
minor in-fill of pigment to boards. Bookplate inside front board of James B.
Bond. All edges gilt. Interior clean and tight binding.
Presentation copy to Major J. B. Bond from Susa Young Gates. Susa Young
Gates was a daughter of Brigham Young by Lucy Bigelow, Brigham’s 22nd
wife. Susa Young Gates was well known in Utah where she started the Young
Woman’s Journal and the Relief Society Magazine. She also served on the
BYU Board of Regents for 42 years and was active in the women’s suffrage
movement and the DAR. She perhaps met Major Bond through his work in
the Lyceum Theatre Lecture Bureau, where he had Brigham Young’s 52nd
wife, Ann Eliza Young as a client. Ann Eliza Young became disenchanted
with the LDS church, divorced her husband and embarked on a speaking
tour. Ann Young also was known as the “19th Wife” and published a wellknown book of the same name. The undated inscription reads, “This ancient
history of the inhabitants of America is worth careful reading. May I hope it
will prove interesting to you?” A nice association copy. $1,750
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MORMON
BEAUTIFUL DUST JACKET AND TIPPED IN PORTRAIT OF LEE

66. LEE, John D. ; Kelly, Charles (editor). Journals of
John D. Lee 1846-47 and 1859.
Salt Lake City, Western Printing Company, 1938. 4to 9” - 11” tall. 244pp.
Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. Original orange dust jacket with light sunning to spine and light wear to top edge. Dark green boards
with title gilt on front and spine. Light wear to bottom of spine. Top edge has
light wear. Binding is tight and interior is clean. Front endpaper is signed
by the editor, Charles Kelly. Privately printed for Rolla Bishop Watt and is
208/250 copies. Tipped-in portrait of Lee is present on p. 6 and many b&w
plates are also included.
This book was gathered from the acquired diaries of the Lee family and Rolla Bishop Watt. Starting in 1838 John D. Lee participated in missions for the
Mormon Church and worked closely with Brigham Young. Moving to Utah
in 1848, Lee was put in charge of various settlers and became a member of
the Territorial legislature. He is most widely remembered as a participant
in the Mountain Meadows Massacre, and was the only participant tried and
executed for this crime. The editor has compiled Lee’s journals of 1846-47
and 1859 with informative footnotes recounting this important time period
of American history. $1,100
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MORMON
67. LYON, John. Harp of Zion, a Collection of Poems, & C.
Liverpool, UK, S. W. Richards, 1853. First Edition. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 223pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Green cloth boards with blind embossed decorative floral
to boards and title gilt on spine. Boards have light wear to all edges and moderate
toning to all edges. Spine has moderate sunning and light soiling. Text block is clean
and binding is tight. Frontis of the author is included and errata sheet is located at
end of text block.
As stated on the title page, this book was “Published for the Benefit of the Perpetual Emigrating Fund” which provided means for Latter-Day Saints to immigrate to
Utah. A Latter-day Saint originally from Scotland, Lyon went to Utah in 1853. Flake
5067. Sabin 50740. $350

69. STRANG, James J. Prophetic Controversy--A Letter from James J. Strang to Mrs. Corey.
Third Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 38pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Staple-bound
pamphlet with light browning to newsprint-like paper. Gentle bending to
several corners of pages. Clean interior. Published circa 1886.
This letter was sent to Mrs. Corey in response to a letter Mrs. Corey wrote
to her sister, who passed it on to Strang. Strang responds to her calling
him a ‘vain usurper.’ Strang created a rival Mormon sect on Beaver Island,
Michigan. Flake 8509. $125
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MORMON

EARLY TERRITORIAL IMPRINT

70. [UTAH] Calkin, A. General Report of the Auditor of
Public Accounts for the Territory of Utah: Presented to
the Legislative Assembly December 18, 1854.
Utah Territory, 1854. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 8pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Uncut pamphlet. Title in black lettering. Light fraying and soiling to fore and
bottom edges.
Included in the report is a general assessment of property and present conditions of public improvements. Calkin apologizes to the Assembly saying
that “it is with extreme regret...that I present with you so meager a report,”
commenting on the neglect of duty of other officers of the territory. Very
early Mormon imprint. 1/100 copies printed by Joseph Cain, public printer,
Salt Lake City, 1854. We have never handled this rare item before. Not in
Flake. Four copies in OCLC as of January 2017. $850
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MORMON

FABULOUS UTAH BROADSHEET
71. [UTAH]. [Smith, Jos. F and Arthur Stayner]. Deseret News
Supplement. Truth and Liberty. Salt Lake City, Utah Territory,
Thursday, April 27, 1882 -- Constitution of the State of Utah.
Salt Lake City, Utah Territory, [Deseret News Company], 1882. 2pp. Newspaper. Very
Good. Broadsheet having text on recto and verso, with leaf divided into three columns
of text and measuring 21 1/4” tall by 14” wide. This is a supplement of the Deseret News.
In very good condition, this newspaper has moderate toning and soiling at bottom edge,
left corner has a small piece missing, right corner has a minor dampstain, and moderate
bleeding from text is apparent on recto.
This supplement, issued by “Deseret News,” contains the Constitution of the State of
Utah from Articles I - XVII along with a column and a half of advertisements. Charles W.
Penrose was editor from 1880 to 1892 and again from 1899 to 1907. “The Deseret News
began as a weekly newspaper in Salt Lake City on June 15, 1850, just three years after
the Mormon pioneers founded the city. Established by the Church under the direction of
Brigham Young, the News has had uninterrupted publication to the present...From the beginning, the Deseret News has championed the U. S. Constitution and ‘truth and liberty‘”
(Harold B. Lee Library, BYU). $2,250
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PHOTOGRAPHY

MUENCH, Josef. NO. 456 B & W Photograph.
Very Good. B&W photograph of two women and two children, the smallest child in a cradleboard, on glossy photographic paper. Photograph measures 10” by 8” and has black
rubber stamp with “Josef Muench Pictorial Photography,
No. 456” on verso. All edges have light wear and all corners
have moderate creasing. Back of photograph has moderate
soiling.
First visiting Arizona in 1936, Josef Muench began photographing landscapes and people throughout the four corners,
and became well known for his photographs of Monument
Valley and the Grand Canyon, and his work for the magazine
“Arizona Highways.” It is unknown if this photograph has
been previously published. $325
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PHOTOGRAPHY
RARE FULL PLATE TINTYPE - VOLCANO, CA
72. ADAMS, Frank. Frank Adams Full & Half Plate
Tintype Photographs, Volcano, California.
Volcano, CA. Tintype Photo. Two tintype photos show a bearded man, two
women and a boy in front of a wooden cabin surrounded by grass, bushes
and trees in the background. 1) Full plate tin photo. 6.5 x 8.5”. On reverse is
a piece of paper glued on with penciled identification. 2) 1/2 plate tin photo
5 x 7”. No identification, but same group. C1860-1865. The full plate image
is sharp with almost no emulsion loss but does have several scratches to
the surface. The half plate has slight emulsion loss and some blistering and
scratching.
A rather serious quartet with the exception of the small child who is smiling in both photos. Volcano, California, located in Amador County, was the
scene of a gold rush with the advent of hydraulic mining in 1855. The small
town also boasted the first lending library in California. The historic St.
George Hotel is on the National Register of Historic Places. $2,000
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PHOTOGRAPHY
73. At Navajo Church Near Fort Wingate - Isaiah West Taber
Photograph.
San Francisco, Taber Photographic Parlors, c.1880. Boudoir albumen cabinet card depicting a
geologic formation known as “Navajo Church” located in New Mexico, with a dog and two men in
the foreground. Photograph is in very good condition and is on cream colored mount with Taber
Photographic Parlor stamp on verso. Photograph (without mount) measures 6”x4 1/4”. Photograph has light foxing affecting content, and all edges of mount have toning and light wear. $125

74. At the Bar - Saloon Photograph.
Very Good. Black and white photograph mounted on dark grey cardboard. Photo was made by silver
gelatin process and measures 5 ½” x 8”. Light silvering to top of photograph. Light wear to the center of the photo, with a ¼” thick line that spans its width. The bottom left corner had pencil marginalia from previous owner and was erased but stated “Painesville.” Painesville, Ohio could possibly
refer to the location of the photograph.
This early 20th century photograph depicts six men at bar, two men are black and four men are
white. Two white men look to be customers and all others work at the establishment. This bar sported electricity, a National cash register, and sold food, cigars, and drinks. $375

75. [ARIZONA] Yuma, Arizona--Four Photographs.
Very Good. Four b&w photographs of Yuma, Arizona along the Colorado River.
All images depict people gathering in celebration for some event, with one image of a gathering in
town, and three photographs of a gathering near the Colorado River at the ferry crossing, and dated
to circa 1900. The strategic location on the Colorado River made Yuma one of the busiest and wildest towns in the old West. Although these photographs show a much more developed town than the
settlement of the Wild West, the gatherings shown here portray a city still busy and full of life. Photographs measure 2 ¼”x3” and are detailed with very good contrast; one photo has light silvering
and two photos have pencil marginalia on verso. $250
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PHOTOGRAPHY
76. [ARIZONA] Baer, Erwin. Mt Observation, or
Huethawalee” the Havasu Indian Name.
Prescott, Arizona. 8” x 10”. Photograph. Very Good.
German-born photographer Erwin Baer worked out of Prescott in the early
1900s where he was primarily known as a mine photographer. This photo is part of a set “Grand Canyon of the Colorado, Cataract Route, Via Ash
Fork, Arizona.” Havasu Canyon was then known as Cataract Canyon, and
could be accessed by rail transport to
Ash Fork. The image depicts five riders on horseback in front of a rock feature captioned as Mt Observation, or
Huethawalee, presumably the current
Mount Huethawali on the Esplanade.
No date for this image, but most likely early 1900s. Some light wear to the
card, 10” x 8” mount with 8 7/8” x 6
3/4” photo is clean with wonderful
contrast and very little soiling. $475

76A. [ARIZONA] Ray Consolidated Copper Co. -Ray, Arizona.
Brooklyn, NY, Albertype Co. (Printers). Very Good. Panoramic collotype
of the Ray Mining District in Arizona, framed and in very good condition.
Image depicts the land of the Ray Consolidated Copper Company including the mine, mining plants, the railroad and many buildings; undated but
photograph was taken circa 1915; also included is the tissue guard originally
used to wrap the print. Print was created using the collotype (or albertype)
process with red and blue tones; untrimmed original print 33 1/4” x 10 1/2”,
frame measures 39 1/2” x 16 1/2”. Print has not been examined out of frame.
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In very good condition, print has a 1 1/2” crease near the left edge, affecting content, otherwise no soiling or wear is apparent. The Ray Consolidated Copper Company was located in the Dripping Spring Mountains
on Mineral Creek, about 90 miles north of Tucson and in 1917 produced
44,500 tons of copper. Ranking as Arizona’s second-largest copper producer, this image preserves an important piece of Arizona history. $750

77. BALSTER, F. S. Navajo Indians--No. 340 F. S.
Balster--Durango, Colo.
Durango, CO, F. S. Balster. Photograph. Good. Photograph depicting five
Navajo on horseback on a main street in Durango, Colorado, taken circa
1900. Photograph measures 7 ½” x 4 ½” and is mounted on a tan cabinet
card; within photograph you can see the railroad with Durango and Rio
Grande Rail Road Cars, a signpost for “Cal Brown, Hay Grain, Durango
Corral” and a hotel sign; “Navajo Indians, No. 340 F. S. Balster, Durango,
Colo” is superimposed on photograph; “Rocky Mountain Views from F.
S. Balster, Optician and Jeweler, Durango, Colorado. A duplicate of this
view sent on receipt of 25 cents” printed on verso. Frank S. Balster, optician, jeweler and photographer, worked in Durango, La Plata County,
Colorado, from about 1893 to 1917 (Library of Congress). Photograph is
in good condition with moderate soiling and wear to all edges of photograph; mount has moderate
soiling, has been repaired in
right, upper corner, and evidence of mounting tape on
back of mount. $375

PHOTOGRAPHY
78. [BIRDSEYE, CLAUDE] U. S. Geological Survey of the Grand Canyon, 1923—
Photograph.
Pacific & Atlantic Photos, Inc, 1923. Very Good. Photograph of the crew members of the famous 1923 U. S.
Geological Survey of the Grand Canyon. Photograph measures 8 ½” x 6 ½” and depicts the nine crew members leaning on a boat. Photograph has light soiling to edges and light silvering; printed description of photograph pasted on verso, as well as Pacific & Atlantic Photos, Inc rubber stamp.
The Grand Canyon survey party included Leigh Lint, boatman; H. E. Blake, boatman; Frank Word, cook;
Claude Birdseye, expedition leader; Dr. Raymond C. Moore, geologist; Roland W. Burchard, topographer; Eugene C. LaRue, hydraulic engineer; Lewis Freeman, boatman, and Emery Kolb, head boatman (names listed
as arranged in photo-graph from left to right). “In 1923, the U. S. Geological Survey organized an expedition to
make a map of the Grand Canyon, which was the last stretch of the Colorado River that had not been accurately
surveyed. This 251-mile stretch of the river extended from Lees Ferry to Diamond Creek… Birdseye was charged
with making an unbroken level survey line through Marble and Grand Canyons and running the survey line up side canyons. In addition, the party was to
survey possible dam sites under the direction of LaRue” (USGS). This expedition decided the fate of the canyon in many ways and this photograph provides
a lasting memory of the crew and their mission. $225

79. FIELD, Avery Edwin. Landscape Photograph – 1915.
Riverside, CA, 1915. Very Good. Hand-tinted landscape photograph taken near Palm Springs,
California by Avery Edwin Field, circa 1915. Photograph is in very good condition and has
been shrink-wrapped. Photograph has not been examined out of shrink wrap. Photograph
has light chipping and soiling to edges. Signed by Field near bottom left corner in pencil.
Photograph depicts a mountainous scene in the background with sand dunes and flowers
in the foreground. Flowers have been brightly colored while mountains are more neutral
colors. From the Online Archive of California: “Avery Edwin Field was the premier commercial photographer in Riverside for most of the first half of the twentieth century. The name
“Avery Field” was synonymous with photographic artistry and high technical quality...as the
official photographer of the Mission Inn and a successful entrant in many prestigious salon
exhibits, Field also enjoyed a national and international reputation for photographic excellence.” $900
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WHEELER EXPEDITION STEREOTYPES 1872-1874
BELL, Wm. Geographical Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian--Set of Six Stereoviews.
U. S. War Department Corps of Engineers. 4” x 7”. Photographs. Good. A set of 6 stereoviews from the Geographical Series documenting the 1872 and
1874 expeditions of Lieutenant George M. Wheeler, dated to 1870’s. Photographs include: No. 8, The Canon of Kanab Creek, near its junction with the
Grand Canon of the Colorado; No. 9, “The Bath,” a Dripping Spring in Kanab Canon; No. 10, The Mouth of Kanab Creek; No. 11, Mouth of the Paria, Colorado River; No. 14, The Northern Wall of the Grand Canon of the Colorado, near the foot of To-ro-weap Valley; and No. 106, Grand Canon of the Colorado
River. Stereoviews measure 4”x7” and have a printed caption on recto and title and description of the photograph printed on verso, with the exception of
stereoview No 106 which is blank on verso. Stereoviews have moderate soiling, sometimes affecting content, light wear to edges and minor chipping to
two photographs. George M. Wheeler’s surveys ran from 1869-1879, and William Bell, the expedition photographer, documented their remarkable travels
through the American Southwest. $1,275
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POWELL SURVEY STEREOTYPES 1871-1872
HILLERS, John K.; Beaman, E. O. U. S. Topographical and Geological Survey of the Colorado River of the West
by J. W. Powell and A. H. Thompson--Set of Fourteen Stereoviews.
4 1/2” x 7”. Photographs. Very Good. Set of 14 stereoviews with views from the John Wesley Powell’s second expedition, with all photographs credited
to John K. Hillers and E. O. Beaman, and published in the late 1870’s. Images include: No. 231, The Canon, from To-ro-weap Valley, (Looking Up. ) ; No.
202, Looking Up the River; Two stereoviews of No. 220, The Canon, seen from To-ro-weap Valley; No. 25, Snow Creek (photo taken by E. O. Beaman) ;
No. 20, Lower Cascades; No. 26, Tower Walls; No. 238, Heart of the Canon; No. 46, The Race, Bullion Canon; No. 118, The Twin Pinnacles; No. 98, The
Messenger; No. 79, The Abandoned Boats; and two stereoviews are without titles or descriptions. These images depict views of the Green River, Colorado
River, Kanab Creek, Ashley’s Creek, Sevier River, Rio Virgin and Indians of the Colorado Valley. All photographs, except one, are credited to John K. Hillers. Although originally hired as a boatman, the German-born Hillers assisted Beaman and became the most prominent photographer of the expedition
due to his enthusiasm for learning the techniques and willingness to carry heavy equipment. Powell had intended that his cousin Clem would assist, but he
proved unenthusiastic. Powell made Hillers the head photographer, and after the Colorado River expeditions, he continued to work for Powell at the USGS
and Bureau of Ethnology until his retirement. All stereoviews are mounted on heavy cardstock, most yellow on front and bearing red ink stamps on front,
and all, except three, have printed captions pasted on verso. Conditions range from good to very good, most photographs have medium contrast with a few
stunners, all have light wear to corners, most have light soiling at edges and on verso, a few have light toning and pencil marginalia on verso. $2,500
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LARGE FORMAT JOHN K. HILLERS PHOTOGRAPHY
80. HILLERS, John K. New Mexico and Arizona--Set of Six Photographs.
Photographs. Very Good. Set of 6 large format albumen photographs signed in the negative by John K. Hillers depicting archaeological sites and Pueblo
villages of New Mexico and Arizona taken circa 1880’s. Photographs are titled in the negative “Cliff Ruins Near Fort Wingate N. M. ,” “The Old ___ Tower
Near Fort Wingate N. M. ,” “Tewa. Mokitown” “Orabi Mokitown,” “Dangers Rock Wolpi Ariz,” and “Mummy Cave Canon Del Muerte Ariz. ,” ; photographs measure 13” x 10” and mounted, 14” x 11”. ; thick cardboard mount is dark brown and has gilt edges. Photographs are in very good condition; all
photographs have good contrast and light silvering, most photographs have light soiling, two photographs have moderate soiling affecting content; all
mounts have moderate wear and chipping to edges. German-born Hillers became the most prominent photographer of the second Powell expedition due
to his enthusiasm for learning the techniques and willingness to carry heavy equipment. This was the beginning of his 20-year career as a government
photographer documenting the American West. The images by Hillers included in this set are most likely from the first James Stevenson expedition to the
Southwest. $7,250
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SELDOM SEEN WILLIAM HENRY JACKSON VIEWS
81. JACKSON, William Henry. U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey--Set of 16 Photographs. c. 1874.
Photographs. Very Good. A set of 16 albumen photographs taken by William Henry Jackson during the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the
Territories under F. V. Hayden between 1870 and 1878. In 1870 Professor Ferdinand V. Hayden invited Jackson to join the expedition. For the next 8
years, Jackson took thousands of photographs and many stereograph images of the West, particularly in Utah, Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado (University of Chicago Library). The images included in this set are of archaeological sites within the four corners area, with the site, surrounding scenery and
usually with a man in each photo for scale. Photographs included are: 157, Ancient Ruins in the Canon of the Mancos; 158, Ancient Ruins of the Canon
of the Mancos; 161, Ancient Ruined City at Aztec Springs. The Outer Wall; 163, Ancient Ruins at the Head of the McElmo; 166, Cave Dwellings near the
Fortified Rock on the McElmo; 168, Ruined Fortress Near the McElmo; 169, Ruined Fortress on the Hovvenweep; 170, Ruined Fortress on the Hovvenweep; 171, Ruined Town and Fortress on the Hovvenweep. Utah; 172, Ruined Fortress on the Hovvenweep. Utah; 282, Cave Town on the Rio de Chelley;
286, Cave Town on the Rio de Chelley; 288, Ruins in Montezuma Canon; 289, Ruins in Montezuma Canon; 291, Cave Ruins in Canon Near Sierra Abajo;
and 292, Cliff House in Canon Near the Sierra Abajo. Utah. All photographs measure 7 ¼” x 4 ¼” and are in good to very good condition. Most have light
yellowing of photograph and light wear to edges, some have light soiling and light silvering, and two have tears affecting content. The images taken by W.
H. Jackson called attention to the west, depicting the beauty and history found there. These photographs are no exception. $2,100
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82. JACKSON, William Henry. Devil’s Gate, Weber
Canyon--Summit County, Utah.
Photograph. Very Good. Silver-gel photograph taken by William Henry
Jackson during the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories under F. V. Hayden. Photograph depicts Weber Canyon and the
Weber River which is located in the Wasatch Range near Ogden, Utah.
In 1870 Professor Ferdinand V. Hayden invited Jackson to join the survey expedition. For the next 8 years, Jackson took thousands of photographs and many stereograph images of the West, particularly in Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado (University of Chicago Library). This
image matches a known Jackson print exactly and was taken in 1869 (National Archives Catalog). Photograph measures 9 1/2” x 7”, is mounted
and is blank on verso. Photograph has light wear to right edge and light
silvering; moderate soiling to mount, not affecting content, and light wear
to all edges. $250

83. JACKSON, William Henry. Amphitheater, an
Immense Semi-Circular Wall of 1,000 Feet in Height,
Three Miles Above the Mouth of Echo Canyon--Summit
County, Utah.
Photograph. Very Good. Silver-gel photograph taken by William Henry
Jackson during the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories under F. V. Hayden. Photograph depicts the railroad approaching Echo
Canyon in Summit County, Utah. In 1870 Professor Ferdinand V. Hayden
invited Jackson to join the survey expedition. For the next 8 years, Jackson
took thousands of photographs and many stereograph images of the West,
particularly in Utah, Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado (University of Chicago Library). This image matches a known Jackson print exactly and was
taken in 1869 (National Archives Catalog). Photograph measures 9 1/2” x
7”, is mounted and is blank on verso. Photograph has light silvering and a 2”
tear near the lower, right corner; light soiling to mount, not affecting content, light chipping to left edge, and wear to all edges. $250
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PHOTOGRAPHY
84. JACKSON, William Henry. Looking Down Echo
Canyon, From Above the Great Eastern--Summit
County, Utah.
Photograph. Very Good. Silver-gel photograph taken by William Henry
Jackson during the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories under F. V. Hayden. Notes on this photograph found on the U.S.G.S
website describe the scene: “On the right, the high perpendicular walls, with
the strata dipping down westward, are cleft by deep gorges, leaving the intermediate portions standing out like huge castles, massive inform and a
vivid red in coloring. On the left, the hills are equally high, but run off into
more rounded forms, which are clothed in the springtime with a bright contrasting green.” Photograph measures 9” x 7”, has the number “32” superimposed at left, lower corner, and is mounted and blank on verso. Photograph
has light silvering; light soiling to mount, not affecting content, and light
wear to all edges. $250

85. [MEXICAN REVOLUTION] El Paso - Searching
Mexicans.
New York, Bain News Service. Photograph.
Good. Photograph has minor chipping all
corners affecting content and light soiling.
B&W photograph depicting four American
soldiers in the act of searching two Mexicans for hidden arms; photograph taken
during the time of the Mexican Revolution, between 1915 and 1920 (Library of
Congress). Photograph measures 5”x7”; title of photograph and catalog
number “3784-5” are superimposed on front; “Bain News Service”, title of
image “Searching Mexicans to find hidden arms; made at El Paso--Mch 16
1916” and “US Hist Mexican War; 1916” rubber stamped on verso. $55

86. [MEXICAN REVOLUTION] Escaped from
Tampico, in Launch.
New York, Culver Pictures, Inc. Photograph. Good. Photograph has minor
chipping to bottom right edge, affecting
content. B&W photograph depicting seven men who escaped in a small boat from
Tampico, Mexico arriving in Galveston,
Texas; the men left during the U. S. Occupation of Veracruz, Mexico at the time of
the Mexican Revolution (Library of Congress). Photograph measures 6 3/4” x 4 3/4”; title of photograph and
copyright of “Bain”, of Bain News Service, is superimposed on front; Culver Pictures, Inc rubber stamp, date “May 9- 1914” rubber stamped, and
“US Hist Mexican War; 1916” rubber stamped on verso. $45
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87. [MEXICAN REVOLUTION] Sending Reenforcments (sic) to Water Works
Veracruz.
New York, Bain News Service, 1914. Photograph. Good. Photograph has moderate chipping to bottom right
corner, affecting content, minor chipping top right corner, and light silvering. B&W photograph depicting
American soldiers during the U. S. occupation of Veracruz, Mexico which took place during the Mexican
Revolution. The U. S. Troops entered the city on April 21, 1914 and stayed through November 1914 (Library
of Congress). Photograph measures 7” x 4 3/4”; title of photograph is superimposed on front; Bain News
Service rubber stamp and date “May 6 - 1914” rubber stamped on verso. $55

88. MILLER, Joseph. Five Navajo Women B & W Photograph.
Joseph Miller Foto. Good. B&W photograph of five women standing in front of a
horse-drawn wagon, possibly in Monument Valley, on glossy photographic paper,
in good condition. Photograph measures 10” by 8”. Rubber stamp with “Joseph
Miller Foto” on verso. Light soiling and small tear to right edge, not affecting content, and light creasing to all corners. Most likely a published photograph due
to pencil marginalia on verso. Joseph Miller was an author and photographer,
working in the mid-twentieth century, focusing on the people and landscapes of
Arizona and the Southwest. $275
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PHOTOGRAPHY
89. MINDELEFF, Cosmos. Fort Defiance, Arizona and Zuni, New Mexico--Set of Eight Photographs.
Photographs. Good. Set of 8 albumen photographs depicting images of Fort Defiance, Arizona and surrounding area, and Pueblo villages of Zuni, New
Mexico. Five photographs are stamped by photographer “Cosmos Mindeleff/ Season of 1885”and titled in pen or pencil “Fort Defiance, Sam,” “Upright
Rocks Kiakima Ruin near Zuni N. M. ,” “General View of Ft. Defiance from N (? ) E. ,” “Ojo Caliente, view of house with portico occupying south end of NW
cluster Zuni N. M. ,” and “Toaiyolma(? ) near Zuni N. M.” ; each photograph measures 9 ½”x7 ¼”, and mounted 14” x 11”. Two photographs titled “Sa-zgin-Black Rocks from the West” and “Standing Rock near Fort Defiance, Ariz” do not include name of photographer; photographs 7” x 9 ½”, and mounted, 11”
x 14”. One photograph, also without photographer, has a handwritten inscription on verso “National Bridge - 3 miles south from Fort Defiance” and measures 10” x 8”with mount. Photographs are in good condition; all photographs have good contrast and light silvering, all photographs have light to moderate soiling; all mounts have moderate to heavy wear and chipping to edges. Ethnologist and archaeologist, Cosmos Mindeleff, studied Pueblo architecture
in the 1880’s. The photographs included here are likely from his survey of the pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico for the Smithsonian Institute. $2,850
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90. [NEVILLS, NORM] Norm Nevills--Collection of 15 Photographs.
Photographs. Very Good. This collection of photographs chronicles the river trips of one of the most famous whitewater river runners, Norm Nevills.
Collection includes 14 photographs and 1 postcard with images taken between 1938 and 1952. Most photographs depict “Nevills Expedition” river trips
with one photograph of a “Mexican Hat Expeditions” river trip, one photograph of Otis “Doc” Marston, and one photograph of Norm and his wife Doris.
Three of the photographs depict the same image, each a different size, of the group with the dory “Music Temple” of Nevills Expeditions. Photographs vary
in size, measuring as follows: eight 7”x5”, two 10” x 8”, one 8”x 4 ¾”, one 4 ¾”x 3 ½”, one 5”x3”, one 8 ½” x6 ½”, and one postcard measuring 5 ½”x 3
½”. All photographs are in very good condition, all have pencil marginalia and/or rubber stamp with date, photographer or provenance on verso; some
photographs have light wear to edges and a few have light soiling affecting content; postcard has blue marginalia on front, affecting content.
Norm Nevills, river runner, is most widely known for his river trip down the San Juan and Colorado Rivers in 1938, which lasted 43 days and was historic
due to the two women who accompanied him and completed the trip. Dr. Elzada Clover, a University of Michigan botanist, and a graduate student, Lois
Jotter, wanted to catalogue the flora of the Grand Canyon and engaged Nevills to organize the trip. One photo included here, depicts three of the crew
of the 1938 river run, Nevills, Don Harris, hired to pilot the dory “Mexican Hat”, and Dr. Elzada Clover, eating a melon in Lee’s Ferry, Arizona. Another
remarkable photo included is of Nevills, Randall Henderson, founder of Desert Magazine, and Al Millate sitting in the “WEN,” Norm Nevills’ boat he took
on the 1938 trip. These are marvelous photographs documenting an extraordinary time in river running history. $1,350
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91. [NEW MEXICO] White, W. A. Goat Hill, Raton, New Mexico - Photo Negative.
1883. Very Good. B&W photo negative of six people standing on Goat Hill looking east toward Johnson Mesa with a view
of the town Raton, New Mexico. The photo negative measures 6 ¾” wide by 5” tall. Light soiling on one side of the photo
negative, otherwise in very good condition.
Identified within the photo are the Santa Fe Railroad Roadhouse and railroad shops. The photographer, W. A. White
(1847-1916), opened a studio in Raton, New Mexico in 1881, capturing people and events in the developing town, as well
as views of its surrounding landscapes, ranches, mines and railroads. $125

92. PENNINGTON, William. Near the Base of Old
Shiprock.
1914. Very Good. B&W toned photograph of two Navajo men on horses in
front of the Shiprock formation in New Mexico. Measures 14” wide by 11”
tall. Light wear to all corners and small crease to bottom right corner. Light
soiling to left edge of photograph.
After reviewing a collection of 24 photographs acquired from the Pennington heir collection, it seems that most said photographs were artist proofs
due to many identical images with slight variations in exposure. William
Marion Pennington photographed people and landscapes across the Southern United States in the early 1900’s. In 1907, he and fellow photographer,
Lisle Updike opened Pen-Dike Studio in Durango, Colorado; Pennington
managing the studio, doing portrait work and operating the dark room,
and Updike taking photos in nearby towns and mining camps. In 1911 Pennington took sole control of the studio and renamed it Pennington Studio.
According to the Library of Congress this photograph of Shiprock was published by Pennington and Wesley R. Rowland around 1914. The Shiprock
formation is considered a sacred and religious site to Navajo peoples and is
mentioned in many histories and legends. $775
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93. [TRAVEL] Travels in the West--Set of Six Photographs.
Rochester, N, Eastman Dry Plate & Film Co. Photographs. Very Good. Six Kodak photographs of travels in the West. Three images depict a stagecoach travelling through Yellowstone National Park, one image of the interior of a railway car, one image of Seattle, and one image from the Cascades. Photographs
measure 3” x 4”, with mount they measure 4 ¼” x 5 ¼”. Photographs are printed in a circular format and are mounted on toned cardstock, each with a
handwritten caption and index number underneath the photograph and designs and “This Photograph was made with a Kodak Camera-Manufactured
only by The Eastman Dry Plate & Film Co” printed on verso. The name “Eastman Dry Plate & Film Company” was used from 1884 to 1889, which provides
approximate dates for these photographs. Photographs are captioned as follows: “Coach for Yellowstone Park,” which shows ‘Yellowstone National Park
Transportation’ on the side of the coach; “Going into the Park” is the caption on two images, both depicting the coach travelling on a scenic road; “Interior
of our Car” showing a gleaming railway car with cushioned seats and pretty light fixtures; “Seattle-Going Ashore” depicts men walking up a street with
a coach following behind; and “Leaving the Cascades” shows men and women boarding a ferry. Photographs are in very good condition, most with very
good contrast; one image has light soiling, affecting content, and all have light foxing; all mounts have moderate toning, light foxing and light wear to all
edges. $800
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PHOTOGRAPHY
94. WEITFLE, Charles. Stereoscopic Views of Colorado Scenery – Leadville.
Central City, CO. Stereoview. Photograph. Very Good. Black and white stereoview mounted on grey cardstock with text on
verso. Stereoview photo is 4” tall by 7” wide. All edges have light wear and light soiling to photograph and cardstock. There is
moderate soiling to top left corner of photograph. Photograph is labeled “No. 45 - General View, Leadville” and was taken between 1870 and 1880. On verso, there is a description of Leadville and acknowledgements of Weitfle’s success in photography.
Charles Weitfle moved to Central City, Colorado in 1878, documenting scenery, boomtowns, mining camps, and railroads,
and setting up a successful business. He became one of the most prolific photographers of his time. $150
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TRAVEL AND RAILROAD

[COLORADO] One Day Mountain
Excursions--Picturesque Colorado.
Colorado and Southern Railway, 1922. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
22pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Pamphlet advertising mountain ex-cursions in Colorado published for the Colorado and
Southern Railway. Bifold pamphlet has b&w photographs
and illustrations on wrappers, and is staple bound. Wraps
have light soiling and light wear to all edges and at fold. Rubber stamp from previous owner providing his name and address on a few leaves. Text block has light toning.
Includes tourist information for popular one day trips to locations such as: the Pike’s Peak region, San Isabel National
Forest, Estes Park, and the famous Georgetown Loop. $90
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BEAUTIFUL BROADSIDE FOR THE CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD
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[BURLINGTON ROUTE] Burlington Route CB & Q R. R.
1883. Broadside. Very Good. Colorful pictorial broadside advertising the
“Burlington Route” CB&Q R. R. This broadside was printed by Rand, McNally & Co of Chicago in 1883. It measures 11” wide by 32 1/2” tall. The top
portion of the broadside advertises the rail road, underneath that is a large
illustration of an owl and a crescent moon, and below that a time table for
the rail roads mentioned. Surrounding the text and time table is a decorative yellow and black border. Broadside is matted. Broadside is in very good
condition: bottom left corner has light creases at edge, not affecting content;
the top and bottom of the left edge has light rubbing and soiling, affecting
the decorative border; a very light crease, with no soiling, is located 2” above
the time table and spans the width of the broadside. No other wear or soiling
present on recto.
The “Burlington Route,” officially named the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad (CB&Q R. R. ) operated from 1849 to 1970. The CB&Q R. R completed the line to Denver in 1882, after purchasing the Nebraska Burlington
& Missouri River R. R a few years earlier. This was the first direct rail line
from Chicago to Denver. Broadside reads the following: “Up in the mountains of Colorado- down on the Atlantic Coast and out on the Pacific Slope,
we hear the people all talking about the - new line just opened up, composed
of the grand - “Burlington Route” CB&Q R. R. - between Chicago or Peoria
or St. Louis and Denver - And the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. - Scenic line of
America between - Denver and Ogden - And the old popular Central Pacific
R. R. , between - Ogden and San Francisco - The palace trains of this new
through line will hereafter leave and arrive as per the following time table.”
Below the time table are names of traveling and passenger agents located
throughout the country. No copies on OCLC as of September 2017. $3,500
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TRAVEL AND RAILROAD
95. [ARIZONA] Twin Copper Cities: Jerome-Clarkdale, Arizona.
Brooklyn, New York, U. S. A., Albertype Company. 48mo 3½” - 4” tall. Pamphlet. Good. Historic postcard booklet of Jerome and Clarkdale, Arizona featuring towns and mining operations. This small volume is made of stapled cardstock from
cover to interior, with perforated postcards, 2 of which are missing. Perfect bound wraps have sepia-toned photo pictorial
cover of Clarkdale Smelter, and show light soil markings, bumped corners and general wear. Eight remaining postcards are
in good condtion, but delicate at the perforation.
Sharp, sepia toned photo postcards show the following scenes: Jerome Street Scene, Jerome Grammar School, United Verdes
Copper Co. Mine - Jerome, Little Daisy Mine - Jerome, Jerome and Mines from the Hog Back, Clarkdale Business Block, Clarkdale Grammar School, Verde
River at Clarkdale. These photos are taken after 1918, but undated. From 1890-1952, printing house Albertype Company had teams of photographers who
traveled across the US collecting images depicting people, places and activities. These would be published as postcards and sold in the locales depicted.
Mines surrounding the “Twin Copper Cities” were extremely profitable until the price of copper fell in the early stages of the Great Depression. $225

96. [CALIFORNIA] Collection of Photographs of Bay Area Street Cars 1909-1941.
4to 11” - 13” tall. Very Good. 220pp. Mounted black and white photographs documenting many of the street car lines of the Bay Area. Majority of photos
are 5 x 8 inches with a couple smaller. Many of the photos have location written in pencil on back in addition to the stamp of Tom Gray of Burlingame,
CA. This may be Thomas Gray (March 22, 1846, Toronto, Canada - January 16, 1935, Burlingame, California) who worked for the Southern Pacific Railroad in San Francisco, California from 1876 to 1916.
According to Southern Pacific, Gray, and Gray’s children, he invented the widely-used “Stop, Look &
Listen” crossing sign in 1884. The later dated photos do not have his stamp on back. Most of the photos
are dated from 1909 to 1941 with a couple outliers as late as 1970. In addition to well composed photos,
each photo has a label caption adjacent citing location and date, which is usually duplicated on back. A
number of header sheets indicate line numbers and give a brief history of that particular line. Among
other lines are the Ninth (Polk & Larkin Streets) , Ellis and O’Farrell, San Bruno Avenue Route, Guerrero Street San Jose Avenue Cemetaries, and Fillmore and Valencia. Because each photo has a specific location identified, this collection will also be valuable for the background visible in each shot. All photos
are mounted on two-punch photo sheets measuring 11 3/4 x 13 3/4 inches, only on one side and are all
loose. Overall, in very good condition with small chips or tears to several sheets, while photos are in fine
condition. All pages numbered in pencil, completing what seem to be three albums containing 220 photos with three missing. A wonderful record of Bay area street cars for the historian or rail buff. $2,500
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97. [CALIFORNIA] Kingdom of the Sun--In a Camera-Trip from the Needles to the Sea.
Oro Grande, CA, Lillian D. Gregory. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Softcover. Good. An issue of the Kingdom of the Sun “Desert Magazine,” containing views of San Diego, California with poems and essays describing its beauty and history. Magazine is undated but published
circa 1916 and was issued quarterly. Magazine has brown wrappers with title and illustration gilt on front wrap and illustration gilt
on rear wrap; leaves are unpaginated; includes a fold out leaf, which is disbound, with many images of the “Exposition Beautiful” of
San Diego, 1916. Wrappers have minor chipping to bottom edge, small tears to bottom and top edges, with clear tape on top edge,
gilt title and illustration has light soil; text block has light soiling on first few leaves, first leaf has a small tear to top edge; binding
is tight. Published by Lillian Gregory, this magazine, as stated on the rear wrapper, was “Filled with the Lure of the Desert, and the
Charm of the Vast Mojave” and was “For Women, By Women, To Women.” $65

COLORFUL, VIBRANT PLATES OF MT. SHASTA
98. [CALIFORNIA] Picturesque Shasta Springs on the
Shasta Route of the Southern Pacific Co. between San
Francisco and Portland.
[Southern Pacific Co.]. Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. Hardcover. Very Good.
View book of Mount Shasta, Shasta Springs Resort and surrounding natural
features published circa 1910. Includes sixteen color plates, printed on both
sides of the leaf, and includes a short essay titled “The Legend of Shasta
Springs,” and a poem “Shasta Springs” by Prof. Chas. H. Allen, with all text
printed on recto and blank on verso. Boards are maroon cloth with gold
and black title and illustration on front board, and blind embossed design
on rear board; text block is unpaginated. Boards have moderate chipping
to top and bottom of spine and corners, and light rubbing; text block and
plates have light soiling, one plate has minor creasing affecting content and
one plate has light pencil marginalia affecting content; all plates still have
bright, vibrant colors. Some of the views included are Mount Shasta, a Natural Geyser, Shasta Springs [Resort], Headwaters of the Sacramento, Mossbrae Falls, Crystal Lake, a Logging Scene, and the Summit of Mt. Shasta.

$325
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99. [CANADA] Taylor, John (editor). Canadian Handbook and Tourist’s Guide.

100. [CANADA] Willock, J. Scott. Travel Photo Album,
1906-1921.

Montreal, M. Longmoore & Co., 1867. Second Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
196pp. Hardcover. Good. Brown pressed cloth boards have blind-stamped
flourishes around the edges, a gold and black pictorial impression on the
front cover, blind stamped decorations on the back and gilt-titled spine.
The original cover is shelfworn with toned edges, bumped corners and
faint soil markings. The gold stamped picture of an explorer is rubbed and
is missing a tiny chip of color. The spine of this volume is heavily sun-faded and is missing three chips in the center; the head and tail caps are gone,
and more than a quarter inch of the page signatures are exposed at the top
of the spine. Interior pages show foxing and toning. The front hinge has
a tear from the top, nearly to the bottom; the facing recto has been cut or
torn from the book. The first endpage is nearly detached. There are some
erased pencil markings on the title page.
The binding glue on the spine is cracking
and exposing the stitching in the page
gutters.

46pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Photo album with black boards and gilt lettering on front, string bound. Album includes 250 small silver gelatin photographs, captioned on or below photographs. All edges of album are moderately worn and spine is chipped. Small piece of white paper with handwritten
text tipped onto front board. Album measures 11” tall by 16” wide and has 46
unnumbered pages.

This edition of the Canadian Handbook
has 8 albumen photos on cardstock by
the most significant Canadian photographer of the time, William Notman, and
is especially geared towards those interested in fishing and hunting. There are
detailed descriptions of lakes, rivers, cities and historical points of interest, followed by an appendix and several pages
of advertisements. $220
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This travel photo album was compiled by J. Scott Willock, a doctor known in
Baltimore, Maryland. His medical paper collection is housed at John Hopkins Medical Institute, his work included with other practitioners who influenced 19th and 20th century medicine, nursing and public health. Most
photographs included in this album were taken at his family home in Beaumaris, Ontario and on Flat Rock Lake, Blackstone Lake and the Musquash
River (spelled Muskosch in this album) also in Ontario, Canada. Most of
these images depict camping, canoeing, fishing, boat racing, gardening, and
family portraits. Willock traveled to Colima, Mexico and worked for railroad
contractors, Hampson and Smith, possibly as a doctor in their local hospital
and took many photos
of his life there. Also featured are photos from
the Alamo in Texas; Kit
Carson’s home in Taos,
New Mexico; Gettysburg, Pennsylvania; Ormand, Florida; Crisfield,
Maryland; and a few images from John Hopkins
Hospital. $775
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BROCHURES OF SCENIC COLORADO
101. [COLORADO] Views of the Crystal Park
Auto Trip--Manitou, Colorado.

one leaf is missing.
Includes many b&w photographs and illustrations of Denver. $75

Manitou, CO, Stewart Brothers, 1911. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Softcover.
Good. Bright red cloth wrappers with illustration and title in green and
black on front wrap. Book is staple bound. Wrappers have moderate wear
to edges and light soiling. Text block
has light soiling and a few leaves
have detached from binding but are
still present. Leaves are unpaginated.

103. [COLORADO] Pike’s Peak by Rail: Manitou and
Pike’s Peak Railway, Cog Wheel Route.

This view book contains many b&w
photographs taken by the Stuart
Brothers of the auto trip to Crystal
Park in Manitou, Colorado. $125

102. [COLORADO] Denver--The Queen City--FortyEight Pages of Illustration from Recent Photographs.

Manitou, CO, 1903. First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 16pp. Pamphlet. Good. Railway route brochure has 16 panels, folded to a full color
pictorial cover. The color registration on the cover is minutely off, creating
a bit of a blurring effect at the bottom. There
is a quarter-inch tear on the fore-edge, and all
folds - throughout the brochure - are showing
wear at the creases. The interior panels are
white with blue text and blue and red graphics.
The brochure highlights the history of Pike’s
Peak, and the Manitou and Pike’s Peak Railway, as well as visitor information. $35

Denver, Frank S. Thayer. Oblong Small 4to
9” - 11” tall. 48pp. Pamphlet. Good. View
book showing Denver, Colorado published
circa 1910. Wrappers have blue title and
illustration on front and are string bound.
Wrappers have a dampstain near top of
spine which spreads into the text block, affecting some content. Wrappers have light
wear at edges. Leaves are unpaginated and
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WELL - ILLUSTRATED, ELABORATE GUIDE TO THE WEST.
104. CROFUTT, Geo. A. Crofutt’s New Overland Tourist and Pacific Coast Guide, Vol. 2 1879-80.
Chicago, Overland Publishing Company, 1879. 8vo - over 7¾ - 9¾” tall. 272pp. Hardcover. Good. Brown boards with black imprint on front and gilt on
spine and blind embossed design on back. A well-illustrated travel guide to the West. Head and foot of spine is fraying with bumped corners and edges.
Fore edge of front board has received a small bump. Binding tight with slight slant. Light soil on top edge and light scattered white paint to back board.
Crofutt’s engravings are of note, with 18 two-page fold-out engravings and numerous others, including a scene titled “American Progress” after a painting
Crofutt commissioned from John Gast, in which a floating female figure is leading wagons and trains behind her with Native Americans and bison fleeing
ahead of her. The frontispiece is titled “Utah’s Best Crop” and features a collage of scary-looking babies. Illustrated advertisements in front and back endpapers. Discreat private bookplate in front pastedown plus agent stamp of E. S. Denison of the Central Pacific RR on first endpaper.
A wealth of information and detailed scenic illustrations. Crofutt Guides are some of the most elaborate guides to the west. Flake 2593. $250

105. [CUNARD LINE] Cunard Line, Royal & United States Mail Steamers - Liverpool, London, New York & Boston, Via Queenstown - Second Cabin Rates and Plans.
Liverpool, UK, Cunard Steam Ship Company, 1907. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. Softcover.
Very Good. Scarce pamphlet advertising the Cunard Steamship Line published in
1907. Pamphlet has light pink wrappers with title and b&w image of steamship on
front, and a list of agents and representatives on back. Wrappers have moderate toning to top edge, affecting content and moderate wear to spine, with a small tear near
top of spine. Pamphlet is string bound and unpaginated. Text block is lightly toned
and some leaves have light soiling.
This booklet provides information for second cabin rates and plans, and includes
photographs and diagrams of passenger steamers such as the Ivernia, Campania, Lucania, Umbria, Etruria, Carmania, Caronia and Saxonia. Advertised on the first page
are the two 32,500 ton turbine steamers, the Lusitania and the Mauretania, at that
time still being completed. The Lusitania sunk in 1915, torpedoed by a German submarine, and was one of many war losses at sea during World War I. The Cunard Line,
a British-American company, was started in 1839 by Samuel Cunard and continued to
operate, albeit under different names, until 1998 when it was acquired by the Carnival
Corporation. $425
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106. DOUGLAS, Ethel Bowker.
Westward Trails.
Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 23pp. Softcover. Good.
Book describing a Western tour from New England to San Diego, most likely self-published
circa 1933. Includes descriptions of the journey West by rail, adventures in Los Angeles,
San Diego, Aqua Caliente, the charm of New
Mexico, the splendor of the Grand Canyon, and
the diversity of Santa Fe. Includes poems, one
b&w photograph tipped in, and five b&w plates.
Wrappers are beige with illustration and title
in black on front, and staple bound. Wrappers
have moderate wear and chipping at spine and
bottom edge, and moderate soiling; text block has light toning and ink has
bled on some leaves. $95

107. [EUROPE] Siegfried, H. Panorama Du Mont Righi
- Zurich, Chez R. Dikenmann, Peintre, Rindermarkt
No. 353.
Zurich, R. Dickenmann, ca. 1860. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Good. Light blue paper wrappers with title and designs in black mounted on yellow paper on
front. Back wrapper has detached from front wrapper but does not affect
content. Front wrapper has contemporary pen marginalia and is dated “July
4, 1862”. There is a rubber library stamp on bottom of front wrapper. Back
wrapper has light sunning and a small damp stain. This pamphlet opens
accordion style, folding seven times total. Light wear to all folds, light toning
to edges, no tears. When unfolded it is 7” tall by 28 1/2” wide. The panorama
illustration and lettering is in blue and black, created by H. Siegfried.

The panorama depicts a view from the top of
Mont Righi (or Rigi), a mountain massif found
in the Alps of Switzerland. Also in the illustration
is the Hotel du Righi Kulm (Kulm is the highest peak of the Righi Massif), Zuger See (Zugar
Lake), the elevations and names of the surrounding peaks. All text within the illustration is in
German, text surrounding the illustration and
on the front wrapper is in French. This pamphlet
was probably published around 1860, and states
that it is an “edicion originale” underneath the illustration. $275

108. [EUROPE] Taride, A. Carte Taride - Routiere
No. 3 - Environs De Paris (Nord - Est).
Paris, Cartes Taride. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Map. Very Good. White canvas
backing with black title on toned white paper. Colorful road map of northeastern France. 23” tall by 36” wide. Opens accordion style. Map has light to moderate soil
and light wear to edges. Previous owner has
highlighted a route in blue ink. Laid in is an advertisement for Carte Taride.
This detailed map illustrates cities, towns,
parks, and roads for cyclists and automobiles.
Alphonse Taride, the cartographer and editor
of “Cartes Taride” produced a large number of
maps, tourist guides, and histories. His name
“Taride” became synonymous with high quality
road maps. $125
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109. [IDAHO] Bisbee, C. E. Twin Falls Country of
Southern Idaho.
Twin Falls, ID, Kingsbury Printing Company,1913. First Edition. 16mo 6”
- 7” tall. Pamphlet. Good. Stapled photo book has thick tan wraps with
dark red title on the cover. Wraps are shelfworn, toned and have minor
soil markings; there is half inch tear on the edge of the back cover. Interior
pages show dampstain on the fore-edge and minor foxing. Ivory interior
pages are browned with age.
Each page features a photo of the Twin Falls area from the falls themselves to downtown, including some buildings. All photos are by C. E.
Bisbee of Twin Falls. The title page says, “The Twin Falls Country is but
seven years old. These pictures tell their own matchless story.” The Main
Thoroughfare of Twin Falls photo shows horse-drawn carriages and new
automobiles maneuvering unpaved streets. Five copies listed on OCLC February 2017. $250
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EARLY ISSUE OF RAND, MCNALLY & MAP
OF IDAHO
110. [IDAHO] Rand McNally and Company. Rand,
McNally & Co.’s Indexed County Map of Idaho with a
New and Original Compilation and Index Designation
of all Post Office Towns and Railroad Stations.
Chicago, IL, Rand, McNally & Co., 1881. First Edition. 16mo 6” - 7” tall.
8pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Maroon boards with bright gilt on front
board. 8-page index followed by several pages of ads. Booklet loosening
but interior is clean.
Exquisite and detailed pocket map of Idaho by the Rand, McNally and Co’s
Map Publications, Chicago 1881. It is indexed and contains a guide with
full postal directions, territorial railroads, counties, lakes, and rivers. The
fold-able map measures 13” x 21” and
fits nicely inside the binding. Several
small tears at folds. Hand colored outline of state in green. This early issue
is rare with only one copy recorded in
OCLC. $575
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111. [ILLINOIS] Pocket Map of Your State - Presented
by Moline Plow Co. , Moline, ILL.
Moline, IL, Moline Plow Co. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. Softcover.
Good. Pocket map of Illinois published by Moline Plow
Co circa 1890. Blue-green pictorial wrappers are fragile
and have light chipping at corners. Color map of Illinois
measures 12 1/2” by 9 1/2” when unfolded and has light
wear to edges. Includes many advertisements for the Moline Plow Company’s cultivators, plows, corn planters and
more. $55

112. [ILLINOIS] Buchon, Jean Alexandre. Carte Geographique, Statistique Et Historique De L’Illinois.
Paris, J. Carez, 1825. Folio 13” - 23” tall. Map. Very Good. Hand-colored
map of Illinois with surrounding text taken from Jean Alexandre Buchon’s
“Atlas Geographique, Statistique, Historique Et Chronologique Des Deux
Ameriques Et Des Isles Adjacentes.” Map is in very good condition with
white paper and hand-colored map still bright. Map was at one time folded
in half and bound into book, has light toning to all edges and where once
folded, and light soiling near edges. Content is in French.

113. [ILLINOIS] Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail
Road - Statement of Miles Run, Quantity and Cost of
Materials Used, and Labor Performed by Each Engine, During the Month of January, 1868.
Chicago, Spalding & La Montes, Printers. Good. Broadside containing a
report for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road published circa
1868. Item is shrink wrapped and has not been examined out of shrink
wrap. Broadside measures 32 3/4” by 18 1/2” and was previously folded
multiple times. Uniform toning and foxing throughout broadside, affecting content, all corners are chipped and fragile where previously folded.
This broadside contains a table that provides information on the Illinois
and Iowa Divisions of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road, and
includes engine number, engineman, miles run, engineers and fireman,
oil, waste and tallow used, repairs of engines, fuel used, totals and remarks. $275

Map was engraved by Auguste-François Ales and printed by J. Carez. Includes information on population density, rivers, climate, government, heritage sites, and a general history. $250
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114. [MEXICO] Toor, Frances. Frances Toor’s Motorist Guide to Mexico.
Mexico City, MX, Frances Toor Studios, 1938.
First Edition. 8vo - over 7¾” - 9¾” tall. 340pp.
Decorative Cloth. Very Good. Vintage travel guide to Mexico, developed soon after the
opening of the Pan-American Highway. Many
full-page and fold-out maps, advertisements for
tourist-friendly businesses at rear. Pale green
cloth boards with navy, green, and red mountain/road/cactus motif are faded with slightly
discolored spine and a couple very faint soil
markings. Interior pages are toned around the
edges. There is a soil marking on the first recto that bleeds through to page 9. This copy has
been stamped with the previous owner’s embosser on the title page and on page 25. Signed
by Frances Toor on the title page. $50

115. [NEBRASKA] Ensign, M. W. Report to J. S. P.
Weeks, May 7, 1888 - Lincoln, Nebraska.
1888. 8pp. Ephemera. Very Good. This is a hand written letter from M.
W. Ensign to chief engineer, J. S. P Weeks. The letter is on tan paper with
light blue lines and is folded twice, measuring 10 1/2” tall when unfolded.
Paper is toned with light wear to edges and light soiling, does not affect
content.
Hand-written in black ink, this is a report on the examination of railroad
lines of Seneca and Shell Cr. To quote the first paragraph “according to
instructions: On April 10th I began an examination of the county between
Seneca, Thomas County on the G & J RR and Shell Cr, Platte Co for exten-
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sion of the O+NP R. R.” He goes onto explain in detail the route of examination, description of county, such as lakes, valleys, soil condition, locations
suited for pasture and development and his recommendations for the proposed railroads routes. $225

116. [NEW MEXICO] Santa Fe Old Trails--Grand Canyon Route--Via Gallup, New Mexico.
Gallup, New Mexico, White Café, 1926. Pamphlet. Promotional map published by the White Cafe in Gallup, NM, 1926. Printed on single sheet, single side, 23 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches folded into six panels. A centered mileage
diagram star gives mileages to and from 12 locations in the southwest. The
map travels the historic Route 66 from Kansas City to Los Angeles with numerous side-trips. Filled with ads, business directories and elevation charts,
this unique map is apparently unlisted on OCLC as of May, 2017. Several
discrete archival repairs on verso. Paper is toned. White Cafe was listed in
the National Register of Historic Places on January 14, 1988. $375
Image cropped, inquire for complete photo.
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117. [NEW YORK] Colton’s Map of the Country - Thirty
Three Miles Around the City of New York.
New York, G. W. & C. B. Colton & Co., 1895. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Good.
Hand-colored pocket map of New York City published
in 1895. Map is housed in grey cloth boards with title
and decorative border on front. Boards have moderate
soiling and light wear. Pocket map measures 26”x23.5”
and has moderate toning and soiling at folds with a
few closed tears where folds intersect. Colors are still
bright. Bodies of water are colored in blue, and county
and township lines are in green and orange. Also depicted are neighborhoods, mills, telegraph lines, railroads,
canals and common roads. The publishers, G. W. & C. B.
Colton, are the two sons of the well-known cartographer
J. H. Colton. $525

RARE NORTH AMERICAN ATLAS
118. [NORTH AMERICA] Lange,
Henry (editor). Kartenwerk Zu Dr.
Karl Andree’s Nord-Amerika.
Braunschweig, Germany, George Westermann,
1854. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 28pp. Hardcover.
Good. Dark blue boards with border and design
blind embossed on front and back boards, and
title gilt on spine. Boards have moderate soiling
and wear to all edges. Corners are bumped and
spine has moderate sunning. Twenty-eight pages
with text plus eighteen plates with maps, most
plates are hand-colored. Text block and plates all

fold-out and have light foxing and light toning at folds. Contemporary pen
marginalia on title page. Content is in German, with some English translations on maps.
This North American atlas focuses on the United States, and includes text
with ethnographical information and plates with distribution of animals,
plants, and food and locations of Native American tribes when first encountered by Europeans. Cartography was done by Dr. Karl Andree, a
German geographer. $975

119. [OHIO] Mendenhall’s Guide & Road Map of Ohio.
Cincinatti, OH, C. S. Mendenhall, 1905. First Edition. 12mo 7” - 7½”
tall. Paperback. Good. Guidebook and folding map with thick cover. This
version has map only, in black and white pictorial cover with black title on
the spine. Wraps are heavily worn, toned and discolored. This copy shows
heavy damp stains to top 3/4 of wraps, and is chipping around the edges.
Spine is flattened due to missing content. There are pencil markings on
the inside front cover. Folding map is in good shape, with vibrant yellow, red and black, though it shows some wear from use and has heavily
creased folds with some minor tearing.
Early guide and road map of Ohio, “showing
touring routes & good roads, the location of
towns, post offices, railroads, &c.” From the back
panel: These maps are all specifically designed
and bound in pocket form for the use of Touring
Automobilists, Cyclists and Wagon Road Travelers… A distinction is made between Main Touring Routes and Local Routes. No copies found in
OCLC, March 2017. $300
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1920’S PHOTO ALBUM OF BAKER CITY, OREGON
120. [OREGON] Cook, Darnell. Baker City, Oregon Photo Album.
Baker City, OR. Oblong 4to 11” - 13”. 156pp. Flexible Covers. Very Good. Photo album is string bound, with textured black covers and gilt lettering on
front. Album covers have light soiling and wear to corners. Album includes 391 b&w photographs tipped in to thick black paper, some with corners and
most with annotations in white ink. Photographs measure from 2” x 2” up to 3 1/4” to 5 1/4”. All are in very good condition.
This photo album depicts life in Baker City, Oregon just after World War I. It is filled with photos of the Cook family ranching, picnicking, camping, hunting, working at a grocery store, and traveling by automobile up the Columbia River highway. It begins with photos of the family ranch, cattle (some have
been named) , the family bee hives, horse drawn sleds in snow and ice skating on a lake. There are also images of camping on Catherine Creek, having fun
at Fisher Hot Springs pool, fishing on Grand Rhonde Lake, and the Rock Creek Power Plant, the first hydroelectric plant to provide power to Baker City. A
number of photos show Darnell Cook’s older brother Roy W. Cook who served as a 2nd Lieutenant in the 16th Oregon Division in WWI. The album ends
with photos from the Columbia River Highway, the Weiser Bridge leading across the Snake River, Real Photo postcards from Oregon Caves, and a trip to
the Pacific Ocean. Darnell Cook, who lived from 1899 to 1969, compiled a photo album that brought to life his experiences in 1920’s Baker City. $600
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BEAUTIFUL VIEWBOOK WITH EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS OF COOS BAY
121. [OREGON] Souvenir, Coos Bay, Oregon – 1894.
Coos Bay, Oregon, 1894. Oblong 4to 11” - 13” tall. 21pp. Softcover. Good. Viewbook has dark brown wrappers with ferns and title in light tan, is string
bound and measures 10” x 13”. Only small section of back wrapper remains. A few leaves are not attached to binding. Moderate chipping and soiling on
wrappers and interior, and spine has curling and chipping. Most photographs have strong contrast.
This viewbook consists of 52 contact printed photographs (glass plate negatives) measuring 2”x4”,
3.5” x 4.5”, 5” x 8”, and 9.5” x 6.75” and printed on thick photographic paper. Twenty-one unnumbered leaves each contain 1 to 4
sepia photographs with printed captions beneath.
Photograph subjects include: Entrance to the Bay, Empire City,
Sunset Bay, Cape Arago and Reef, Bay City Mill, North Bend Mill
and Shipyard, Ocean Transportation, U. S. Life Saving Station,
Marshfield, the Quarry, Towing Stone to the Jetty, Marshfield
from the Bay, Newport Coal Mines, Cape Arago Lighthouse, Upper Coos River, Residence of Major M. Tower, Major M. Tower’s
Camp in Coos Bay and Coos River, Government Improvements,
Outing Parties on Coos River, Logging, Golden Falls, Falls on
South Coos River, Trout Fishing on Coos River, and Fishing from
the Docks. These are some of the earliest photographs of Cape
Arago Lighthouse which was completed in 1866 to guide lumber
ships through Coos Bay. Also of note are photos from the Newport
Coal Mines and of Major Morton L. Tower. Tower was a Civil War
veteran, settling in Marshfield (now Coos Bay) , Oregon in 1872 and
establishing the U. S. Life Saving Station below the Arago Lighthouse. No copies in OCLC as of March 2017. $2,150
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122. [OREGON] Portland and the Columbia River.
Northern Pacific Railway. Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. Pamphlet. View book for Portland and the Columbia River published circa 1920, in good condition. Pictorial wrappers are staple bound and have moderate soiling. Wrappers have name of previous owner on front. Leaves are unpaginated. Text block
has light soiling throughout. Includes many b&w photographs of Portland, the Columbia River and surrounding areas. $28

TREASURE TROVE OF RAILROAD HISTORY
123. [RAILROAD] Seventeen Photo Albums of Railroad Photography and Ephemera. 1900-1975.
Photo Book. Very Good. Collection of seventeen 20th century photo albums packed with over 1,000 railroad photographs and items of rail ephemera. A
lifelong archive of unknown rail enthusiast; possibly an employee of the New York Central line based in Collinwood Ohio, in East Cleveland. Several of the
17 albums are emblazoned with the New York Central logo on front. Photographs have corner mounts with the majority still intact. A handful of photographs have either come out of the mounts or are laid loose.
Photos range from home snapshots to commercially sold collectible railroad views to official railroad archival shots. Several of the commercial shots are
from the George Melvin collection, Rolling Stock Replicas, J. R. Quinn Railroad Photography and Rebman Photo Service. Sizes from 3 x 3 inches to 2 ¾ x 8 inch panoramas to 8 x
10 inch views. The large majority of photos show locomotives, both still and in motion, but
collection also includes views of freight cars, passenger cars, cabooses, wrecked trains and
photos of train paintings. Dated images range from the early 20th century to 1974. Home
snapshots date primarily from the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s. More than 50 distinct rail lines are
identifiable including the Penn Central, Western Maryland, Rock Island, Illinois Central,
Durham and Southern, Arizona Southern, Bangor & Aroostook, Denver & Rio Grande,
Saint Louis & San Francisco, Cadiz Railroad, M, K, & T and many others. Specific locations
identified include views from Cincinnati, Binghamton, NY, Cumberland, MD, Erie, PA, Buffalo, NY, Ontario, Canada, and the outlier White Sulphur Springs, MT. , and more. It is assumed this rail fan took snaps during vacations and/or work travel. Many views were shot
at crossings, bridges and country views and were shot with a good eye for composition and
timing. Railroad ephemera make up perhaps 15% of the collection including ticket stubs,
rail passes, pamphlets, photo postcards, rail letterheads and cancelled checks. A treasure
trove of railroad history, perfect for the rail collector, historian or avid foamer. $1,275
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124. [RAND MCNALLY] Rand Mcnally’s Official Railway Guide and Hand Book for the United
States and the Dominion of Canada-1880.
Chicago, National Railway Publication Co., 1880. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 392pp. Paperback. Good. Goldenrod wrappers with black
imprint on front, spine and back. Wrappers are moderately soiled with small loss of content on spine and 1 inch tear on back. First
several page edges are soiled and heavily chipped but no content loss. Interior of guide is mostly clean. Tipped in large colored
folding map, 21 x 28 inches has several small splits at folds but generally bright and clean except along edge.
Map extends just past the Mississippi River in color on the recto and completes the rest of the country on the verso in black and
white. Filled with railway timetables, geographic notes and ads. The Lonely Planet guide for the 19th century. $250

VERY RARE MAP OF INDIAN LANDS OPENED IN ALLOTMENT
125. [SOUTH DAKOTA] Pocket Map of Bennett County South Dakota - Including That Part of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation Soon to be Opened for Free Homestead Settlement.
Lacreek, SD, Charles A. Bates, 1910. Softcover. Good. Folding map, 24 x 36 inches, in original paper covers. Covers quite wrinkled, land seeker’s name
appears in pencil on front cover. Tears at map folds neatly repaired on back with archival tape, a few small losses at fold junctures, some light staining.
As part of the Allotment Act, Bennett County was created in 1909 from lands belonging to the Pine Ridge Reservation. To this day the Oglala Sioux tribe
does not recognize that the land was legally removed from the original reservation boundaries, and tribal members living in the
Lacreek District in Bennett County have representation on the tribal council. This plat map shows every piece of land in the new
county, with numbers for each section and the names of each land owner. Most of the names are Sioux, such as Kills Enemy, Warrior Woman, Holy Bear, Yellow Hawk, Wolf Soldier, and many others. The site of the no-longer existing town of Lacreek is shown
at the lower center, northeast of Merriman, Nebraska, which was the “nearest railroad point to the lands to be opened.” Merriman
and Lacreek are shown connected by a “Stage and Telephone Line.” The town of Martin, today the county seat, had not yet been
founded, but its name is written in at its present location in pencil by the land-seeker. Railroads, proposed railroads, timber and
open lands, swamps, rivers, hills and trails are all noted, with a key to them at lower left. Inside front cover is an advertisement
for the land offering from the Interstate Land Co. , with offices in Merriman and Lacreek: “Several thousand acres of the richest
portion of Pine Ridge Reservation, Bennett County, surrounding Lacreek, S. Dakota, thrown open to settlement...The incoming
of settlers during the next few months will increase values enormously....” Back cover announces: “Lacreek South Dakota, The
Town with a Future, Look for it On the Map...Peter E. Scalander, Manager.” Exceedingly rare map prepared to aid settlers and
speculators in locating allotted Indian lands. Only two copies in OCLC as of April 2017. $975
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COLORFUL MAP OF THE GREEN MOUNTAIN STATE
126. [VERMONT] Complete Map of Vermont Showing Highways &
Natural Features with an Index of all Cities, Villages, Post-Offices
and Rail Road Stations--Compiled from the Latest Government
Surveys and Original Sources.
Boston National Publishing Company, 1902. Map. Very Good. Accordion style map attached to black pebble-grain boards; map is backed on linen and measures 56 1/2” tall
by 36” wide; counties and towns are highlighted in bright orange, pink, green, yellow and
purple; bodies of water and other significant natural features are represented; includes a
location index, population density of entire state and towns, and table of travel distances
between towns. Boards have publisher’s emblem gilt on front board. Map is in very good
condition with bright colors and clear lettering, light wear to all edges of map and to all
folds, minor creasing near top left corner of map, moderate soiling on verso and boards have
light rubbing. An impressive map of the Green Mountain state. $225
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127. [WASHINGTON] Mills, Harry; Mills, Emma. Puget Sound and Bainbridge Island, Washington Photo Album.
Flexible leather. Very Good. Large photo album with flexible dark brown leather covers measuring 14 ¼” wide by 11 ¼” tall and 2” thick. Album includes
575 original silver gelatin photographs and Real Photo postcards tipped in with annotations below or on photographs in white ink. Most are in b&w with a
few red-color tinted and a few hand-colored photos, and measure from 1”x1” to 5 ¼” x 11 ¼”. Also included is one envelope addressed to Harry Mills with
two 2 cent revenue stamps. Album covers have moderate wear to all edges, spine and corners. Top and bottom of spine are chipped, and leather at bottom
edge is splitting. Photographs are in good condition but many are becoming unglued from leaves.
This large photo album was compiled by brother and sister, Harry and Emma Mills, documenting life on the Puget Sound from 1912-1920. Harry Mills
was a Seattle office clerk and his sister, Emma was a teacher and librarian in Puyallup. Emma Mill’s companion, Cassie Bigelow, is depicted in many of the
photos with Emma and Harry. Their fishing, camping and travel adventures take them to Flauntleroy Cove near Seattle; Lester, WA (now a ghost town)
to fish at Brush Creek; Long Lake for an Easter trip; Sequalitchew Lake near Tacoma; Rolling Bay, Bainbridge Island by the steamship the Burton; Tulalip
on the Puget Sound to visit Tulalip Native Americans; Wright Park in Tacoma, WA in the winter; the Green River to hike and explore; and Towanda and
the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania where the Mill’s were originally from. Also of note are the photos and Real Photo postcards of mining and logging
camps, such as those taken at Magrom, WA, which includes a photo of three loggers standing by a giant fir they’re in the process of falling; also those of
the town Index, WA with the Cascade Mountains in the background; and those of the newly opened Columbia River Highway. Most of these RPPCs were
taken by noted Vashon Island, WA photographer Oliver Scott Van Olinda, and Lee Picket of the Great Northern Railway. This album is a substantial visual
record of life and travel in the Puget Sound during the 1920’s. $2,500
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128. [WESTERN UNITED STATES] 1930’s Western Road Trip Photo Album.
51pp. Flexible leather. Very Good. Photo album with black covers and gilt lettering on front cover.
Album is string bound. Light soil to boards and light bumping to corners. There are some leaves
where it looks like photographs have been removed. This album includes 301 b&w snapshot photographs that each measure 2¼” by 2¼”.
Album depicts a road trip across the western United States circa the late 1930’s. Many are scenic
images of National Parks, such as Mount Rushmore, which was still unfinished at the time of these
photos; Yellowstone, with many photos of Old Faithful and other geysers; Mesa Verde, with a few
images of archeological sites; and the Grand Canyon. Other photos include images of the open
road, the Missouri River, a Union Pacific train, waterfalls, hotels, the town of Upton, and a statue
of Buffalo Bill. $325

129. [WESTERN UNITED STATES] Vernacular Photo Album
Circa 1890’s--77 Photographs.
Photo Album. Good. Vernacular photo album of the Western United States, most likely California, including 77 b&w photographs taken circa 1890’s. Included are images of
hunting and ranching in sagebrush country, haying and sheep grazing on open ranges,
log cabins and camps in spruce forests, as well as numerous photos depicting scenery
of the high Sierras and redwoods. Although most images are of men working or scenery, women are also represented. More than half of the photographs are of sagebrush
country while about thirty photos are dedicated to the high Sierras. Photographs are
tipped in, with a few photos detached and not mounted. Most photographs depicting
sagebrush country measure 4 ½”x3 ½” while the images of the high Sierras measure
6 ½”x4 ½”. Black leather album has heavy wear to edges and rear board is detached.
Images are in good condition, varying from light to heavy silvering, some have light
toning and some have minor scratching or creasing; some are bright with very good
detail. Although exact locations of these images are unknown they show us the hard
work it took to live and the beauty abound in the West. $425
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[EARTH FIRST!] Dam Collective. Earth First!
Direct Action Manual - Uncompromising
Nonviolent Resistance in Defense of Mother
Earth!
Eugene, OR, Southern Willamette Earth First, 1997. First
Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 151pp. Softcover. Very Good. Tan
wrappers with title and illustration in black on front cover.
Staple-bound. Spine has light sunning and creasing. Wrappers have moderate soil. All edges have light wear and soil.
Interior is clean.
This manual has black and white illustrations and diagrams
throughout. Contents includes information on nonviolence,
common sense security, backcountry action, lock down devices, rail blockades, tree sits, mass actions and much more.

$200
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PIONEERING ENVIRONMENTAL WRITER RACHEL CARSON
130. CARSON, Rachel. Of Man and the Stream of Time - Scripps College Bulletin Vol. 36, No. 4.
Claremont, CA, Scripps College, 1962. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 11pp. Softcover. Very Good. Dark green wrappers with title and Scripps
College symbol in black. Staple-bound, binding tight. Spine and all edges have light wear. Interior is clean.
This is the commencement address given by Rachel Carson to Scripps College in June 1962. Carson spoke to Scripps College
about “man’s relationship to nature, and more specifically, man’s attitude toward nature.” The same day Carson gave this address,
the first installment of “Silent Spring” appeared in The New Yorker. Scripps College Bulletin published this address to be circulated among friends of the College in July, 1962. $125

131. CARSON, Rachel. Silent Spring.
Boston, MA, Houghton Mifflin and Co, 1962. First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 368pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. A
first edition, first printing, review copy of Rachel Carson’s monumental book, “Silent Spring.” Also included with this book are four promotional items.
Laid in the book are three leaves of typewritten reviews from the Publicity Department of Houghton Mifflin
Company dated to 1963, providing a description of Carson’s life and works, as well as review excerpts of her book
“Silent Spring”; one folded pamphlet with reviews and a collage of facsimiled newspaper clippings with the public’s reactions to the publication of “Silent Spring”; one typewritten leaflet “With Compliments of the Publishers”
to Anne Ford, Houghton Mifflin publicist; and one typewritten leaflet presenting the book and providing book title and author, “Silent Spring, Rachel Carson,” publication date, “Sept. 27, 1962,” and price, “$5.00.” Dust jacket
has a green background with white and yellow text and illustration; boards are dark green cloth with title gilt on
front and spine, top edge is bright yellow. Book, dust jacket, and laid in materials are all in very good condition.
Dust jacket has a Mylar covering and has light wear to top and bottom of spine and light toning to inside flaps;
boards have light wear to top and bottom of spine, light wear to top and bottom edges, and very light soiling to
top edge; text block is clean and binding is tight.
Rachel Carson’s book is historic in the field of environmental writing and initiated a wave of ecological empathy
and environmental activism. As stated on the dust jacket “Since 1958 [Carson] has collected data from scientists
all over the world about the dangerous effects of deadly poisons, especially in the form of synthetic insecticides,
on the living community. The result is Silent Spring - a courageous revelation of the forces that modern man has
brought into being in his ruthless war of life, an eloquent protest in behalf of the unity of all nature, a protest in
behalf of life.” $800
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132. [EARTH FIRST!] Earth First! Songbook.

134. PARKINSON, Thomas. Protect the Earth.

Missoula, MT, Earth First!, 1993. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
132pp. Softcover. Very Good. White wrappers with
title in black and pictorial image in green. Spiral
bound, binding tight. Moderate soiling to wrappers and light wear to all edges. Previous owner has
numbered all leaves and written in chords to many
songs in black ink. There are b&w photographs and
illustrations throughout the book.

San Francisco, City Lights Books, 1970. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 43pp. Softcover. Very Good. White wrappers with title in black and duotone photograph in black and red. Wrappers have light soiling and light wear to
all corners and spine. Binding is tight and interior is clean.

This book contains a collection of songs from artists such as Walkin’ Jim Stoltz, Nedd Mudd, Bill
Oliver, Emilio Verde, Dana Lyons and more. The
introduction, with a poem, was written by Chuck
Taylor. $75

$20

This book was written by a professor at the University of California,
Berkeley and contains chapters such as “In a Time of War” and “A Litany for the American People.” Parkinson “speaks out in this eco-literary
reaction to man’s inhumanity to man and his ‘unearthliness’ to earth.”

133. MCCLEARY, Jeanne; Johnson, Nora (editors).
Kids for Ecology - May/June 1975.
Philadelphia, Zoles Ltd, 1975. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 23pp.
Pamphlet. Very Good. Dark blue paper wrappers
with title in white on front, and child’s artwork in
black, white and blue on front and back. Light wear
and soiling to corners and spine. Staple-bound,
binding tight. Interior is clean. Subscription envelope is laid in. This is Volume 2, Number 6 of the
Kids for Ecology magazine.
This magazine allowed children from across the
country to submit artwork, poetry, stories, book
reviews, games and tips focused on protecting our
planet. $24
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135. [REDWOOD SUMMER] Redwood Summer Archive.
1990. Good. An archive of the environmental movement and non-violent protest, “Redwood Summer,” which
occurred between April and October of 1990. The movement was initiated to protect old growth redwood forests and watersheds surrounding them, mostly located in Humboldt and Mendocino counties of Northern California. This collection includes posters, newspapers, photographs, hand written and typed articles and notes,
broadsides and pamphlets. All are in good to very good condition, most items have light to moderate soiling and
newspapers are creased. The two posters included each measure 17” tall by 11” wide. The first poster advertises
“Redwood Summer” with a series of non-violent rallies in June and July 1990; poster is cream colored with
black illustrations and text, light soiling to back of poster and small creases to all corners. The second poster
advertises “Redwoodstock - The Ultimate Log Jam” a series of musicians and speakers held in September 1990;
poster has black text and is hand colored, moderate damp stains throughout poster. Included in this archive is a
“Redwood Summer Handbook,” broadsides gathering support and actions pledges for Redwood Summer, information about “Save the Redwoods League” out of San Francisco and “Emerald Creek Committee” out of Arcata,
14 pages of typed and handwritten notes about Redwood Summer and redwood forests, along with 8 different
newspapers and cutout newspaper articles dated from May to September 1990 all surrounding the efforts of
EarthFirst. Also included in this archive are 11 color photographs of a rally for Judi
Bari, along with a collection of newspapers, photocopied newspaper articles, one
pamphlet, a typed resolution and an action alert. Judi Bari was an environment
activist who was driving to recruit college students for Redwood Summer when a
pipe bomb exploded under her vehicle. $750

136. SAGEBRUSH, Johnny. Johnny Sagebrush Li’l Green
Songbook.
Salt Lake City, Earth First! 1982. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 44pp. Softcover. Very Good. Green paper wrappers with
title and b&w photograph on front. Staple bound, binding is tight. Spine is lightly worn and right bottom
corner is creased. Author’s signature on title page. Text block has light marginalia.
This songbook includes 32 songs written by Bart Koehler (aka Johnny Sagebrush), who was known as
“bard of the Earth First movement.” Songs include “To the Colorado River,” “Will Our Mother Be Unbroken? “ Sagebrush Rebels,” and many more songs of the environmental movement. $50
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MCCARTHY, Cormac. No Country for Old
Men.
New Orleans, B. E. Trice Publishing, 2005. Limited Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 309pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Limited, specially bound edition, signed by author on limitation
page with cloth slipcase. As stated on limitation page “this
limited edition consists of three hundred twenty five numbered copies and seventy five deluxe copies, specially bound,
all of which has been signed by author,” this is the binder’s
copy and is unnumbered. Marbled paper boards over quarter leather binding with title gilt on spine. Light wear to gilt
title on spine. All edges are clean and without wear, binding
is tight, and text block is clean. Red cloth slipcase has light
wear along bottom edge.
“This novel reads like a breathlessly paced crime thriller, but
it is also a profound meditation on the corrosive effects of
greed and the nature of honor in an increasingly mercenary
civilization” (Cormac McCarthy Society). $925
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[EDWARD ABBEY’S COPY] McCarthy, Cormac.
Blood Meridian or the Evening Redness in the West.
New York, Random House, 1985. First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” 9” tall. 337pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. Coming
from the personal library of Ed Abbey is an association copy of Cormac
McCarthy’s “Blood Meridian”; inscribed by McCarthy to Ed Abbey, “For
Ed With all best wishes Your friend Cormac.” A very good copy with original dust jacket and red, half cloth binding. Dust jacket has a quarter inch
tear at the top of the spine and light toning to inside flaps; boards have
light sunning and foxing to top edge, and light wear to bottom, right corner; rear pastedown has three leaves pasted to back board; text block is
clean and binding is tight.
Research and experience handling McCarthy’s works reveals that he rarely inscribed books, this inscribed copy being very rare. The inscription
shows a level of familiarity, and the special collections department at the
University of Arizona possesses 8 pages of correspondence between McCarthy and Abbey dating from 1986 and 1988. Copies of this correspondence will be included. One letter from McCarthy to Abbey describes how
McCarthy got “boxed out” while hiking the Big Bend near Moab, and after
retracing his steps and reaching his car at 2 in the morning, “Drank some
water and ate something and opened the book [he] was reading - Desert
Solitaire - and read the next chapter.” The next chapter refers to the one
where Ed has the same hiking experience, and McCarthy writes that if he
had read the chapter a day sooner, he would have been spared the trouble.
This association between two of the most influential writers of the 20th
and 21st centuries is remarkable. $17,500
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137. GROSZ, George. Interregnum--Limited Edition.
New York, Black Sun Press, 1936. Limited Edition. First Printing. Folio 13” - 23” tall. Hardcover. Good. Quarter red cloth binding over faux wood grained
boards with red pictorial imprint on front. Board edges are very rubbed on front and back with soiling to boards. Title page and John Dos Passos essay,
plus signed color lithograph are hinged to the inside of front board with binders tape as published. The sixty-four Grosz drawings are laid loose within
original publishers box. Box has two splits along edges but retains integrity. Box has possibly had
some binding repair work completed. Essay and plates all show light edgewear and light soiling.
Protected in modern custom clamshell box. From a stated edition of 300 with 280 numbered
copies and 20 lettered copies hors du commerce with this copy being letter “J”.
George Grosz was an influential German artist known for caricatural drawings and paintings
and was a prominent member of the Berlin Dada and New Objectivity group during the Weimar
Republic. Grosz fled his homeland in 1933 and emigrated to the United States becoming a naturalized citizen in 1938. Interregnum, printed on hand-moulded Rives paper, had an announced
print run of 300. According to the Museum of Modern Art only approx. 42 copies were issued
(including regular edition of 30, deluxe edition of approx. 10, and 2 artist’s proofs) , making this
issue somewhat rare. In an article published by James A. Van Dyke in Duke University’s New
German Critique, Van Dyke states “Grosz’s depiction of the interrogation and torture of political
prisoners such as Erich Mühsam in the concentration camps established after Hitler’s appointment as Reich chancellor. Grosz’s drawings, compared with other representations of the camps
in the mainstream press and by left-wing artists, are distinguished by their treatment of the masculinities of both the perpetrators and the victims. Gay Nazis, frequently evoked by the left-wing
press in the early 1930s, abuse impotent antifascist intellectuals, incessantly ridiculed by Grosz
in his letters. Thus the article concludes that the portfolio not only offered a mordant critique of
Nazi brutality but also dismissed European civilization. Both Nazi perpetrators and their victims
embodied perverse or abject masculinities that Grosz, who portrayed himself as a priapic heterosexual artist in the American landscape, rejected.” A movie based on the portfolio was nominated
for an Oscar for Best Documentary Short in 1960. $6,000
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138. JOYCE, James. Ulysses Serialized in Two Worlds Monthly--11 Volumes.
New York City, Two Worlds Publishing Company, 1926. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Good. Original tan wrappers with black and alternate color each issue.
Overall the issues are in good condition or better with some chipping on edges and spines with slight loss of spine content on two issues. Moderate soiling
to wrappers. Edges are soiled. Text blocks tend to be clean and tight. Staple binding is holding well. January 1927 issue has previous owners name written in pencil on front. September 1927 issue
shows archival repairs on the spine and older cello tape inside back wrapper.
The literary world showed great intrigue
when Ulysses was first published in France
in 1922 and soon in England. Obscenity
charges delayed the American edition until
1934. This did not stop Samuel Roth, publisher of Two World Monthly, from publishing a slightly edited serialized version
in 1926-1927 in eleven issues of his literary
magazine. By the time James Joyce successfully sued Roth to cease and desist publication, Two Worlds Monthly had ceased
publication. Roth argued that no one held
the copyright to Ulysses in the United States
allowing him to reprint the novel as he
wished. The Little Review, a periodical out
of Chicago, had received Joyce’s permission
to serialize Ulysses in 1917 but ran into legal
issues and as far as copyright law went, no
one in the United States technically held the
rights to publish Joyce’s masterpiece. Complete sets of Ulysses in Two Worlds Monthly
are becoming increasingly difficult to pull
together. $2,750
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139. KEITH, A. N. Broken Horseshoe and An Episode In
The Life Of A Cowboy - Set of Two Manuscripts.
4to 11” - 13” tall. 15pp. Very Good. Set of two short story manuscripts. One
story, An Episode In The Life Of A Cowboy, has been typed in black ink.
The other story, The Broken Horseshoe, has a handwritten copy, in blue
and black ink, and a typed copy, in black ink. The handwritten copy has
moderate soil and has been folded two times. It is fragile at folds with some
chipping. Typed copy of The Broken Horseshoe has been stapled to handwritten copy and has very light soil. An Episode in the Life of a Cowboy has
light soiling to edges and has been folded three times. Paper clip rust stain
on top of first leaf of both manuscripts.
These short stories were written by A.
N. Keith who could have been taking
a correspondence course in writing.
The Broken Horseshoe has a typed review of his work by his instructor O. N.
Doty, who mentions sending Keith his
second assignment. Beautiful women,
gambling, traveling, and horses are all
mentioned in Keith’s short stories that
revolve around life as a cowboy in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries near
Cheyenne, Wyoming. $275
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140. [LITTLE REVIEW] Anderson, Margaret and
Robert Minor and Allan Ross MacDougall. Little Review--September 1916 Vol. III, No. 6.
New York, Margaret Anderson, 1916. First Edition. First Printing. Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. 28pp. Wrappers. Good. Tan wrappers with red pastedown label and black imprint. Wrappers are soiled, chipped and partially
detached. Corners are bent. Interior also has mild soiling issues.
Most issues of Little Review used cheap paper; this issue is no different.
This issue, other than Joyce’s Ulysses serial issues is the most infamous
in that half is blank. Editor Margaret Anderson had problems receiving
quality submissions. On the title page she writes, “The Little Review hopes
to become a magazine of Art. The September issue is offered as a Want
Ad.” From Wikipedia, “The Little Review, an American literary magazine
founded by Margaret Anderson, published literary and art work from
1914 to May 1929. With the help of Jane
Heap and Ezra Pound, Anderson created
a magazine that featured a wide variety
of transatlantic modernists and cultivated many early examples of experimental
writing and art. Many contributors were
American, British, Irish, and French. In
addition to publishing a variety of international literature, The Little Review
printed early examples of surrealist artwork and Dadaism. The magazine’s most
well known work was the serialization of
James Joyce’s Ulysses.” $200

LITERATURE
141. LOPEZ, Barry. Looking in a Deeper Lair: a Tribute to Wallace Stegner.
Eugene, OR, Lone Goose Press, 1996. Limited/Numbered Edition. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. Booklet. Fine. Handsome grey cardstock with pastedown label.
Dark green handmade interior wrappers glued to cardstock. String-tied booklet is in fine condition. A tasteful presentation of Barry Lopez’s 1996 Pushcart
Prize-winning essay on Wallace Stegner. Designed, printed and bound by Sandy Tilcock at Lone Goose Press. Letterpress printed on a Vandercook 219
proofing press with Perpetua type on Zerkall German Ingres paper. Total run of 179 copies including 150 numbered, signed, soft-cover copies plus 29
deluxe hardcover copies.
Essay originally appeared in Northern Lights and is based on remarks made at an evening of testimony to honor Wallace Stegner April 27, 1995. Lopez was
joined by Ivan Doig, Gretel Ehrlich, William Kittredge, Page Stegner and Terry Tempest Williams in this tribute to the dean of American western writers.

$250

142. [MINIATURE BOOKS] Miniature Book Library, Winthrop Press 1914 -1915.
New York, Winthrop Press, 1914. Miniature, Less than 3” tall. Softcover. Very Good. Set of twenty-two miniature books published by Winthrop Press for
the American Tobacco Company between 1914 and 1915. Each book measures 2 3/4” tall by 2 1/4” wide, is staple-bound, and has original color-illustrated
wrappers with some including glassine wrappers. Each book is accompanied by an embossed certificate from the U. S. Copyright Office, measuring 3” by
5”, with the title, publisher, and date of publication. Each book and certificate is housed in an envelope with title, author and date of publication typed on
front. The copyright certificate of “In the House of Suddhoc” includes a red 10 cent Revenue stamp. All books and certificates are in very good condition.
One title, “The Gilded Mean,” has a small dampstain on back wrapper, not affecting content; another title, “The Fifty Dollar Bill” has a crease the length of
the back wrapper, not affecting content, and is also accompanied by the wrong copyright certificate. Otherwise all books are in very good condition with
no wear or soiling present.
These books were inserted into packets of Egyptienne Straights Cigarettes, Piccadilly Little Cigars and Sovereign Cigarettes. They were also distributed by
the Knight of Columbus to soldiers overseas. Titles include: “Calloway’s Code” by O. Henry; “The Finest Land” by Bruno Lessing; “His Pupil” by Charles
Barnes; “Two Tales of Ingratitude” by Montague Glass; “The Bow-Legs of Destiny” by Philip E. Curtis; “Getting It Over” by Leonard Hatch; “The Ghost of
Bar B-8” by Alfred Henry Lewis; “The Test of Courage” by Maurice Brown Kirby; “In the House of Suddhoc” by Rudyard Kipling; “Burton’s Dinner Phillipic” by Pierpont Saddington; “The Flaw” by Roland Ashford Phillips; “Buddy Finds Bohemia” by Edward Bolton; “The Cask of Amontillado” by Edgar
Allan Poe; “Gentleman Jim” by C. S. Thompson; “The Taking of Lungtungpen” by Rudyard Kipling; “The Headless Hottentot” by Jerome G. Beatty; “The
Death House” by Arthur B. Reeve; “The Gilded Mean” by Hall Holworthy; “The Dramatic Cricket” by Freeman Tilden; “Chits and a Chinaman” by R. J.
Pearsall; “The Impromptu Cousin” by Montague Glass; and “The Fifty Dollar Bill” by Frank Condon. $1,500
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PYLE, Howard; Johnson, Merle (compiler). Howard Pyle’s Book of Pirates Fiction, Fact & Fancy Concerning the Bucaneers & Marooners of the Spanish Main.
143. New York and London, Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1921.
Limited First Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 247pp. Hardcover. Very Good.
Signed, limited first edition, numbered 28 out of 50 copies printed on
Japan vellum and housed in cloth slipcase. Signed by compiler, Merle Johnson, on limitation page. Beautifully illustrated with 36 plates,
mostly reproductions of Pyle’s illustrations, with two sketches by N. C.
Wyeth. Custom grey cloth slipcase with light wear to front, but otherwise in very good condition. Quarter cloth boards with color illustration
and title on front, and title gilt on spine. All edges deckled and some
leaves are uncut. Light soiling to spine and back board. Light creasing to
top right corner of front board. Light toning throughout endpapers and
text block. Binding is tight. Includes mylar cover.
Howard Pyle’s work is well described in the forward written by Merle
Johnson: “Pyle, artist-author, living in the latter half of the nineteenth
century and of the first decade of the twentieth, had the fine faculty of
transposing himself into any chosen period of history and making its
people flesh and blood again…it is improbable that anyone else will ever
bring his combination of interest and talent to the depiction of these
old-time pirates. “ Pyle revolutionized American book illustration and
provided inspiration to young illustrators throughout the twentieth
century. Most of the artwork and stories were originally published with
the Century Company and Harper’s Magazine. Some stories included
are “Buccaneers and Marooners of the Spanish Main,” “Jack Ballister’s
Fortunes” and “Captain Scarfield.” $3,500
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144. STEGNER, Wallace. City of the Living—Typescript.
16pp. Typed Manuscript. Signed. Very Good. 16-page typescript of Wallace Stegner’s short story The City of the Living. On watermarked Erasable Bond paper
(except for last leaf which is on EZ Erase bond
paper) with staple rust to first and last leaves,
and light creasing to the last few pages. The
last leaf has been folded into thirds with small
tear at one fold. Bottom edge of all leaves are
lightly foxed. No corrections noted with several typos remaining. Overall in very good condition. Signed by Stegner on last leaf, “From the
City of the Living”--Wallace Stegner”.
City of the Living was the title story from the
1956 short story collection, Colberg A14. It was
originally published in 1954 in Mademoiselle (Colberg D43) and won the
O. Henry Award in 1955. Original Stegner material does not come on the
market very often. $425

145. STEVENSON, Robert Louis. Works of Robert Louis Stevenson--Vailima Edition, 26 Volumes.
New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1921. Limited Edition. Large 8vo 9”
- 10” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. The collected works of Robert Louis
Stevenson in 26 volumes, the “Vailima Edition,” limited to 1030 sets in
the United States, this being numbered 541. All volumes have bindings of
blue buckrum with title on white pastedown on spine and deckled edges,
are covered in original glassine wrappers, and are slipcased (except for
Vol. 13, missing slipcase) ; also, 16 volumes are in original shipping boxes
and the other 10 volumes are in brown publisher’s wrap. All volumes are
in very good condition; text blocks are clean and bindings are tight in all

volumes, some volumes have uncut leaves and some have light wear to bottom and top edges; most glassine wrappers
have small tears at edges.
This beautiful edition contains Stevenson’s
writings from his most famous works such
as “Treasure Island,” “Kidnapped,” “Strange
Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, more personal titles such as “Memories and Portraits” and his travel writings such as “An
Inland Voyage” and “Travels with a Donkey
in the Cevennes.” This set is a fine tribute
to an author with a remarkable number of
works and range of genres. $500

146. VONNEGUT, Kurt. Slapstick.
New York, NY, Delacorte Press/Seymour
Lawrence, 1976. First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 243pp. Cloth. Very
Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. Blue boards
with gold imprint on cover and gold and red
on spine. Top edge stained blue. Head and
foot of spine lightly bumped. 1/8” fold on
the top of page 121. Signed and inscribed by
author on dedication page. Mylar-wrapped
dust jacket has been price-clipped, has light
soiling and sunning, and has light chipping
on edges. Slightly autobiographical science
fiction by renowned author Kurt Vonnegut.

$225
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147. VONNEGUT, Kurt. Jailbird.
New York, Delacorte Press, 1979. First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9”
tall. 246pp. Very Good in Very Good Dust Jacket. Black boards with gold
imprint on front and gold and silver on spine. Top edge stained orange. Very
light soiling on fore edge. Signed and inscribed by author, dated October 30,
1980. Light soiling and sunning on mylar-covered dust jacket. Very light
chipping to edges. Not price clipped. Jacket originally slightly mis-folded.
Post-Watergate fictional satire. $175

148. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY] CHEEVER, John.
Wapshot Scandal.
New York, Harper & Row, 1964. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 309pp. Hardcover. Very
Good in Good dust jacket. The sequel to John Cheever’s National Book
Award winning novel, The Wapshot Chronicle, this copy of The Wapshot Scandal comes from the personal library of Wallace Stegner, who
has signed his name on the first colored end paper. The dust jacket has
a blue and gold graphic cover, wrapped in mylar. DJ is vibrant in color,
but has started chipping along the jacket’s edges, is lightly sunned and
faded on the spine, and has two noticeable tears on the bottom of the front
cover (one is nearly 1 inch long,
and the other is almost half an
inch). DJ is not price-clipped.
The book has light blue cloth
covered boards with black and
gilt title art on the spine. There
are signs of shelfwear on the
bottom edge, bumped corners
and slight folding on the tail
band. Inside, the first endpages are lightly soiled, most likely by the three magazine and
newspaper articles about John
Cheever which are laid-in. Interior pages are clean with
sharp corners. This volume
chronicles the Wapshot family
of St. Botolphs through adventures often ending in hilarity.

$75
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[POSTAL SERVICE] Official Hand-Book
of the National Association of Post Office
Clerks.
New Bedford, Mass., U. S. Postal Service - New Bedford Branch
No. 14, 1897-98. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 94pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. This copy of the Official Hand-Book of
the National Association of Post Office Clerks is a rare find in
great condition - we haven’t found another copy in OCLC. Published by the New Bedford, Mass. Branch No. 14 in 1897-98,
the book is a comprehensive guide for postal workers and the
layman to navigate the rules and regulations of the U. S. Postal
Service. White paper boards over red cloth spine features a vibrant red, white and blue American flag motif with blue title info
on the cover, and a split ad on the back cover, also in blue ink.
The cover is lightly toned and shelfworn. Mild foxing and other
small soil markings show on the front and back. The corners are
bumped and chipping, in fact the top left corner of the back cover is cut off, missing less than a quarter-inch. There is also minor
chipping along the fore-edge, bottom and top edges. The spine
is strong, but has folding at the tail cap and a small fray on the
head cap. Inside, the pages have browned with age, show light
toning, and some pages have a small corner fold on the top. The
front hinge is damaged, having torn the pastedown and exposing the book’s side staples. There is also a chip missing from the
bottom of the title page. Beyond the presentation of regulations
and streamlining of procedure, there are many black and white
photos, portraits and retro advertisements to enjoy. $105
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149. [ALASKA] Seal and Salmon Fisheries and General
Resources of Alaska--In Four Volumes.

150. [ALASKA] Bering Sea Controversy--53d Congress,
3d Session.

Washington, Government Printing Office, 1898. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Hardcover. Good. Four volume set of House of Representatives Document No. 92,
“Seal and Salmon Fisheries and General Resources of Alaska.” All volumes
are in good condition. Volumes 1, 2 and 4 have the same binding: half leather binding with maroon leather and cloth, and all edges are marbled. Volume 3 has a black cloth binding. All volumes have moderate wear to boards
and moderate toning to spine. All volumes have light toning to text block
and plates. Volumes 1, 2 and 4 have minor chipping to leather. Volume 3 has
heavy soiling to boards. Vol 1, 513pp; Vol 2, 477pp; Vol 3, 727pp plus plates;
Vol 4, 772pp plus plates and fold-out maps. Volumes 3 and 4 have numerous
plates and fold-out maps, some maps are in color. $525

Washington, Government Printing Office, c. 1896. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Marbled paper boards over half leather binding with
all edge marbled. Leather corners have moderate chipping and spine has
light wear. All edges have light soiling and wear.
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The book contains several reports bound together comprising the Bering
Sea Controversy. The three reports included are House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. 132 “Bering Sea Controversy: Letter from the Secretary of
the State” is 11pp; Senate, Ex. Doc. 67, “In the Senate of the United States:
Message from the President of the United States” and is 438pp; and
House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. 306 “Information Relating to Fur Seal
in Bering Sea: Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury” is 13pp. $175

AMERICANA

SUITABLE FOR FRAMING
151. [ALASKA] Barnard, E. C.
Map of Alaska.
1904. Very Good. Map of Alaska published in 1904 for
the U. S. G. S. Professional Paper No. 45, in very good
condition. Map measures 39” wide by 35” tall, is in color, and is very detailed. Map has been folded multiple
times. Map has very light foxing on verso and a small
dampstain on the top edge, not affecting content, but
otherwise has no wear or soiling present.
The Professional Paper No. 45 associated to this map is
titled “Geography and Geology of Alaska, a Summary of
Existing Knowledge by Alfred H. Brooks, With A Section
on Climate by Cleveland Abbe Jr, And a Topographic Map and Description Thereof by R. U. Goode.” This
was an important map compiled from data gathered by
the USGS, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Army, the
Navy, the Revenue Marine Service, and the British Government. It details cities, towns, bodies of water, mountain ranges, glaciers, missions, telegraph lines, military
cables, railroads and boundary lines. A detailed map of
the 49th state in beautiful condition. $575
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152. [ALASKA] Illustrations Showing Condition of Fur-Seal
Rookeries in 1895 and Method of Killing Seals - To Accompany Report of C. H. Townsend, Assistant, United States Fish Commission.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1896. Oblong 4to 11” - 13” tall. Hardcover. Good.
Half leather binding over marbled boards with title gilt on spine. Boards have moderate
rubbing to spine and all edges, and spine has moderate chipping at top. Collated and complete, includes 46 b&w plates, most are backed on linen and fold-out. Plates are in good
condition, most having light soil and some having light foxing and creasing at edges.
Plates are b&w photographs of fur-seal rookeries found on St. Paul and St. George Islands,
Alaska which were taken to accompany a report by Charles H. Townsend titled “Reports of
agents, officers, and persons, acting under the authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, in
relation to the condition of seal life on the rookeries of the Pribilof Islands, and to Pelagic
sealing in Bering Sea and the North Pacific Ocean, in the years 1893-1895”. $165

153. BOWEN, Emanuel. A Map of the British American Plantations,
Extending from Boston in New England to Georgia; Including all the
Back Settlements in the Respective Provinces, As Far As the
Mississipi.
London, 1754. Map. Very Good. Map, measuring 11 x 9 1/4 inches covers the area east of
the Mississippi River, from Niagara Falls to the north to Port Royal and Charlestown, S. C.
to the south. It shows major towns and cities, Indian villages and tribal territory, English
and French forts, boundaries, trails and topography. The map shows a good delineation of
Indian tribes, especially west of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Very good condition with slight
loss of paper along left margin and a very tight trim along top and right side. Light foxing
and two folds. Uncolored with detailed cartouche. $350
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154. [FISHERIES] U. S. Commission of Fish and
Fisheries, Part XXV - Report of the Commissioner for
the Year Ending June 30, 1899.

LATEST FROM THE PRESS OF THE PALACE
OF GOVERNORS

Washington, Government Printing Office, 1900. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 397pp.
Hardcover. Good. Marbled paper boards over half leather binding with
title gilt on spine and all edges marbled. Leather has moderate chipping
and all edges have moderate wear. Ex-library with catalog numbers on
spine. Binding is tight and text block is clean. Includes many fold-out
maps and plates. Collated and complete.

155. [FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN] Chavez, Thomas E. Doctor Franklin & Spain--The Unknown History.

This book contains a report on the operations of the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries for the year 1899. Some of the state fish and
fisheries discussed in this report are from New Hampshire, Texas, Puerto
Rico, Florida, Washington, and Utah. Maps of note include: a color map
of the “Route of the Sockeye Salmon in approaching the Fraser River from
the Strait of Juan de Fuca,” and a beautifully detailed map of the “Great
Salt Lake.” $60

Finely printed at the Press of the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe using Bodoni Old Face type on a woven Garza Papel Paper, with Strathmore
Drawing Paper for the prints and handmade Fabriano Umbria for the endpapers. R. W. Seale’s 1744 maps of America and Europe were used for the
wonderfully designed endpapers. Bound
and finished by Priscilla Spitler. Benjamin Franklin never set foot in Spain
but he had many connections with that
country. Beginning with his correspondence with Don Gabriel de Borbón, the
youngest son of Spain’s King Carlos
III, extending to his diplomatic efforts
with Spanish Ambassador the Count
of Aranda, and his eventual induction
into Spain’s Royal Academy of History,
Franklin’s connections to Spain have
been overlooked by most historians in
the United States. Book is protected by a
folded cardstock slipcase with finely embossed title on spine and Dr. Franklin’s
initials on front. Book 26 of 80. $450

Santa Fe, NM, Press of the Palace of the Governors, 2017. Limited Signed
Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 59pp. Hardcover. New in New Dust Jacket. Full
brown leather with blue and brown marbled paper pasted over. Dark blue
leather with gilt title on spine.
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19TH CENTURY DUST JACKET
156.[ GAMES] Cheney, E.D.
Patience: A Series of Games with
Cards.
Boston, Lee and Shepar Publishers, 1894.
Third Edition. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. 155pp.
Hardcover. Very Good in Good Dust Jacket. Peach colored dust jacket with designs
and title in black on front. Title in black on
spine of dust jacket, lightly faded. Moderate edgewear and chipping to back of jacket.
Dust jacket is plain, mimicking cover design
on boards, possibly making this a late 19th
or early 20th century dustjacket. Boards
are grey with dark blue title and design on
front, and dark blue title on spine. Light bumping and wear to spine. Edges
have light soiling. Interior is clean and binding is tight.
Included in the book are instructions on how to play 53 cards games, how
many decks of cards used for each game, diagrams of game set up, and explanation of terms used. This book is the third edition “with additions” of
Mrs. Ednah Dow Cheney’s compilation of card games. Cheney was known
as an abolitionist, transcendentalist, teacher and biographer, and had many
interests, among them, social games. $125

157. [GAMES] After Dinner Tricks & Puzzles with Your
Seal Brand Coffee.
Boston, Chase & Sanborn. 32mo 4” - 5” tall. 12pp. Very Good. A small puzzle booklet promoting Seal Brand Coffee copyrighted to 1896. Colorful pic-
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torial wrappers, staple bound with only light
soiling and wear to all edges. First and last
leaves of text block are toned but are otherwise
clean. Leaves have green decorative borders
with illustrations in green and brown.
This booklet provides many puzzles and games
to play while drinking Seal Brand Coffee. Booklet includes answers to the puzzles. No copies
found in OCLC as of June 2017. $38

EARLY HAWAIAN TRAVEL NARRATIVE
158. [HAWAII] Bates, George Washington. Sandwich
Island Notes, by a Haole.
New York, Harper & Brothers, 1854. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 493pp. Hardcover. Good. A travel narrative on Hawaii in the mid-19th century, written
by George Washington Bates. Bates often used the pseudonym “Haole,”
meaning foreigner in Hawaiian. Maroon boards with title gilt on spine
and blind embossed designs on front and back covers. Spine has heavy
sunning, and top edge has moderate sunning. Boards have light rubbing
and all edges have moderate wear. Light toning and foxing to endpapers
and moderate soiling to pastedown. First endpaper has previous owner’s
name.
This book contains many chapters detailing locations such as Oahu, Honolulu, Koloa, Lihue, Waialua, Weimea, Molokai and Maui. There are also
charts showing imports and exports, financial statistics, mythology and
practices of Hawaiians, and many b&w illustrations. $205

AMERICANA
UNRECORDED IN BYRD
159. [ILLINOIS] Central Committee Of Carthage. To the Democrats
of Hancock County.
Carthage, IL, 1847. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Broadside. Very Good. White broadside with black text. Measures 8”
tall by 11”wide. Light soiling to both sides of broadside and one crease along the edge of the right side. Light
wear to bottom edge.
This is a political broadside by the Central Committee of Carthage, Hancock County, Illinois on March 18th,
1847. It states “By movements in the Whig ranks, the Democratic party of Hancock County are necessarily
driven into an organization; therefore, the several Precincts are requested to organize as soon as possible and
send the number of delegates as annexed to each precinct to a convention, to be held at Carthage on Saturday, the third day of April next, for the purpose of nominating candidates for election, to amend the State
Constitution.” Numbers of delegates to each “precinct” are located below this statement. Not in Byrd. $450

160. [ILLINOIS] Wright, John S. Obligation of Promise, Contract, and Covenant, According to the Code of Honor: Privilege and Duty of the President and Directors of the Board
of Trade of Chicago to Maintain Their Plighted Faith in Regard to the Book, Chicago: Past,
Present, Future.
Chicago, Horton & Leonard, Printers, 1870. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 72pp. Pamphlet. Good. Stitched pamphlet is bound in light
green soft wraps with black title on the front cover. Wraps are dirty, toned, rubbed and chipping around the edges, with
erased pencil markings on the top of the front and back covers. The first interior page is worn and soiled, having been
exposed by a fold on the front cover, and some of the last pages are chipped on the fore-edge.
In 1868 entrepreneur John S. Wright wrote a book called Chicago: Past, Present, Future that analyzed railroads, commerce, manufacturing, agricultural commodities, and comparisons to other Western cities. Wright was a leading railroad
promoter, newspaper editor and businessman and became the city’s official publicist. Among Wright’s civic interests was
public education and promotion of the Chicago park system. This pamphlet is Wright’s review of the Chicago Board of
Trade’s president and directors’ acceptance and ability to carry out his proposals written in his book, where he tries to
attract eastern capital for investment in Chicago. Critics called Chicago: Past, Present, Future “a rambling, bombastic
volume.” Shortly after the Chicago fire of 1871, Wright’s family was forced to commit him to an asylum. One copy listed in
OCLC - March 2017. $325
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161. [ILLINOIS] Multiple View Card--Souvenir of
Lincoln, Ill.
Buffalo, Douglas Publishing Co. Postcard. Very
Good. A multiple view card of scenes from Lincoln,
Illinois. Viewcards are housed in a grey paper sleeve
with a large window on one side. Through the window of the sleeve a postcard of Soldiers’ Monument
is displayed. Six smaller viewcards (with 2 photographs on each card) are concealed behind the larger
postcard of Soldiers’ Monument. When one end of
the larger postcard is pulled the small viewcards are
revealed. View cards have light soiling and light wear
to all edges. $35

162. [INDIANA] Evolution of the Bicycle.
Indianapolis, Indiana Bicycle Co., 1897. 24mo 5” - 6”
tall. 32pp. Pamphlet. Good. String-bound pamphlet with
title on front. Off-white wrappers have moderate soiling
and a 1/2” tear on top edge. Text block has light toning
and soiling.

Contains 31 b&w illustrations of bicycles from 1790 to
1897 with a paragraph underneath each illustration

containing historical information. Some illustrations include the “Merriweather Wheel,” patented in 1839, was a
tricycle which was propelled by the arms; the “Ice Wheel”
a bicycle used on the ice and adopted for a short time by Russian sportsmen;
and the “1897 Waverley,” known as the Waverley No. 10, manufactured by the
Indiana Bicycle Co. Five copies in OCLC as of May 2017. $425

1ST WAR DEPARTMENT PRINTING
163. LINCOLN, Abraham. Emancipation Proclamation-Preliminary.
Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 1862. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 158pp. Hardcover. Good. “By the President of the United States of
America. A Proclamation … That on the first day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all persons held as
slaves within any State or designated area of a State, the people whereof shall then be in rebellion against the United States, shall be then, thenceforward, and forever free. …”The original manuscript draft of the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation was several months in the making with
this final preliminary draft finished by the President on September 21,1862. This is the first War Department printing of Lincoln’s preliminary
Emancipation Proclamation, General Orders, No. 139 and likely the fourth official printing of the preliminary proclamation, dated September
24, 1862 and was published shortly after the September 1862 Union victory at the Battle of Antietam. The final proclamation was issued January
1, 1863. Bound within the General Orders Affecting the Volunteer Force. Adjutant General’s Office. 1861. Beginning with General Orders No. 15
dated May 4, 1861 through General Orders No. 216 dated December 26, 1862. Brown cloth binding with wear on edges, fraying to head and foot
of spine. Cloth is also lightly soiled and loosening on back but not tearing. Typical edge soiling and light browning to pages. Binding is tight. Embossed title on spine. $1,500
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164. LINCOLN, Abraham. Republican Party Vindicated - The Demands of the South Explained - Speech of
Hon. Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, At the Cooper Institute, New York City, February 27, 1860.
New York ,1860. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 8pp. Disbound. Good. Disbound book
containing Abraham Lincoln’s speech at the Cooper Institute, New York
City on February 27, 1860. In good condition, all edges have moderate
wear; pieces of binding are still attached and book tape located where
item was once bound into a book; fore edge has a dampstain that affects
most leaves; first leaf has closed tear, affecting content and a red rubber
stamp is located on top right corner; all leaves have moderate soiling.

The “Woman’s Daily Globe” purports to be a daily newspaper from the future (2002) where women have taken over the worlds of politics, finance,
sports, religion, and theater and have left the defeated male to tend the
home-fires. Includes many articles and illustrated with seven comic engravings - a man tending the children; a woman leaving her husband at home to
finish his crocheting; a man scared to death of a rat, etc. Even some of the
advertisers get in on the pretense. Image is cropped due to scanner be size,
please call for more images. No copies found in commerce or OCLC as of
May 2017. $375

One of his most effective speeches which some historians believe won him
the presidency later that year. Carefully crafted speech examining slavery
and is broken down in three parts: part one presenting a rational argument concerning the Founding Fathers; part two is an emotional talk to
the South; and part three is an appeal to Republicans. Sabin 41160. $315

FUTURISTIC CRACKING OF THE GLASS
CEILING
165. [MASSACHUSETTS] Woman’s Daily Globe,
September 1, 2002.
Boston, Boston Daily Globe, 1884. 4pp. Broadsheet. Very Good. An elaborate four-page newspaper parody published as a supplement to the Boston Daily Globe on September 1, 1884 but dated underneath the heading
September 1, 2002. Broadsheet is in very good condition: with moderate
toning to folds, light pencil marginalia to first leaf, a few small closed tears
where folds intersect, a few tears on edges that have been repaired, and
light soiling. Broadsheet measures 23 1/2” tall by 18” wide.
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166. [MASSACHUSETTS] Heavy Construction.
Boston And New York, Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins Corporation, 1921. 4to 11”
- 13” tall. 59pp. Hardcover. Good. This book presents an examination of work
accomplished by the Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins Corporation in and around
Boston Harbor. Uniquely devised to illustrate both above and below ground
work, scale drawings of construction projects have been sketched on tracing paper and overlay photographs of the scenes as they appeared in 1921.
Boards are mottled grey and pink with white pastedown and title in maroon
on front; book is staple bound but text block is not pasted to binding, and
is tied to the binding by a string that goes around the outside of the spine.
Boards have moderate soiling and moderate chipping to spine and at corners;
text block has a dampstain near bottom edge, affecting some content. Some
of the heavy construction work that Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins Corporation
completed was the Charles River Embankment, Charles River
Bridge, Fort Point Drawbridge,
Boston Dry Dock, Boston Fish
Pier and more. $275
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167. [MILITARY (CODED)] History of the Black Hawk
War--By an Old Resident of the Military Tract.
24mo 5” - 6” tall. 63pp. Good. This is a coded book published sometime
around 1900 and has a decoy title and publication date on title page. Pliable dark brown leather in pocket-book form with closure strap on front.
Leather has moderate wear and spine has moderate chipping near top.
Pastedowns and endpapers are numbered 301.
The title “History of the Black Hawk War--By an Old Resident of the Military Tract” with publication in Fort Armstrong, IL, 1832 was “included
here as a warning only” and “whatever the contents may be, probably
has little to do with the Black Hawk War” (Byrd 130). Byrd states that
this booklet “is printed in code under chapter headings: ‘Indian,’ Squaw,’
‘Warrior,’ and ‘Braves,’ “ and “is probably a ritual code of some fraternal
organization, printed after 1900”. $275

AMERICANA
168. [MILITARY (GENERAL)] Lee, Arthur T. Army
Ballads and Other Poems.

spine. Spine has moderate sunning and all edges have light wear. All edges
have moderate soil. Moderate to heavy foxing throughout text block.

1871. First Edition. First Printing. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 160pp. Hardcover.
Good. Violet cloth boards have blind-stamped border with gilt-stamped
title and seal on the front cover and spine. The spine is discolored,
sun-faded and has adhesive marks from a library label; caps are folding
and chipped. The boards are toned, rubbed
and worn at the edges and corners. Inside,
the spine is cracked; there is a Bath Library
bookplate on the inside front cover as well
as other typical evidence. Inside pages are
browned with age and some have pencil
markings in the margins.

Written by Epaphras Hoyt, a Brigade Major and inspector in the Militia of
Massachusetts, this book discusses military art and science including subjects such as practical geometry, fortification of villages and churches, subordination, and conducting detachments, secret marches, and retreats. Sabin
33403. $320

This small book, Army Ballads and Other
Poems, is dedicated to Union General W.
T. Sherman, with entries such as “The Express Rider,” “The Drummer Boy,” “Oh!
I’m Sick of This War,” and “Grin and Bear
It.” Illustrated with black and white drawings designed by the author. $95

169. [MILITARY (GENERAL)] Hoyt, Epaphras. Practical Instructions for Military Officers: Comprehending
a Concise System of Military Geometry, Field Fortification and Tactics of Riflemen and Light Infantry - To
Which is Annexed, a New Military Dictionary.
Greenfield, MA, John Denio, 1811. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 479pp. Hardcover.
Good. Recased in brown boards with title gilt on spine. Collated, all 14
plates present. Ex-library copy with catalog numbers on preface page and

NONE FOUND IN OCLC
170. [MILITARY (NAVY)] Register of the Commissioned
and Warrant Officers of the Navy of the United States; Including Officers of the Marine Corps, & C. for the Year
1834 -- Printed by the Order of the Secretary of the Navy.
Washington D. C., Globe Office by F. P. Blair, 1834. Oblong Small 8vo 7½”
- 8” tall. 48pp. Hardcover. Good. A variant oblong format of the Naval register of the United States for the year 1834, published in hardback. Boards are
tan with red quarter leather binding with intricate boarder and title in black
on front. At one time boards had half leather binding but leather at corners
is missing. Boards have heavy soiling and heavy wear to all edges and spine.
Both gutters are cracked. Ex-library,
with library bookplate on front pastedown and light pencil marginalia on first
few leaves of text block. Includes list of
captains, lieutenants, surgeons, pursers,
midshipmen, boatswains and gunners.
Also, included is a list of vessels with
associated captain and crew. This issue
is not listed in OCLC as of May 2017.

$250
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171. [MILITARY (NAVY)] Lundborg, Charles. Ships
Upon New Designs.
Washington D. C., Government Printing
Office, 1884. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 71pp.
Hardcover. Good. This book includes a report for the House of Representatives titled
“Improvements in Steamships: Memorial
Relating to Inventions and Improvements in
Steamships by Capt. Charles G. Lundborg,
Formerly of the Royal Swedish Navy” with
two tipped in, sepia-toned frontispieces and
four fold-out plates. Boards are dark brown
with title gilt on front. Boards have moderate
wear and soiling, and top and bottom of spine
have light chipping. All edges have moderate
foxing. Presentation copy with author’s signature on first endpaper. Moderate foxing to
frontispieces and light foxing and soiling to
fold-out plates. All plates have a 1” tear where bound into book. Frontispieces are tipped in photographs of proposed steamship models, or photographs of paintings of proposed steamship models. Plates are b&w and
contain charts concerning improvements of steamships.
In this report, Charles Lundborg, a former Captain of the Royal Swedish
Navy, provided new ship models for the improvement of the U. S. Navy
which were received with enthusiasm. Two copies in OCLC as of May 2017.

$550
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172. [MILITARY (REVOLUTIONARY WAR)] Johnson, Joseph. Traditions and Reminiscences Chiefly of
the American Revolution in the South: Including Biographical Sketches, Incidents and Anecdotes.
Charleston, Walker & James, 1851. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10”
tall. 592pp. Hardcover. Good. Blue cloth covered boards have blindstamped border on the covers and gilt stamped title on the spine. Boards
are heavily worn, with toned and darkened edges, bumped and chipping
corners. The spine is sunned and discolored - the gilt lettering is dark.
Head and tail caps are folded and chipping - there is a half inch piece
missing from the head cap. The spine also has a visible crease down the
center. Board edges are dusty and worn, and the text block is dirty. The
front hinge is cracked and the first endpage is nearly detached. There are
two full bookplates, remnants of a third, and a bibliography pasted on
the front pastedown and endpage, as well as small soil markings, pencil
mark, and a gift inscription (very likely from a member of the Johnson
family) . The pastedowns are toned and browned with age, chipping on
the fore-edge, and there is a half-inch tear on the top of the page. The
rest of the inside pages show light foxing, toning and some minor soil
markings. Three folding maps, 2 facsimiles - 1 folding - are all in place,
though one of each are torn. There is also a pencil marking on the rear
pastedown.
In this tome, pharmacist and Charleston mayor Joseph Johnson (17761862), presents rare anecdotes and biographical sketches relevant in the
South during the American revolutionary period. Howes J140. Sabin
36245. $295
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173. [MILITARY (REVOLUTIONARY WAR)]
Moore, George H. Historical Notes on the Employment
of Negroes in the American Army of the Revolution.
New York, Charles T. Evans, 1862. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 24pp. Pamphlet.
Good. Pamphlet, once bound in another publication, is stitched together
and in good shape. White paper, browned with age, has black title and
border on the front cover. Wraps are toned, rubbed, and chipped. There
is a visible damp stain on the fore-edge. Inside pages are dog-eared but
clean.
Both the British and Americans enlisted African Americans during the
Revolutionary War. The British encouraged runaways to join their ranks
while American military leaders were reluctant to allow black men to
join the armed forces on a permanent basis, even though black men had
fought with the Continental Army since the
earliest battles. This work provides documentation of the variety of roles African Americans
played during the war, including arguments
over whether or not to arm black troops, especially in the southern states, and the formation
of official African American units throughout
the colonies. $250

SPRUCE USE IN WORLD WAR ONE
174. [MILITARY (WORLD WAR I)]
Spruce Helped Win the War.

Prentiss, A. M.

Portland, OR, A. M. Prentiss, 1918. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 32pp. Viewbook.
Very Good. Tan cardstock wrappers with green imprint on front. Light soiling and light edge wear with several small tears to edges. Staples are rusted
but holding well. Interior is very clean although first and last leaf show very
light soiling.
Photo documentation of the war effort to ramp up production of Spruce to
be used in airplanes. Portrays the personnel, railroad construction, timber
cutting and shipping, the camp life and kindred subjects necessary to the
production of airplane spruce for the United States and her allies. Includes
views from Oregon and Washington. Inside back wrapper is the poem
“Wings of the Eagle” by Owen Rhodes of the 28th Spruce Squadron. 4 actual
copies recorded in OCLC as of May 2017. $275
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175. [MISSOURI] Guardian’s Sale of Real Estate!
Washington, MO, 1866. Good. Broadside printed in English and German, advertising the sale of the Otker estate located in Washington, Missouri. English
content is printed on the upper half and German content is printed on the bottom half. Broadside measures 21”x16” and has been folded multiple times.
Broadside has moderate soiling and foxing. Item also has a 2” tear on the bottom edge, two closed tears that affect content, and multiple tears on the right
edge, not affecting content.
This broadside provides a description of the three acre estate for sale, information on terms payment, and is signed (in print) “Henry Heining, Guardian.”
Henry Heining, the guardian of minors Mary and Henry Otker, was one of the leading brick makers of Washington, MO (Washington Historical Society).
This broadside is a good example of the influence of German culture in that region during the mid- 19th century. No copies found in OCLC as of June 2017.

$400

176. [NATURAL HISTORY] [SIGNED BY OLAUS AND
MARDY MURIE] Dobie, J. Frank. Voice of the Coyote.
Boston, MA, Little, Brown, and Company, 1949. First Edition. 8vo - over
7¾ - 9¾” tall. Hardcover. Good in Good Dust Jacket. First edition so stated published May 1949. Brown cloth boards show moderate water staining.
Book edges show light wear and head and tail of spine is bumped. Gilt coyote on front and blue and gold imprint
on spine. Binding is tight and interior is
clean and free of markings. Signed and
inscribed by illustrator Olaus J. Murie
and his wife Mardy Murie, famed naturalists. Dust jacket is faded and lightly
soiled with chip missing from top edge
and spine. Jacket not price-clipped. Adams Rampaging Herd 703. $150
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177. [NATURAL HISTORY] Baird, S. F and T. M.
Brewer and R. Ridgway. History of North American
Birds-3 Volume Set.
Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 1874. First Edition. Oblong Small
4to 9” - 11” tall. Leather. Very Good. Three volume set rebound in 3/4
leather, new endpapers and beautiful gold gilt titles and embellishments
on spine. Light shelf wear, but overall books in very good condition. Several pencil notations in margins noted; single page in volume one shows
acid burn from newspaper being laid in.
Volume 3 has several nicks to the leather.
Complete with sixty-four hand colored
plates and 593 woodcuts. Volume 1 xxviii, 596pp, volume 2 vi, 590pp, volume
3 vi, 560pp. Set is notable for the 64
brilliantly hand-colored plates at back
of the three volumes representing head
coloration of the birds described. Robert Ridgway, co-author of this set is best
known for his bird color nomenclature,
still in use today. $800

AMERICANA

GORGEOUS ARTIST PROOF COPY
178. [NATURAL HISTORY] Robinson, Alan James.
Songbirds.
Cheloniidae Press, 1983. Limited Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Portfolio. Fine. Portfolio housed in a quarter pale green leather and oatmeal
cloth tray case made by Gary Parrot. Eighteen loose oblong sheets measuring 8.5 x 11 inches. Prints are laid into separate blue paper wrappers
and are housed together in a chemise which in turn is laid into the tray
case. Minor fading to leather back strip on case. Set also contains an original watercolor and pencil drawing signed by Robinson.
Special artist’s proof copy, limited to 50 copies, of which this is number
8. In addition to the normal suite of 15 signed watercolor etchings, this
set also includes hand-colored, wood-engraved title and colophon pages.
The title page and colophon were printed at Hampshire Typothetae, West
Hatfield by Harold McGrath. Birds included in this beautiful set are: Blue
Jay, Robin, Cedar Waxwing, Woodthrush, Cardinal, Red-winged Blackbird, Chickadee, Titmouse, Rose-brested Grosbeak, Hooded Warbler,
Goldfinch, Meadowlark, Red Crossbill, Mockingbird and Bewick’s Wren.

$950
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179. [NEW YORK] Valentine, David Thomas. Manual of the Corporation of the
City of New York, for the Year 1851.
New York, McSpedon & Baker, 1851. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 480pp. Hardcover. Good. Dark brown boards, blind embossed designs and small gilt design on front and back boards. Rebacked with most of original spine pasted to new
spine. Also has new pastedowns and endpapers. Title is gilt on spine. Corners are lightly bumped and top corners
have some chipping. All edges have light soil. Gilt title is fading slightly. Binding is tight. Some light toning and one
library stamp on bottom of title page, otherwise interior is clean.
Included are 5 folding maps, and 12 plates and lithographs. There are two folding maps before the title page; one is
a map of the city of New York, 1851 with fire districts and boundaries of wards; the other is a map of the state of New
York exhibiting towns and counties from 1850, including Syracuse, Staten Island, Brooklyn, Utica, Buffalo and more.
Valentine’s manual provides a comprehensive portrait of New York City in the 19th century, using prints, maps, diagrams and text to illuminate the city’s rich history and contemporary standing. This book catalogues religious and
social institutions, a list of paintings at city hall, the city inspector’s report, post office records, policemen and station
houses, history of city council members, historical views of the city, early seals of the city and much more. $925

IT ALL FLOWS DOWNHILL
180. [NEW YORK] Maps of Sewer Systems and Sewage Disposal
Works - Twenty-Fourth Annual Report for the Year 1903, Part I.
Albany, New York State Department of Health, 1904. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Hardcover. Very
Good. Set of 26 unbound maps. Housed in purple portfolio with black ribbon ties on fore edge
and title gilt on spine. Collated and complete. Maps range in size and are folded multiple times.
Many maps are in color, some in b&w. All maps have moderate soiling to folds and edges, and
most have closed tears where folds intersect.
This is the first part of a two part annual report. Larger maps show an overview of village
sewage systems, while smaller maps diagram septic tanks and their location. New York towns
included in these maps are Alexandria, Black River, Brockport, Canajoharie, Corinth, Cuba,
Depew, Dolgeville, Fort Edward and Larchmont. $250
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181. [NEW YORK] Bonham, Wm. ; Hayt, John C. ;
Rouse, Oliver; Pratt, J. B. ; Noyes, Henry B. ; Johnson
Thos. A. Look At This! Copy of a Letter Sent to Each
of the Board of Inspectors of Election in the Town of
Painted Post.
Painted Post, NY, 1838. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Good. Broadside concerning
election results written by members of a Whig party committee of Painted Post, NY, published circa 1838. Broadside has three columns of text
and was once folded multiple times. When unfolded it measures 12”x9”.
Broadside has heavy soiling on verso, moderate soiling and dampstaining
on recto, and moderate wear to all edges. Soiling affects content.
This broadside is a copy of a
letter intended for the board of
inspectors of election, in which
the local Whig party asks the
board of inspectors to review
the results of a recent election
of the state Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and Senator.

182. [NEW YORK] Boatmen! The Extractions of the Collector At West Troy Upon Boatman!
Broadside. Good. Broadside charging Collectors at the West Troy Canal in
New York with fraud and other delinquencies upon boatmen, and blaming
the Argus newspaper of Albany for not providing the truth to the public.
Published circa 1853. At that time collector’s duties involved registering all
boats, collecting tolls for passengers and freight, and day to day operations
of the canal, and according to this broadside, were taking advantage of their
situation. As stated on the broadside the predicament is as follows “there
is great reason to believe that very extensive frauds are being committed
on the revenues of the canals in consequence of false bills of lading...” thus
depriving boatman of their rightful due. Broadside is in good condition and
has been folded twice. Measures
13” tall by 9 1/2” wide. Moderate
soiling on recto and most corners
have light creasing. Moderate soiling to folds on verso. No copies
found in OCLC as of May 2017.

$375

$195
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183. [POE, EDGAR ALLEN] Burton, William E. (editor).
Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine--Volume VI-From January to June.
Philadelphia, W. E. Burton, 1840. Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. Magazine. Good.
The June 1840 issue of Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine in original wraps
and includes many articles, in particular a serial novel, “The Journal of Julius Rodman” by Edgar Allen Poe. The magazine included poems, fiction,
and essays, and was edited by William Burton with Edgar Allen Poe as a contributing editor until 1840. “The Journal of Julius Rodman” was a fictional
account of the first expedition crossing the Rockies and was published
in six installments. Magazine has
green wraps with illustrations and
title on front and is string bound;
title page and table of contents are
located in the back of the magazine;
paginated iv, 253-294. Wrappers
have moderate chipping and soiling, and light marginalia near top
edge; missing first two leaves, with
evidence of missing leaves still attached at spine; text block has moderate foxing. $225
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184. [PROHIBITION] Head, Frederick. Prohibition
Party Candidate Flyer.
1916. Very Good. Illustrated election flyer designed and issued by Frederick Head, a Prohibition Party candidate for U. S. Congress. Flyer is on
stiff orange paper, measuring 7 1/4” wide by 5 1/2” tall. Printed in San
Francisco, circa 1916. Very light toning to edges but otherwise no wear or
soiling present.
Head ran for Congress in California’s 5th district, located in Napa County
and surrounding areas, in 1914 and 1916 but was trounced both times.
His flyer supported prohibition with images of a Saloon, Gambling Hall
and Brothel connected with clips, with text stating “the products of these
industries (? ) are: drunkards, harlots, paupers, insane, criminals, murderers, vagrants, tramps, bums, degenerates, feeble-minded, disease and
death. Are these necessary to the prosperity of the state? Vote YES on
Amendments 1 and 2.” No copies on OCLC as of May 2017. $250
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185. ROOSEVELT, Theodore.
Read What Roosevelt Says about Deneen.
Chicago, Cahill-Ioge Company (Printers).
8vo 8” - 9” tall. 4pp. Ephemera. Good.
Pamphlet summarizing Theodore Roosevelt’s views of his political opponent Governor Deneen. Pamphlet is unbound and
has moderate foxing and soiling. Pamphlet
has vertical fold at the center and multiple tears on the fore edge which have been
fixed with book tape.
This pamphlet contains excerpts from a
speech given in Chicago on October 12th,
1912 and an excerpt from the speech after
he was shot on October 14th, 1912. No copies found in OCLC as of June 2017. $55

186. [SOCIAL SECURITY] Social Security Broadside.
Washington D. C., Social Security Board. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Very Good.
Peach colored broadside with black text on one side. Measures 8 ¾” tall
by 5 ½” wide. Light soiling to bottom of leaf, and two small closed tears
on top and bottom of leaf, they do not affect content.

187. [TELEPHONE] Lockwood, T. D. Practical Information for Telephonists.
New York, W. H. Johnston, 1882. First Edition. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 1992pp.
Hardcover. Good. Green cloth covered boards have black-stamped decorative cover with gilt title info on the spine and blind-stamped border on
the back cover. Boards are worn around the edges with bumped corners.
Dampstain on the top half of the book has left the volume lightly warped,
noticeable on the inside pages. It does not affect the readablity of this early
guide to telephoning. There are soil markings and some discoloration of the
boards. The spine is lightly sunned, folding and chipping on the caps and
has a flaw where the cloth is gathered along the edge. Inside pages are toned
and browned with age, and have lightly dampstained and warped top half,
as mentioned above. The top of the text block is dusty and there is a red
marking on the bottom of the block and edge of the front cover.
With eight pages of advertising at the
back, this handbook offers history,
science and practical advice on the
most recent technological advancement - the telephone, which had
just been invented the decade prior.

$215

The first paragraph of this broadside reads “Beginning January 1, 1937,
your employer will be compelled by law to deduct a certain amount from
your wages every payday. This is in compliance with the terms of the Social Security Act signed by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, August
14, 1935.” This act laid the groundwork for the modern welfare system in
the United States with its primary focus to provide aid for the elderly, the
unemployed, and children. $135
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MANY RARE TELEGRAMS AND ENVELOPES
188. [TELEGRAMS] Telegrams and Envelopes from 1832 to 1913 - Set of 338.
Very Good. Set of 338 telegrams and envelopes from seventy different telegraph companies, dating from 1832 to 1913. There are 21 envelopes in total.
Previous owner housed telegrams and envelopes between glassine paper with the glassine paper being stapled to gray paper covers. Telegrams and
envelopes are various colors and sizes, most are handwritten with the exception of those sent in 1913 which have been typed. Most are on white or
yellow paper with telegraph company’s header in red, blue or black at top of telegram. Most are in very good condition with little wear or soiling but
are fragile. A few have pencil marginalia and light soiling to edges.
Locations of the 70 telegraph companies included in this set range from Nova Scotia to California. The American Telegraph Company and the Postal
Telegraph-Cable Company have the most telegrams in this set. The content of most telegrams are business dealings and family matters. Telegrams
of note include those sent to or by Franklin MacVeagh, secretary of Treasury under President Taft and his brother Isaac Wayne MacVeagh, U. S. Attorney General under Presidents Garfield and Arthur. Another name of note is H. W. Corbett who managed a successful hardware and farm supply
business and was a U. S. Senator from 1867-1873. A few telegrams are coded and there are some referring to the trade of Oolong tea and Sumatra
coffee. As seen from this varied set, telegraph technology had profound social and economic effects. $2,600
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AMSDEN, Charles Avery. Navaho Weaving
Its Technic and History.
Santa Ana, CA, Fine Arts Press, 1934. First Edition. First
Printing. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 261pp. Pictorial Hardcover.
Good. Red, blue, black and white pictorial boards depicting
a Navaho Blanket, in mylar cover. Colors lightly faded with
light soiling and edgewear. Front gutter shows slight repair.
Top edge dusty, lightly rumpled deckled fore edge. Contains
the large serigraph print of the Saxony yarn sarape printed
by Jack Reed of Fine Arts Press. Print in fine condition with
light soiling on back. Also contains all six color plates printed
on oilcloth. Signed by both Charles Avery Amsden and Frederick Webb Hodge, who wrote the foreword. Not often found
signed. First in-depth study of the technical aspects of Navaho weaving, plus history of the loom and its prototypes in the
prehistoric Southwest, analysis and description of weaves,
and dyes. This classic remains in print today. $675
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189. BARBER, Miss [Mary]. True Narrative of the Five
Years’ Suffering & Perilous Adventures, by Miss Barber, Wife of “Squatting Bear,” Celebrated Sioux Chief.
Philadelphia, Barclay & Co., 1873. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. Softcover. Good.
Original green pictorial wrappers housed in a
custom, green cloth portfolio with a red morocco label on front. Wrappers have moderate
soiling and minor chipping at corners and on
spine. String bound, binding is tight. Leaves
are uncut and numbered 19-94, 97-108. Illustrated with nine b&w engravings.
From the title page: “Miss Barber, a native of
Massachusetts, in her religious enthusiasm,
resolved to go among the Indians as a missionary, and with that purpose in view married
Squatting Bear, at Washington, D. C. After five
years of suffering and stirring adventures, this
beautiful young lady has just returned East
and her narrative is one of deep and entrancing interest. A valuable feature
of this work is the Indian Receipts, given by Miss Barber, for the cure of
various diseases. They are very efficacious.” Howes denotes this work to
be “probably as spurious as are the medical remedies contained.” Howes
B-116. $675
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190. COPWAY, George. Indian Life and Indian History,
By an Indian Author.
Boston, Albert Colby & Company,
1858. First Edition. Oblong Small
8vo 7½” - 8” tall. 266pp. Hardcover.
Good. Brown cloth covered boards
have elaborate blind stamped covers
with gilt title art on the spine. Boards
are worn around the edges with fraying and chipped corners, chipped
spine caps and hinge ends. The front
and back covers are rubbed, toned
around the edges and dusty. There are
faint streaks rubbed across the front
cover and there are very minor soil
markings on front and back. The spine
is sun faded with chipped and fraying
caps. Chipping minimally affects the
gilt design. There is a slit along the back edge of the spine that is 2.5” long,
exposing the backing material. The book hinges are a little loose and the
interior pages are browned with age and lightly toned around the edges.
There are some minor soil markings on the text block, which is also a little
dusty. Interior pages are thick, mostly clean with sharp corners. There is a
hand-painted frontispiece and other black and white engravings.
This volume, written by Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh, Chief of the Ojibway Nation,
offers a thorough examination of tribal history, culture, traditions, and
beliefs. The author was also known by his English name, George Copway
(1818-1869). The Obijway lived mainly in the Great Lakes region of the US
and Canada. $225
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191. [COPWAY, GEORGE] Life, Letters and Speeches
of Kah-Ge-Ga-Gah-Bowh Or, G. Copway, Chief Ojibway
Nation-- A Missionary for Many Years in the NorthWest; Now the Projector of the Concentration of the
North-Western Indian Tribes, for the Better Promotion
of Their Physical Improvement.
New York, S. W. Benedict, 1850. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 224pp. Hardcover.
Good. Includes frontis of George Copway, engraved by T. B. Welch; Copway’s signature on first endpaper, presented by Copway to J. H. Shepherd
and dated to 1851; John H. Sheppard’s bookplate on front pastedown, this
could possibly be the same person for whom the book was inscribed; one
leaf of paper with bibliographical information written by previous owner,
laid in; one contemporary newspaper clipping laid in, newspaper article
discusses Native Americans; one newspaper clipping tipped in at pp 224,
article discusses Copway’s trip to Liverpool. Red cloth boards have blind
embossed designs on front and back covers and spine, title gilt on front
board. Boards have moderate soiling, gutters are cracked, spine has minor
chipping, all edges have moderate soiling; text block has light toning and
pencil marginalia.
This book presents George Copway’s descriptive travels among the Ojibwas
and his speech given to Congress proposing a territory set aside for Northwestern tribes with Native American self-government. Sabin 16717. $425

192. HAILE, Berard. Starlore Among the Navaho.
Santa Fe, NM, Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, 1947. True First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 44pp. Softcover. Very Good. Blue wrappers with title
in black on front. The spine of the wrapper is detached from the binding
for 1/2” at the bottom but binding is still tight. Wrappers have light soil
near spine and edges. First endpaper has light soiling, otherwise interior

is clean. Includes a total of twelve plates and illustrations: 1 color, fold-out
frontispiece, 4 star charts on thick black paper, 2 colorful illustrations on
tan textured paper, and 5 b&w illustrations.
This true first edition was compiled by the Berard Haile, Franciscan priest
and anthropologist, and provides information on constellations, how constellations are related to one another, constellations in ceremonies, stargazing, and the reason for practicing starlore in the context of Navajo belief
systems. $250

193. HUMFREVILLE, Col. James Lee. Twenty Years
Among Our Savage Indians.
Hartford, CT, Hartford Publishing Company,
1897. First Edition. 8vo - over 7¾ - 9¾” tall.
674pp. Hardcover. Good. “A record of personal experiences, observations, and adventures
among the Indians of the Wild West; portraying their daily life, habits, traits, religion, ceremonies, dress, savage instincts, and customs
in peace and war. With thrilling incidents, exploits, and daring deeds in the lives of famous
Indian fighters, scouts, guides, and trappers.”
U. S. Calvary officer’s accounts reflect the biases of the period. Contents cover many native
tribes, including Pueblo, Kiowa, Sioux, Blackfoot, Nez Perce, Apache, Cheyenne, Arapaho
and more with numerous illustrations in black and white and color. First edition, published for subscribers only. Dark red cloth covered boards with black
pictorial cover and gilt-stamped title on the spine. All chromo-lithograph
plates present. Boards rubbed on edges, some surface soil. Pages have some
toning and stains, but free of markings. Howes H790. $350
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194. MERA, H. P. Style Trends of Pueblo Pottery in the
Rio Grande and Little Colorado Cultural Areas from the
Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Century.
Santa Fe, NM, Laboratory
of Anthropology, 1939. 4to
11” - 13” tall. 164pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Maroon
boards with gilt pottery illustration on front, and gilt
title on spine. 67 color plates
included. Binding is tight
and interior is clean. Spine
has light rubbing and bumping to top and bottom. Corners are lightly bumped and
all edges have light wear and
soiling. Light foxing to all
endpapers and pastedowns.
First endpaper has inscription from previous owner.
This book illustrates style
trends of Pueblo pottery
near the Rio Grande and
Little Colorado cultural areas, describing the development of pottery form, trends in decoration, and
the five ceramic provinces of prehistoric times. H. P. Mera was one of the
first people to create a ceramic typology that could be consistently applied.
His research led to key understandings of New Mexico’s prehistory that
have stood the test of time and are still referenced by archaeologists today.

$325
114

195. METHODIST CHURCH. Charm and the Challenge
of Navajo Land.
Farmington, NM, Navajo Methodist Mission School. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 9pp.
Pamphlet. Good. Unbound pamphlet is made of golden-tan cardstock,
folded and collated. The cover has a dark brown pictorial of a Navajo woman weaving in the desert and a cross in the sky. The covers show minor
shelfwear and soil markings. Inside pages also show minor soil markings.
Illustrated on every page with scenes from the Navajo Methodist Mission
School, the content offers a history of the Farmington, New Mexico area,
the Navajo reservation and the school. There are also passages about the
Navajo religious beliefs and the
missionary work of the Methodist
Church. The school was founded in
1891 by the Women’s Home Missionary Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church to build a mission to administer to the spiritual needs of the Navajo people. No
copies of this rare pamphlet listed
on OCLC. $95
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196. MONSEN, Frederick I. With a Kodak in the Land of
the Navajo.

CLASSIC KARL MOON STUDIES
197. MOON, Karl. Photographic Studies of Indians.

Rochester, Eastman Kodak Company. 16mo
6” - 7” tall. 32pp. Pamphlet. Good. Small
pamphlet has colorful, stapled softwraps
featuring Navajo weaving background with
photo pictorial cover and white title. Spine
is heavily worn and chipping, the staples are
rusty and the center signature is detached,
but laid-in. Interior pages show minor rubbing and soil marks.

Grand Canyon, El Tovar Studio, Fred Harvey 1910. First Edition. First
Printing. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 15pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Stapled, brown,
textured softwraps have brown title and graphic of a Native American on
the front cover, and the El Tovar logo on the back. This slim photo catalog
has a deckled edge on the front cover with yapp style edges. There are faint
signs of shelfwear, soil markings and damp stains on the front, and a pen
marking on the back. There are bleeding marks on the inside front cover
and the first free end paper, otherwise clean inside.

Published around 1909, this publication by
the Eastman Kodak Company is an account
of Frederick Monsen’s time spent in Arizona as a photographer as well as a manual
for “Kodakers,” and has several full pages of
advertising at the back for Eastman Kodak
cameras and supplies. The introduction describes the evolution from portrait-sitting to photo-journalism before it was a concept. Candid, full page
black and white photos depict daily life among the Navajo and Hopi people of Arizona and some scenic shots of the Painted Desert and Canyon de
Chelly. Frederick Monsen (1865-1929) first visited the area working for the
US Geological Survey and later accompanied General Crook in the Apache
campaign. In this booklet text, Monsen describes his sojourn among the
Hopi and Navajo people and his observations of their culture, as well as his
camera techniques. $275

Contains 23 sepia-toned facsimiles of black and white photos by Karl Moon.
Subjects include Navajo, Hopi, Apache, Zuni, Taos, Santo Domingo, Isleta,
Laguna, Santa Clara, San Felipe, Acoma and other Indian tribes living in
southern Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and California. Karl Moon was a
painter, photographer and illustrator who operated a photo studio in Albuquerque until 1907
when he moved to the
Grand Canyon headquarters of Fred Harvey’s El Tovar Studio
where he managed
Harvey’s art business.
The intro states that
this photo series took
six years to complete.

$425
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198. NEWCOMB, Franc Johnson. Navajo Omens &
Taboos.

199. SEGER, John H. ; Vestal, Stanley (editor). Early
Days Among the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians.

Santa Fe, NM, Rydal Press, 1940. First Edition. 4to - over 9¾ - 12” tall.
79pp. Hardcover. Good. Brick red boards with tan pastedown title on front
and spine. No jacket. Pastedown label on spine has several chips. Spine
caps and board corners are bumped, frayed and chipping. The book has
a slight bend at the top corner of the front cover; fore-edge of text block
shows soil marking. Spine is cracked between front end papers and there
is a bookplate inside front board. Signed and numbered on half-title page
by author.

Norman, OK, University of Oklahoma Press, 1934. First Edition Thus.
Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 155pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Good Dust Jacket.
This first edition in book format is in very good condition with a good example of the dust jacket. DJ is orange with orange and black graphic cover
and black titled spine, not price clipped. Back cover has full list of books in
the Civilization of the American Indian series. DJ is toned, rubbed, faded
and chipping around the edges, wrapped in mylar. There is a tear on the
bottom right corner of the jacket, the corners are chipped. The spine is
chipped, discolored and brittle; it has been taped at the head and tail caps.
The top of the text block is dusty with some small soil spots. Interior pages
are lightly browned with age and toned around the edges. There is a personal inscription by the editor,
Stanley Vestal, dated 1942.
A few pages have small soil
markings, but the interior pages are mostly clean with sharp
corners.

Collection of Navajo cultural beliefs by the Newcombs, who operated a
trading post on the reservation. This book is illustrated with sharp black
and white photos and center spread featuring a full color silk-screen print
of a sandpainting of the brown
Gila monsters and horned
toads. $125

First published as a University
of Oklahoma bulletin in March
1924, this bound edition has
an appendix and foreword by
the editor. Author John H.
Seger’s memoir is taken from
his time as a mason-carpenter
building houses and buildings
at a newly-established Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation school. $95
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[ARIZONA] Garden of America--The Salt
River Valley, Arizona.
Chicago, Clark & Longley, Printers, 1885. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
23pp. Softcover. A scarce promotional pamphlet advertising the potential and beauty of the Salt River Valley in Arizona, in very good condition. Original, pictorial wrappers
with title and illustration on front, and map of the Salt River
Valley area on back. Wrappers have moderate toning, light
soiling and light wear to all edges. Text block has scattered
foxing throughout, sometimes affecting content. Pamphlet is
housed in a custom solander box, covered in grey cloth with
copy of pamphlet’s original wrappers tipped in on front and
spine. Promoting the Salt River Valley, this pamphlet describes its surroundings, irrigations systems and canals and
agricultural possibilities. Includes letters from private citizens around the country about Arizona’s potential and many
illustrations. $2,500
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200. [ARIZONA] Mesa Arizona
in Arizona’s Valley of the Sun.
8vo 8” - 9” tall. Pamphlet. Fine. Full color pamphlet
circa 1940 published by the Mesa, Arizona Chamber
of Commerce. In fine condition with slight edge wear.
Includes color and black and white photography by
Josef Muench, Tad Nichols and R. C. Proctor. This trifold brochure opens up into an eight-page pamphlet.
Complete with a full-set of facts on Mesa, Arizona--the
Gateway to the World-Famed Scenic Apache Trail.

$48

201. [ARIZONA] Tucson Sunshine Climate Club
Arizona--Homes and Culture in the Sunshine.
Tucson, AZ, Tucson Sunshine Climate Club. 12mo
7” - 7½” tall. 12pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Green bifold staple-bound booklet, no date, circa 1925.
The Tucson Sunshine Climate Club was founded in
1922 to promote the amenities of the greater Tucson
area. No copies recorded in OCLC as of January 2017.

$75
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ARIZONA TERRITORIAL PAMPHLET
202. [ARIZONA] McCormick, Richard C. Arizona: Its
Resources and Prospects - A Letter to the Editor of the
New York Tribune.
New York, D. Van Nostrand, 1865. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 22pp. Very Good.
Paper wrappers with title and Arizona’s seal on front. Wrappers are lightly
toned with tears along spine, all content is still present and binding is tight.
Light chipping to fore edge corners and light wear to all edges. Text block
is lightly toned and some leaves have light foxing.
Includes b&w fold-out map titled “General Outline Map of Arizona,” measuring 12
3/4” wide by 9 1/4” tall and is in very good
condition. This report on the resources and
prospects of the then Territory of Arizona,
was written by the Secretary of the Territory,
Richard C. McCormick, for the New York Tribune. McCormick describes the location of
the state, its size, the territorial government
in place, and the resources found in Pima,
Yavapai, Yuma, and Mojave counties. Howes
M-65. $275

PROMOTIONAL
OLDEST DUDE RANCH IN ARIZONA
203. [ARIZONA] Zinsmeister, Lee G. Circle “Z” Guest
Ranch--Patagonia, Arizona.
Patagonia, AZ, Zinsmeister Ranch Co. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. Pamphlet. Very
Good. Promotional pamphlet advertising the Circle “Z” Ranch, the oldest
dude ranch in Arizona established in 1926. Wrappers are orange with illustration and title in black and purple. Pamphlet is staple bound and has light
soiling to wrappers and light wear to all edges. Title page has a purple rubber stamp from the “Mr. Foster Travel Service” of Chicago, IL. Pamphlet is
unpaginated and includes many illustrations of ranch life. No copies found
in OCLC as of July 2017. $75

204. [ARIZONA] If You Wanta Ride Herd on the Arizona Market You’ll Haf’ta Lissen to Arizona Al.
Phoenix, AZ, Phoenix Repuplic and Gazette, 1934. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 12pp.
Copper. Good. A classy copper foil wrapped staple-bound booklet with
black pictorial designs on front and back. Illustrated from photographs;
map at center on double gatefold leaves. (11¼x8½”). Copper has light
scratches to surface and oxidation near spine and upper third of interior
of wrappers.
Rare promotional booklet for the Salt River Valley in Arizona, the foldout map showing the fertile irrigation basin of the valley of the sun with
Phoenix represented by a
gold nugget at the center.
Full page ad for radio station KTAR on back panel.
OCLC/WorldCat lists only
four copies in institutional libraries - at the Arizona
Sate Library, the University of Arizona, Sam Houston State University, and
Yale as of December 2016.
Arizona once was widely
known as the Copper State.
Copper foil covers are not
quiet, but quite attractive
and a unique genre of collecting. $525
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205. [CALIFORNIA] Drury, Wells (compiler). Berkeley California: A City of Homes by the
Golden Gate.
Berkeley, Berkeley Chamber of Commerce. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 38pp. Pamphlet. Good. Scarce relocation brochure for Berkeley, California produced by the Chamber of Commerce, believed to be published around 1908. Stapled yapp-style wraps are white with gilt
embossed title and full color pictorial cover. Yapp edges show light folding and chipping. The cover is lightly shelfworn. Interior
pages show minor toning, but are mostly clean.
Art nouveau illustrations and light green and black duotone photographs throughout the 38-page pamphlet. Extolling the “Spirit
of the West,” the brochure offers descriptions and statistics of Golden Gate Strait communities (before the construction of the
Golden Gate Bridge - 1933-1937). Of interest are passages about San Francisco, written when the tragedy of the 1906 earthquake
was still fresh in people’s minds. There are also glowing descriptions of the University of California campus, housing market, and
climate. No copies found in OCLC - February 2017. $175

BEAUTIFUL IMAGERY OF COLORADO
206. [COLORADO] Colorado Under the Turquoise Sky.
Rock Island Lines, 1925. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall.
48pp. Pamphlet. Good.
Full-color gate-fold staple-bound pamphlet
issued yearly by the Rock Island Railroad.
Light edgewear and clean interior. Folding
map inside front wrapper with listing of
Rock Island Lines Representatives inside
back wrapper. Filled with scenic views seen
along the rail line with turquoise colored
headings. A nicer than average promotional.

$48
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207. [COLORADO] Colorado Towns and Resorts--Issued by Hotel Committee, Silver Triennial Conclave,
Knights Templar--Denver, 1892.
Denver, 1892. Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. Softcover. Good. A Colorado
view book with light blue wrappers, string bound and with many b&w photographs. Light blue wrappers have title in red and silver and illustrations
in red, silver and tan. Wrappers have moderate soiling and light wear to all
edges with minor chipping to spine. Binding is still tight. Leaves are unpaginated. Text block is clean.
Issued by the Hotel Committee this book features a b&w photograph and
write up of towns such as Aspen, Montrose, Breckenridge, Buena Vista,
Canon City, Gunnison, Durango, Idaho Springs, Ouray, Leadville, Telluride, Silver Plume, Salida, Longmont, Glenwood Springs, Boulder, Colorado Springs, Fort Collins and more. $325

PROMOTIONAL
208. [COLORADO] Florence--Its Resources, Its Attractions, Its Possibilities--A Conservative Statement of the
Advantages Offered the Investor and Home Seeker.

209. [COLORADO] Greeley Chamber Of Commerce.
Greeley Weld County Colorado, “Where the West is
Best”.

Florence, CO, Florence Chamber of Commerce. Oblong Small 4to 9” - 11”
tall. Softcover. A promotional book for the town of Florence, Colorado
published circa 1905 and includes a laid-in bank note from the Bank of
Florence dated to 1897. Brown paper wrappers with title in red on front
and string bound. Wrappers are in good condition with minor chipping
at corners and tears on bottom edges. Text block and title page have light
soiling and light dampstaining. String bound and binding is tight. Leaves
are unpaginated.

Greeley, CO, Greeley Chamber of Commerce, 1924. Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. 12pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Cream colored staple-bound 12-page bi-fold brochure advertising
Weld County, Colorado. Light soiling to outside leaves but
interior is clean.

This book has descriptions, photographs, and maps of homes, businesses,
resources, industries and scenery of Florence and its environs. The bank
note is fragile but in very good condition with light soiling where once folded. The bank note was paid to a “Nelson Davenport” in 1897. $325

Includes map and views of notable buildings and scenic
views. Circa 1924. As namesake Horace Greeley reminds
us, “Go West, Young Man.” Originally an experimental
utopian society, Union Colony’s name was later changed
to Greeley. $75

210. [COLORADO] Manitou--Its Springs and a Brief
Description of Its Many Points of Interest.
Manitou, CO, E. E. Nichols & Son, the Cliff
House. Oblong 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 32pp.
Softcover. Good. A promotional booklet
for the Cliff House resort and surrounding
area of Manitou (now Manitou Springs),
Colorado published circa 1905. Grey
wrappers with title and illustration in red
and green on front. Wrappers have moderate wear and light soiling to all edges
with minor tears on fore edge. Staple bound, binding is tight. Text block
has light soiling and a few leaves are folded at the corners. This booklet
includes b&w photographs, diagrams and descriptions of the Cliff House
resort and mountain scenery surrounding Manitou, Colorado. $105
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211. [COLORADO] Colorado--The Nation’s Playground.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, c. 1916. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 46pp.
Pamphlet. Very Good. Promotional pamphlet for the state of Colorado,
published by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Pamphlet has
pictorial wrappers with title in white and
blue and illustrations in blue, yellow, grey
and black. Pamphlet is staple bound and
has light soiling to all edges and at fold.
Corners have light wear and one corner
was at one time folded. Text block has
light soling.
Includes travel information and photographs of Colorado Springs, Steamboat
Springs, Rocky Mountain National Park,
Garden of the Gods, Manitou, Glenwood
Springs, Canon City and more. $150

212. [COLORADO] Colorado--Cool,
Colorful, Crisp.
Missouri Pacific Lines, 1927. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
47pp. Softcover. Very Good. Pictorial tan wrappers with title in red and illustrations in blue,
black, white and red. Wrappers have light soiling and light wear to edges. Staple bound and
binding is tight. Text block has light soiling.
Promotional pamphlet for the state of Colorado
published by the Missouri Pacific Railway. No
copies of this issue in OCLC as of June 2017.

$35
122

213. [COLORADO] Matthews, F. C.
Cripple Creek Trip.
Denver, Smith-Brooks Press. Very Good. Chromolithographed pamphlet advertising a train ride through the
Cripple Creek District in Colorado. Each leaf of pamphlet
measures 5 1/2”x3 1/2” and opens accordion style. Light
soiling and wear to edges. Includes many images of Colorado. $20

EARLY DAKOTA PROMOTIONAL PAMPHLET
214. [DAKOTAS] Plain Facts about Dakota - Its Fertile
Lands, Its Wonderful Crops, and Its Inexhaustible
Resources.
Milwaukee, WI Cramer, Atkins & Cramer,
Printers, 1888. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 32pp. Softcover. Good. Pink wrappers with decorative
border and title on front, and map of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway on back,
staple bound. Wraps have moderate soiling
and dampstaining, minor chipping to edges,
and a piece missing from foot of rear wrapper. Stamp from C. M. & St. P Railroad on
title page and text block has light soiling.
This promotional pamphlet comprises of letters from farmers and other living in Dakota,
praising the then-territory for its “inexhaustible” resources. $325

PROMOTIONAL
215. [MONTANA] Montana - Exhibit At the World’s Fair
and a Description of the Various Resources of the State
- Mining, Agriculture and Stock-Growing -- Two Items.
Butte, MT, 1893. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 64pp. Softcover. Very Good. A book on the resources found in
Montana presented by the State Board of World’s
Fair Managers with a small broadsheet advertising the weekly paper, “Rocky Mountain Husbandman,” presented by W. H. Sutherlin. Both items
are in very good condition. Book has yellow decorative wrappers and is staple bound. Wrappers
have light soiling and creasing at corners. Text
block has light toning but otherwise clean. Book
presents the resources of Montana along with its
history, geography, climate, manufacturers and agriculture. Small broadsheet has blue text on white paper and measures 4.5”
x 3”. Broadsheet has no wear or soiling present. Broadsheet advertises for a
weekly Montana paper providing “instructive information about Montana
agriculture.” $150

216. [NEVADA] White, Cora Fay. Lyon County - Where
It Is, and What It Contains: Close to California, Made
Up of Rich Valleys and Mineral-Laden Hills, It Still Has
Available Lands At Reasonable Prices, and Is an Ideal
Homing Spot.
San Francisco, Ten Bosch Company (Printer). First Edition. Large 8vo
9” - 10” tall. 30pp. Softcover. Good. Original green pictorial wrappers have
moderate sunning and wear to all edges and a dampstain on bottom right
corner. Text block has moderate foxing.
Includes many b&w illustrations and a map of Nevada. This is a promotional booklet for Lyon County, Nevada and describes geography, resources, agriculture, mining, commerce, cities and towns, and nearby attractions
such as Lake Tahoe and Yosemite. $295
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217. [NEW MEXICO] Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway Company.
Pecos Valley, New Mexico, 1902. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 63pp. Pamphlet.
Good. Pamphlet written for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Company promoting the Pecos Valley region. Brown wrappers with title
in green and illustration in green and blue on front. Wrappers are fragile
at the spine and the top right corner is chipped. Wrappers have very light
soiling. Title page has a closed tear on top edge and pencil marginalia is
also present, neither affecting content. Binding is tight.
This promotional pamphlet discusses Pecos Valley’s geography, history,
climate, crops, water rights, mineral wealth and ways in which land may be
obtained. It also describes Carlsbad, New Mexico as “a city of enterprise”
and the multitudes of fruit as “the pride of Pecos Valley.” Four copies found
in OCLC as of July 2017. $325
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218. [NEW MEXICO] Northern New Mexico - In the
Center of Nature’s Scenic Wonderland - he Vacationland of the New Mexico Rockies.
Raton, NM, Publicity Bureau, 1929. Oblong 8vo 8” to 9” tall. 16pp. Pamphlet. Good. Promotional pamphlet for Northern New Mexico including
text, photographs and a poem by S. Omar Barker titled “The Truth Will
Out”. Wrappers are light green and staple bound and have been folded
twice. Back wrapper has moderate soiling, front wrapper has light soiling.
All edges have light wear. Pamphlet has 16 unpaginated leaves. Four copies
in OCLC as of May 2017. $75

PROMOTIONAL
219. [NORTH DAKOTA] Fargo “The City of Homes”-The Biggest Little City in the World, Fargo, N.D.--Compliments of The Commerical Club of Fargo.
Fargo, ND, Commercial Club. Oblong 8vo 8” to 9” tall. Pamphlet. Very
Good. A promotional pamphlet for the home seeker from the Commercial
Club of Fargo, North Dakota. No publication date but circa 1908. Pamphlet
includes many photographs of Fargo, such as views of residential streets,
St. John B Hospital, Cass County courthouse, Fargo College and the Congregational Church; advertisements from local businesses and institutions
such as Dakota Business College, the Waldorf Hotel and the Bristol and
Sweet Harness Co. ; and text promoting the advantages of the city’s businesses, education and society. Blue wrappers with title in red and black on
front and advertisement in red on back; text block is unpaginated. Pamphlet has light wear to all edges and has light toning. Only 3 copies on
OCLC as of August 2017. $265

220. [DAKOTAS] North Dakota--Agricultural Series
No. 3--United States Railroad Administration.
United States Railroad Administration. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 31pp. Pamphlet.
Very Good. Pamphlet promoting the agricultural resources of North Dakota, published circa 1920. Pamphlet has pictorial wrappers, is staple bound,
and is folded in half vertically. Wrappers have light soiling and light wear
at fold and spine; text block is clean and binding is tight. Includes many
b&w images and information on stock animals, fields and crops, towns and
buildings. $45
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221. [OREGON]
Lines.

Oregon Outdoors--Southern Pacific

Portland, OR, General Passenger Department, Southern Pacific Lines. 8vo
8” - 9” tall. 30pp. Pamphlet. Good. Pamphlet published by the Southern
Pacific Lines circa 1920’s, promoting outdoor recreation throughout Oregon.. Bifold pamphlet with illustrations in orange, brown and black on
wraps, and was once staple bound. Pamphlet is unbound, staples and all
content still present; rust from staples present at spine and fore edge of
first leaf; text block has light soiling.
Advertising Crater Lake National Park, Oregon Caves National Monument,
Portland, Rogue River, Klamath country
and more, with b&w
photographs and illustrations from photographs. $45
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222. [UTAH] Utah’s Fertile Valleys.
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Rail Road. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 12pp. Pamphlet. Good. Scarce, undated pamphlet, Utah’s Fertile Valleys, has white,
stapled and folded wraps featuring green and black duotone photo pictorial
cover and green and black Utah map on back. Map shows San Pedro, Los
Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad routes in Utah. Wraps are chipping around
the edges, soiled and worn. Interior pages are clean.
Illustrated with black and white photos and green line-art of crops as background to text. Introduced as “A brief description of the agricultural developments which are rapidly placing Utah
among the great producing states of the Inter-Mountain Empire.” There are descriptions of the state’s geography as relating to
agricultural potential, followed by detailed
information about specific counties and
their bumper crops or livestock. $175

MINING
[NEW ZEALAND] Earp, George
Butler. New Zealand: Its Emigration and
Gold Fields.

London, George Routledge and Co., 1853. 16mo 6” - 7”
tall. 260pp. Hardcover. Good. Yellow boards with title and
design in blue on front and spine, and advertisements in blue
on back. Boards have moderate soiling and a dampstain in
the bottom right corner. Markings from previously applied
booktape on spine and boards. All edges, corners and spine
have heavy wear. Binding is fragile. Some contemporary pen
marginalia. Text block has light toning and foxing. Includes
b&w map of New Zealand before title page. 1/1000 copies.
This book was intended for residents of England thinking
to emigrate to New Zealand around the 1850’s. As stated by
the author “things in England cannot much longer continue
as they have been: somebody must move off. The question
therefore, becomes - who will go?” Earp’s purpose in writing
this book was “to supply intending emigrants with the information requisite to enable them to effect their purpose certainly and economically...” He provides information on the
climate, agriculture, gold fields, and specific locations such
as Auckland, Wellington, Canterbury, Nelson, New Plymouth and Otago. $325
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223. [ARIZONA] Extracts from Engineers’ Reports on the Calumet and Copper Creek
Mining Company--Mines and Property--Graham and Pinal Counties, Arizona.
Copper Creek, AZ and New York, Calumet and Copper Creek Mining Co., 1911. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 32pp. Softcover.
Good. Pamphlet containing reports of the Calumet and Copper Creek Mining Co. Gray wrappers, staple bound
with vertical fold down the center. Wrappers have creasing at the fold and spine and have moderate sunning to all
edges. Previous owner’s name and address on title page.
This pamphlet contains the history and geology of the mining district, detailed descriptions of ore deposits found,
mining facilities and mechanical equipment of the property and is accompanied by many b&w photographs. One
copy found in OCLC as of June 2017. $250

1895 BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR THE GOLD COUNTRY
224. [CALIFORNIA] Poingdestre, John Edmund. Nevada County Mining
and Business Directory 1895.
Oakland, CA, Pacific Press Publishing Co., 1895. First Edition. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 241pp. 1/2 Leather. Good.
The second of two great historical and reference works of Nevada County. Black leather spine with blue boards. Gilt
on spine and covers with flaking to spine leather. Binding is tight, with slight cracking inside front board.
Index to contents includes directories for You Bet, Rough & Ready, Money Flat, Little Hill, Hunt’s Hill, French
Corral, Truckee, Grass Valley, Colfax, Nevada City, etc. Hospitals, libraries, NCNGRR, Nevada County Reduction
Works, water companies and ditches, officials, etc. Index to Advertisers like, Gullaume, CE Mulloy, Parsons &
Quick, Naffziger, John Swart, JF Brown, etc. Lots of mining advertisements! Two fold out maps: tri-fold of Geology
of Nevada County and an 1884 six-fold of Nevada City and Grass Valley area (1.5” closed tear where connected to
book). One page map of NCNGRR. Some sketches and a few photos. With 14 plates from photographs, with advertisements on the versos; other inserted ads & a few other illustrations. Listings of the residents, businesses, mines,
etc., with a large assortment of wonderful period advertisements at front and rear with some inserted in the text.

$875
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225. [CALIFORNIA] Rhodes and Lusk Express Ephemera - San Francisco, June 10th ‘52.
1852. Very Good. Light blue lined paper, text penned in black ink. Paper is 7 1/2” wide by 3 1/2” tall. Contemporary ink
stain on top edge. Light creasing and soiling.
This piece of ephemera is headed with “San Francisco, June 10th, ‘52” and is a record of a Rhodes and Lusk express
of one package of gold dust. The name signed on the bottom and on verso is possibly “Olmstead Dalton.” Rhodes and
Lusk’s Express operated from 1852 to 1854 and conveyed “treasure, letters and other packages” from San Francisco in
the south, to Jacksonville, Oregon Territory in the north. California offices between the northern and southern points
were located in Sacramento, Colusa, Shasta City, Weaverville, and Yreka. $400
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INCLUDES GOLD DUST RECOVERED FROM THE S.S. CENTRAL AMERICA
226. [CALIFORNIA] Bowers, Q. David. California Gold
Rush History - Featuring the Treasure from the S. S. Central America - A Source Book for the Gold Rush Historian
and Numismatist.
Newport Beach, CA, California Gold Marketing Group, 2002. Limited Edition.
Folio 13” - 23” tall. 1055pp. Hardcover. Very Good. Limited edition, numbered 81/400 with full leather binding and authentic gold dust from the S. S.
Central America included. Boards are red leather with illustrations and designs
gilt on front, and title and illustrations gilt on spine, all edges are gilt. Boards
are in very good condition with very light soil to rear board. Text block is clean
and binding is tight. Gold dust from the S. S. Central America is located in a
small window in the front pastedown. Photographs housed in envelope on back
pastedown are missing. Housed in a black linen slipcase that is lined with red
leather at the opening.
This book provides an extensive history of the California Gold Rush and an account of the sinking of the S. S. Central America off the coast of South Carolina
in 1857. There are many illustrations, with many photographs of the gold bars
found from the shipwreck. $1,250
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227. [CALIFORNIA] Storm, Colton (editor).
Pretty
Fair View of the Eliphent: Or, Ten Letters by Charles G.
Hinman Written During His Trip Overland from Groverland, Illinois, to California in 1849 and His Adventures in the Gold Fields in 1849 and 1850.
Chicago, Everett D. Graff, 1960. Limited Edition. 16mo 6” - 7” tall. 45pp.
Hardcover. Very Good. Slim volume has gray and white decorative paper
boards over light gray cloth covered spine with mounted title. The boards
are toned around the edges with bumped and chipping corners. There are
faint soil markings and a line of discoloration where the paper meets the
cloth. The bottom edge of boards are worn and the top of the text block is
dusty. The spine is sunned, the mounted paper title is lightly discolored,
starting to chip and has some faint soil markings. Pastedowns have very
small, faint soil markings. Interior pages
are clean, except for minor toning along
the top edge of the page, and have sharp
corners.
Only 200 copies of this book were printed for Everett Graff, who gave them as
Christmas gifts, as noted on page 1. “To
view the elephant,” a popular American
phrase starting in the 1840s, meant to gain
experience at a significant cost, and was
used heavily in reference to California gold
mining. This book is culled from the journal of Charles G. Hinman and tells of his
trip cross-country from Illinois to the west
coast, as one of thousands of “49er’s” looking to strike it rich in the gold fields. $60

228. [COLORADO] The Fort Calhoun Oil Company.
Fort Calhoun Oil Company. Denver, CO, Merchants Publishing Co. 16mo
6” - 7” tall. 8pp. Pamphlet. Good. Tan wrappers with title and floral image
in black and framed in black and red. Pamphlet is staple-bound with one
of two staples missing. Text block is loose but present. Two millimeter size
piece missing from middle of spine. Soiling to front and back wrappers and
interior.
This pamphlet summarized the capital stock and shares available at the
Fort Calhoun Oil Company located near Denver, Colorado. Although no
date of publication is present, an extract on p.4 from The Daily News in
Denver is dated to March 4th, 1902. The Company states that “oil has made
millionaires in an hour” and “now is the proper time to get a few shares of
the Calhoun Oil Company.” No copies found on OCLC. $95

229. [COLORADO] Good News.
Denver, Patrick Investment Co., 1907.
Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. Pamphlet. Good. Pamphlet addressing the stockholders of the Silver Pick Leasing & Mining Company with a property map laid
in. Pamphlet is red paper with black lettering and
illustration, and has moderate creasing near spine
and light wear to all edges. Folded b&w map is in
very good condition with only light toning and light
wear at folds.
Letter addressing the stockholders written by Superintendent Charles M. Taylor, and map shows
the leases of the Silver Pick and Lou Dillion properties. Three copies in OCLC as of June 2017. $125
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230. [COLORADO] Lejune, Andrew; Sylvester, Jas. J. ;
Coleman, Robt. J. Napoleon Mining Company Annual
Report 1890.
St. Louis, Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1890. First Edition. First
Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 7pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Annual report for the
Napoleon Mining Company, circa 1890 has light brown stapled cover with
black text title. Wraps are lightly worn with
folded and dogeared corners. Interior pages
are lightly browned and toned.
Our research shows the Napoleon Mining
Company was first patented in 1877 in Gilpin County, Colorado in the Quartz Mining District near Gunnison. The Napoleon
group of mines consisted of three locations
over 200 acres: Napoleon Lode, Josephine
Lode and Bonaparte Lode where gold, silver and lead were produced. The report describes the mining locations, official assay,
or quality, of ores mined, as well as profits
and forecasting. $125

231. [COLORADO] Leadville Mines Eight Metals - Lead,
Gold, Silver, Iron, Zinc, Copper, Manganese and Bismuth - Facts for You.
Leadville, CO, Leadville Citizens Mining and Improvement Association.
24mo 5” - 6” tall. 9pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. Gray wrappers with title and
design in black on front, black text on back wrapper. Staple bound, binding
is tight. Light fading to bottom and fore edges. Light wear to corners and
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spine. Interior is clean.
The Leadville Publicity Committee compiled a pamphlet
providing answers to commonly asked questions about
the town of Leadville and the metals produced there. A
short poem and directions to Leadville by train are also
included. Only 1 copy in OCLC as of March 2017. $65

232. [COLORADO] Hall, Frank. Colorado’s Mineral
Wealth.
Denver, Colorado & Southern Railway, 1909. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 44pp.
Softcover. Very Good. Light brown wrappers with title in red and illustrations in red and black on front. Wrappers have light wear to all edges.
Staple bound, binding is tight. Text block
has light toning but is otherwise clean.
Includes a history of mineral resources and
many images of mining districts in Colorado including Summit County, Clear Creek
County, Chaffee County, Gunnison County,
the Cripple Creek District, Leadville and
more. Four copies in OCLC as of June 2017.

$95

MINING
233. [COLORADO] Morrison, R. S. Mining Rights in
Colorado - Lode and Placer Mines, Possessory and Patented, from the District Organizations to the Present
Time - Statutes in Full, Prospecting, Land Office, Incorporations, Forms, Decisions & C.
Denver, Chain & Hardy, 1880. Fourth Edition. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. 355pp.
Hardcover. Good. Full sheepskin binding with title gilt on spine. Strips
have been torn away on front and back boards and spine has heavy chipping. All edges and corners have moderate wear, and all edges have moderate soiling. Endpapers and pastedowns have moderate foxing and soiling,
and text block has light toning near edges.
This book includes statutes, in detail, on mining in Colorado in the mid to
late 19th century, and also contains a list of land districts in Colorado and
a glossary of mining terms. $350

234. [DAKOTAS] Tyner, N. N. Northern Pacific Coal
Company.
Fargo, Dakota, Northern Pacific Coal Company, 1885. Large 8vo 9” - 10”
tall. Ephemera. Very Good. Letter from Northern Pacific Coal Company to
potential buyers, dated to 1885. Letter has been folded three times and at
folds is fragile; paper is fragile and has light foxing and moderate toning;
top right corner is chipped.
As stated in the letter “the coal is mined, owned and sold by the Northern
Pacific Coal Company, at Sims, forty-three miles west of Bismarck...[the
company] is as strong as the Northern Pacific railroad itself, and it intends
to furnish the Red River Valley with splendid yet cheap fuel...” Address of
N. N. Tyner, the agent for Eastern Dakota, is located at the bottom of the
letter. $145

235. [DAME SHIRLEY] Clappe, Louise Amelia Knapp
Smith. Shirley Letters from California Mines in 1851-52
-- Being a Series of Twenty-Three Letters from Dame
Shirley (Mrs. Louise Amelia Knapp Smith Clappe) to
Her Sister in Massachusetts and Now Reprinted from
the Pioneer Magazine of 1854-55.
C. 1922. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 166pp.
Hardcover. Good. The Shirley
Letters is a book edition of a series
of letters written by Mrs. Clappe
to her sister in 1851 and 1852 and
were first published under the
pseudonym of “Dame Shirley” in
the Pioneer magazine between
1854 and 1855. This edition of
The Shirley Letters has text written on recto and is blank on verso,
and does not include illustrations.
As noted by previous bookseller,
this copy was possibly a typescript
from which Thomas Russell typeset his 1922 edition of the book.
Book has blue cloth boards with title and previous owner’s name gilt on
front and all edges sprinkled. Boards have moderate rubbing and shelfwear and light soiling on rear board; text block has light toning to edges
and previous owner’s blind embossed stamp on a few leaves. As stated in
the forward (titled “An Appreciation”) , “These Shirley Letters, thus published, brought the new West to the wondering East, and showed to those
who had not made the venture, the courage, the fervor, the beauty, the
great-heartedness, that made life in the new El Dorado.” $750
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MINING
DETAILED HAND-COLORED MAP OF NEW ZEALAND
236. [NEW ZEALAND] Thomson, J. T. Map of the Gold
Fields of Otago.
Otago, Survey Lithographic Press, 1867. Map. Very Good. Map of the
Gold Fields of Otago from 1867 with hand colored markings of gold fields
and streams with proposed additions to the fields. J. T. Thomson Chief
Surveyor and W. Spreat Lithographer. Map measures 18 1/4 x 17 inches
and is in very good condition. Light foxing with archival repair of 7 inch
closed tear, into map. 5 1/2 x 3/4 inch section missing from lower left along
neat line. $375
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237. [UTAH] Carisa Copper and Gold Mining Co. Mines At Mammoth, Tintic Mining District, Juab County, Utah - Statement to the Stockholders.
Salt Lake City, Carisa Copper and Gold Mining Co., 1903. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
8pp. Pamphlet. Good. Blue wrappers with dark blue title and design on
front. Three vertical folds on pamphlet with light wear to edges. Interior is
clean and binding is tight.
This is a statement from the Carisa Copper and Gold Mining Company with
names of officers and directors, financial statements, amount of minerals
produced in a fiscal year, and general development and improvements
done in the district. No copies found in OCLC as of March 2017. $75

TRADE CATALOGUES

[LANE, FIELD & CO.] Field Self Discharging
Rake, Best in the World--Manufactured by
Lane, Field & Co. Poughkeepsie, N. Y. -William H. Field, Agt. Port Chester, N. Y.
New York, Hatch Lithographic Co. (Lithographer). Very
Good. Color lithograph advertising “the Field Self Discharging Rake” in very good condition; undated but was likely
printed circa 1880. Lithograph measures 24” tall by 19” wide;
illustrated with a man riding the Field Self Discharging Rake.
In very good condition this lithograph has few 1” tears on all
edges, not affecting content, most tears have been sealed with
clear tape on verso, minor chipping on right edge, light toning
around all edges, and moderate toning on verso. Attractive
with strong, bright colors this lithograph provides a look into
our agricultural history. $1,650
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238. [BROWN & SHARP MFG. CO.] Machinery and
Tools--Manufacturers of Milling Machines, Grinding
Machines, Automatic Gear Cutting Machines, Screw
Machines, Cutters, Accurate Test Tools, Machinists
Tools.
Providence, RI, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., 1906. 24mo 5” - 6” tall. 514pp.
Softcover. Good. Grey wrappers with title in red and black. Wrappers have
moderate soiling and all edges have moderate wear. Top right corner is
chipped and there is book tape on spine. Text block has moderate toning
and light soiling. This trade catalogue for the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Company includes many b&w illustrations. $55

239. [BULL DURHAM TOBACCO] Canvas Advertising
Banner for Bull Durham Tobacco.
Advertising Banner. Color lithograph on canvas, approximately 44”x118”.
Circa early 20th century. Slightly more than half the banner with text in
blue on a yellow background “The Old Reliable Bull Durham Smoking Tobacco.” The remainder with a colorful bull, partially behind a rail fence,
“Smoking Tobacco” in white lettering on one of the rails. Some wrinkling,
light wear and soiling; overall very good condition and the perfect vintage
display for the man cave or bar. $450

240. [DASCO STEEL PRODUCTS] House of Ten--Dasco
Trade Mark--No.4.
Rockford, IL, Damascus Steel Products Corporation. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 52pp.
Dasco trade catalogue published circa 1927, in good condition. Includes
laid-in errata sheet titled, “Additions and Changes Applying to Catalogue
No.4.” Brown wrappers have light soiling to front and light dampstaining
to bottom edge. Text block has light toning at edges and dampstain at bottom edge affects some content. Dasco Steel Products Corporation produced
tools and cutlery. $45

241. [FLORODORA TAG COMPANY] Catalogue of Presents Given for Tobacco Tags, Cigar Bands, Etc. --Florodora Tag Company.
St. Louis, Missouri, Florodora Tag Company ,1903. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall.
80pp. Softcover. Good. A catalogue of assorted items available for purchase with tobacco tags and cigar bands by the Florodora Tag Company.
Catalogue has pictorial wrappers and is staple bound, and includes numerous b&w illustrations, a few pages of color illustrations, and a 1903 calendar of important events and moon phases. Wrappers have moderate soiling
and spine has moderate chipping; numerous rubber
stamps throughout text block such as “compliments
of Continental Tobacco Co. “ and “Colonist bands
are good”; page 39 has a 2” tear affecting content.
An interesting technique to promote the Florodora
Tag Company, items could be purchased with tobacco tags and cigar bands. For example a “Duck Top
Delivery Wagon” could be purchased with 20,000
tags, a base ball for 50 tags, and a continental seamless rug for 4,000 tags. Only one copy of this issue in
OCLC as of August 2017. $75
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242. [FORD] Ford Times, October 1916--Number 3,
Volume 10.
Detroit, Ford Motor Company,
1916. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Pamphlet. Very Good. Colorful pictorial wrappers, staple bound
have moderate wear to spine
and light wear to all edges. Text
block is clean. Pages are numbered 97 to 144.
This promotional catalogue has
many b&w photographs with
yellow tones, depicting Ford vehicles in numerous settings, and
provides detailed information
on the Company itself. $20

243. [IOWA] Catalogue of Short Horn Cattle At Oak
Grove Stock Farm, (N. Denton, Proprieter) ,
Manchester, Delaware Co. , Iowa.
Manchester, IA, Democrat Book and Job Print, 1876.
24mo 5” - 6” tall. 13pp. Softcover. Very Good. Trade
catalogue for Oak Grove Stock Farm located in Iowa, in
very good condition. Heather grey wrappers with black
imprint. All edges have light toning. Listing of 26 Short
Horned Cattle being auctioned at the Oak Grove Stock
Farm in Manchester, Iowa. Lineage included. 7 copies in
OCLC as of May 2017. $150

244. [JOHN JOHNSON & CO] Descriptive Catalogue of
Johnson’s Hydraulic Filter, Square or Round Chambers with Lastest Improvements and Patents.
Brooklyn, NY, John Johnson & Co., 1880. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 24pp Softcover. Good. Contemporary custom made green
wrappers with hand written title on front over
the original pictorial light blue wrappers. Custom made wrappers and endpapers have heavy
soiling and moderate wear to all edges. Original
wrappers have moderate soiling and at one time
were folded in half. Pen marginalia on the back
of original wrappers. Text block has light soiling.
Many b&w illustrations included. In the text, the
company assures its customers that its filters are
known for their “economy, simplicity, durability
and freedom from complication.” $85
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245. [KENMORE MANUFACTURING CO.] Kenmore
Manufacturing Co. Automobile Tires-3 Items of
Ephemera.
Chicago, IL, Kenmore Manufacturing Company, 1914. Ephemera. Trade catalog from the
Kenmore Manufacturing Company for their line
of automobile tires. Lot includes 16 page catalog
filled with tires and parts with many illustrations,
a bi-fold rose colored confidential net wholesale
prices and a typed letter on Kenmore Letterhead
to Arthur Maul of Lapeer, MI replying to an inquiry from Maul. $30

246. [LUTHY & CO.] Contract with Luthy & Co. , Peoria,
Ills for Walton Plows, Cultivators, Harrows, Etc.
Peoria, IL, Luthy & Co., c. 1890. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 4pp. Pamphlet. Pamphlet from manufacturers of the Walton plow, Luthy & Co, printed circa
1890. Off-white wrappers with black text and interior has yellow leaves.
Pamphlet is in good condition: wrappers have moderate soiling; moderate
toning and soiling to all edges; text block is clean. Pamphlet includes list of
plows, cultivators and harrows for sale. Not in OCLC as of May 2017. $45

247. [MARSHALL FIELD & CO] Store of Service. Chicago,

Marshall Field & Company, 1924. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. 32pp. Catalogue. Good.
Trade catalogue for the Marshall Field & Company retail store in Chicago,
Illinois. Grey wrappers have illustration and title on front, and are staple
bound. Wrappers have minor chipping to corners and moderate soiling. In
this catalogue Marshall Field & Co propose that their retail store is “One of
Chicago’s Seven Wonders.” $38
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248. [MITCHELL AND LEWIS CO.] Mitchell Wagon.
Mitchell and Lewis Co. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Broadside. Very Good. Cream colored broadside with black text and color illustration of the Mitchell Wagon.
11” tall by 8 1/2” wide. There is one very small tear on the right edge. The
front and back of broadside is clean. Stamped in red at the bottom is “S. R.
Buford & Co., Virginia City, Montana,” one of the agents for the celebrated
Mitchell Wagon.
This advertisement was probably printed in the late 19th or early 20th
century and states that the Mitchell Wagon had a reputation as “Monarch
of the Road.” The Mitchell and Lewis Company was the largest and bestequipped wagon manufacturer of the 19th century and employed most of
the town of Racine, Wisconsin. One of the last lines on
the broadside reads the final
sales pitch, “If you want a
Wagon at all, you want the
best.” Buy your wagon now!

$125

TRADE CATALOGUES
249. [PALM BROTHERS CO.] Illustrated Sample Book
& Price List - Palm’s Patent Transfer Letters, Numbers
&c.
Cincinatti, OH, Palm Brothers Company. Large 8vo 9” - 10” tall. 36pp.
Pamphlet. Good. Trade catalog for transfer letters and numbers manufactured by the Palm Brothers Company published circa 1920. Blue wrappers
with designs on front, staple bound. Wrappers have moderate toning and
light wear to all edges. Includes many sample designs for transfer letters
and numbers. $35

250. [SINGER] Singer Manufacturing Company. Catalogue of Singer Sewing Machines for Family Use.
New York, Press of Strauss and Klee, 1893. 12mo 7” - 7½” tall. 32pp. Pamphlet. Very Good. White wrappers with colorful illustrations and title of
front, and colorful map of the Singer Manufacturing Company including a
plan of exhibits on back. String bound, binding still tight. Spine and corners are lightly
worn. Chipping to top of spine and top right
corner. Title page and p. 32 are toned but otherwise interior is clean.
This pamphlet is a catalogue of Singer Sewing
Machines for family use, with a promotional wrapper for their “Columbian Exposition
May 1893”. Included in the catalogue are text
and b&w illustrations of available sewing machines. There are also many colorful plates
that show people from around the world using the Singer machine. Each of these colorful plates has a description of the people and
their culture, and what they are sewing. $175

251. [SINGER] Singer Sewing Machine Trade Cards Set of 11 Cards.
Very Good. Set of 11 trade cards advertising for the Singer Sewing Machine on
recto with b&w photographs of Oregon on
verso. Each card measures 7”x4.5”. Cards
have light toning at edges and light soiling
to some cards. Each card has a short write
up about the photograph, located on recto above the advertisement for the Singer
Sewing Machine. $45

252. [SOUTH DAKOTA] W. D. Cook - “Queen City”
Steam Mills Trade Card.
South Dakota, Eagle-Times Print. Cardstock. Good. Trade card measures
2.5” by 4” ; white cardstock with red wheat engraving background and
black text. This card is lightly browned, toned around the edges and shows
minor soil markings across the back. Front reads: W. D. Cook, proprietor of
the “Queen City” Steam Mills, Mayville, Dakota. Flour, Feed, Grain, Bran,
Meal & Graham. Highest price paid for wheat.
Shipments of Flour made
promptly. We know that
this card was printed after 1914, as that was the
year Cook’s 75-barrel mill
moved from Carthage to
Woonsocket, South Dakota, known as “Queen
City.” $75
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253. [STUDEBAKER] Studebaker Trade Catalog 1911- For Convenience and Reference We Combine in This
Catalog Our Several Separate Editions Illustrating
Farm Wagons, Buggies and Delivery Wagons.
South Bend, IN, Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., 1911. Oblong Small 4to 9” 11” tall. Hardcover. Good. The trade edition of Studebaker’s 1911 catalog
no. 434. Catalog is divided into four sections each from a previous catalog,
titled and paginated separately, and has six index cutouts on fore edge. Sections include “Farm Wagons” from Catalog 320, “Business Wagons” from
Catalog 431, “Carriages” from Catalog 432, and “World Vehicles” from Catalog 433. Sections are paginated as follows: “Farm Wagons” 2-79pp, “Business Wagons” 2-116pp, “Carriages” 3-96pp, and “World Vehicles” 2-96pp.
A description of each section detailing the numerous vehicles offered is
located on the title page. From the title page: “First section: Farm wagons, farm trucks, log wagons, lumber and teaming gears, dump carts and
hand carts; Second Section: High grade delivery wagons, medium grade
deliver wagons; Third Section: High grade driving wagons, road wagons,
buggies, phaetons, stanhopes, surreys, fine carriages and passenger wagons; Fourth Section: Medium grade or ‘world’ line of driving wagons, road
wagons, buggies, phaetons, stanhopes, surreys and spring wagons.” Almost
all pages have an illustration of a vehicle, dimension, gears, weight and
capacity, wheel and tire size, description of seats, painting, and color combinations when applicable. Grey-green cloth boards have moderate wear
and rubbing and all edges have light soiling; previous owner has pasted a
leaf with wagon descriptions on first endpaper; moderate pencil marginalia
from previous owner on first endpaper; text block has light soiling on a few
leaves and binding is tight. $775
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254. TUTTLE, Frank Price. List of Regalia, Uniforms
and Equipments for the Modern Woodmen of America
- List No. 8.

INCLUDES A PRISTINE, COLORFUL MAP OF
CHICAGO

Elgin, IL, Frank Tuttle, 1893. 8vo 8” - 9” tall.
14pp. Softcover. Very Good. Grey-green wrappers with title on front and string bound. Light
soiling to wraps and light chipping at foot of
spine. Light soiling to text block.

256. [WARDER, BUSHNELL & GLESSNER CO.] Warder, Bushnell & Glessner Company--Sole Manufacturers
of Champion Mowers and Binders.

This pamphlet includes items such as hats,

Pamphlet with folded map of Chicago provided by Warder, Bushnell &
Glessner Company published circa 1895. Warder, Bushnell & Glessner
Company promotes its farming implements in the pamphlet. Colorful pictorial wrappers has light wear to all edges. Text block has moderate toning.
Fold-out map is in red, green, black and depicts streets, Lake Michigan,
and the location of the Warder, Bushnell & Glessner Company. $55

belts, shirts and axes, as well as ballot boxes,
officer’s badges, pebble urns, alters, and regulation flags. No copies found in OCLC as of
May 2017. $55

Springfield, OH And Chicago, IL, Warder, Bushnell & Glessner Company.
24mo 5” - 6” tall. Good.

255. [U.S. BALL BEARINGS MFG.
CO.] Ball Bearings U. S. Catalogue F.
Chicago, U. S. Ball Bearing Mfg. Co. Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. 33pp. Softcover. Very Good.
Trade catalogue for U. S. Ball Bearing Manufacturing Company, published circa 1910, in
very good condition. Green wrappers, staple
bound, with light chipping to spine and light
wear to edges. Binding is tight and text block
is clean. Includes many b&w illustrations.

$55
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257. [WILLEY TOOLS] “Willey” Electrically Driven
Tools, Dynamos and Motors--Catalogue No. 26.
Louisville, KY, James Clark, Jr. , Electric Company. Large 8vo 9” - 10”
tall. 45pp. Catalogue. Very Good. Trade catalogue for “Willey” Electrically
Driven Tools, published circa 1910. Tan wrappers with title in green and
black on front and rear wraps, and staple bound. Wrappers have light wear
to spine and corners, and light soiling to front; first and last leaves have
light foxing. Many tools are represented with illustration, description and
dimensions. One copy on OCLC as of August 2017. $45
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258. [WILLIAM DEERING & CO.] William Deering &
Co. --Trade Catalogue.

Chicago, William Deering & Co. 64mo 3” - 4½” tall. Good. A small trade
catalogue for William Deering & Co. farming implements published circa
1895, in good condition. Catalogue has light soiling and light dampstaining. Catalogue contains a poem referencing the Deering Light Reaper and
Deering Binder Twine and includes sepia toned illustrations. $25

ART
DRTIKOL, Frantisek; Klaricova, Katerina
Frantisek Drtikol.
Prague, Pressfoto, 1981. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Very Good. Twelve
b&w photographic prints created by Czech photographer,
Frantisek Drtikol taken between 1912 and 1934. Includes a
staple-bound booklet with 10 unnumbered leaves containing
biographical and bibliographical information on the artist.
This is the International Photography Edition/Volume 7 (as
stated on the back of the booklet) and is housed in a white
folder with a photograph of Drtikol on the front. Content in
Czech, Russian, German, English and French. The folder is
in good condition with moderate soiling and wear. Booklet
is in very good condition and has no wear or soiling present.
Prints are in very good condition with light wear to edges and
some have light toning near edges. Prints measure 11 3/4”
wide by 9 1/2” tall. Text was written by Katerina Klaricova.
Frantisek Drtikol was a Czech photographer in the early 20th
century and influenced the field of photography with his experimentation with light, form and movement within his
photographs. $850
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259. [ADAMS, ANSEL] Adams, Ansel; Turnage, William
A. (Introduction). Sierra Nevada--The John Muir Trail.
New York, Little, Brown and Company, 2006. Limited Edition. Folio 13”
- 23” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. Deluxe, limited edition with slipcase and
signed by William A. Turnage on colophon page. Limited to 500 copies,
this copy is unnumbered. William A. Turnage is a trustee of the Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust and wrote the new introduction to this limited edition. Boards are grey linen with grey paper labels with title on front
and spine. Fore and bottom edges are deckled. Top and bottom edges have
very light wear, otherwise in very good condition. Text block is unpaginated. Grey linen slipcase with grey label on spine is in very good condition.
Originally published in 1938, this limited edition contains 49 tipped-in
photographs printed on Parilux silk finish paper. These images present the
beauty of the Sierra Nevada and the unparalleled photography of Ansel
Adams. $700
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260. BIANCHI, Lynn. Lynn Bianchi--Artist’s Book.
Folio 13” - 23” tall. Hardcover. Very Good. This book contains photographs
by multi-media artist, Lynn Bianchi, and is 1 of 3 copies titled “Artist’s
Book” with a clamshell box; includes 15 silver gelatin photographs transferred onto a transparency and gilding twice with 22-karat gold leaf; photographs are from the installation titled “Globe”; signed and dated “2010” by
artist on rear pastedown. Boards are black cloth with a photograph pasted
on front and gilt lettering on front board and spine; clamshell box is black
cloth with gilt lettering. Boards are have light wear to spine, text block is
clean and binding is tight; clamshell box has light soiling.
From the artist’s website, she describes her vision saying “Globe was inspired by light. The title of the series refers to the translucent globe that
is its recurrent element, alluring and elusive at the same time” and that
the gold leaf “added richness to the images and continued my exploration
of light, in this case warm and natural, leading to an aesthetic effect that
refers to the way light was recreated by the old masters.” $2,500
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261. BOTMAN, M. Rainchild.
Schaden.com, 2004. First English Edition.
4to 11” - 13” tall. Hardcover. Fine in Fine
Dust Jacket. Photography book illustrating
the work of Machiel Botman, including a
signed photographic print and housed in
a cloth-covered slipcase. Book is signed by
Botman on half title page. Both the French
and English editions each have a signed
and slipcased edition of 26 copies; each
copy is labeled A-Z, this copy is “X”. Slip
case is cloth covered with illustrations on
front and photographs on back. Dustjacket of book portrays a photograph taken by
Botman and is in fine condition with no wear or soiling; it is covered with a
mylar jacket. Boards are cloth and have same design as the slipcase. Book
is in fine condition with no wear or soiling, interior is clean and binding is
tight. Photographic print is 10 3/4” tall by 8 1/4” wide and is in fine condition.
Machiel Botman photographs in b&w, portraying people, places and things
that affect him. His work is sometimes described as “visual poetry,” full of
symbolism and beauty. This book also includes text written by him. $550

262. [CURRIER & IVES] Indian Pass. Rocky Mountains.
New York, Currier & Ives, [1860]. Lithograph. Very Good. Hand-colored
lithograph, measuring 19” x 24”. This large-margin copy of a view of Indian Pass in the Rocky Mountains has exceptionally vibrant coloring; bright
yellow, green, white, brown, blue and purple are used to depict a body of
water surrounded by steep peaks, a wide variety of vegetation including
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various cacti species, coniferous and deciduous trees, and three men on
horses near the body of water. Lithograph has light foxing on margins, light
soiling near edges, top and fore edges each have one 1” tear, not affecting
content, moderate toning and soiling on verso. An all-encompassing example of Rocky Mountain West scenery produced by one the most prolific
lithographers in the United States. Image seen on front cover of catalogue.

$2,750

263. [CZECH PHOTGRAPHY] Kainar, Josef; Prosek,
Josef. Fotographie 1928 – 1958.
Prague, 1959. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 20pp. Hardcover. Good. A set of 20 b&w
photographic prints from Czech photographers compiled in 1959. Includes
an introduction written by Josef Kainar and was compiled by Josef Prosek. Content is in Czech. Photographs are disbound and are housed in tan
cloth boards with title and design on front. Boards are in good condition
with moderate soiling and light wear to all edges. Photographic prints measure 10” wide by 12” tall and have photographer’s name and title of photo
on verso. Prints are in good to very
good condition. Most have light wear
around edges and most corners have a
slight curl. Many prints have light soiling on verso. Photographers included
in this set are Frantisek Drtikol, Jaromir Funke, Karel Hájek, Alexandr
Paul, Eugen Wiskovsky, Jiri Jenicek,
Miroslav Hák, Zdenko Feyfar, Karel Ludwig, Václav Chochola, Zdenek
Tmej, Josef Sudek, Josef Ehm, Josef
Prosek, Karel Plicka, Tibor Honty,
Jindrich Brok, Václav Jiru, Jan Lukas
and Erich Einhorn. $825

ART
INCLUDES AN ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR, SIGNED BY DEGRAZIA

264. DEGRAZIA, Ted; Reed, William.
De Grazia--The Irreverent Angel.
San Diego, CA, Frontier Heritage Press, 1971. Limited Edition. Oblong 4to 11” - 13” tall. 191pp. Hardcover. Very Good.
Limited edition, numbered 86/100, and includes an original
watercolor by DeGrazia. Original watercolor is signed by DeGrazia and also handwritten on the watercolor is “a midnight
sketch Nov 3AM.” Original watercolor is bound into book after first endpaper. Book is housed in an off-white slipcase.
Brown cloth boards over black quarter cloth binding. Title
gilt on spine with 86/100 in white ink on spine. Boards are
in very good condition with light wear to spine. Text block is
clean and binding is tight. This book includes many reproductions of DeGrazia’s watercolors, and photographs of the
artist and his other mediums of work. $1,750
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265. DUSARD, Jay. North American Cowboy--A
Portrait.
Prescott, AZ ,Consortium Press, 1983. First Edition. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
123pp. Hardcover. Good. Signed, limited edition, specially bound and slipcased.1/6 inscribed copies, lettered AA through FF, this is AA. Red leather
over black leather binding with title gilt on front and spine. Text block is
clean but almost all leaves have a slight wave due to humidity. Signed by
Dusard on limitation page. Housed in navy cloth slipcase which has light
soiling but otherwise in very good condition. Includes many b&w photographs taken by Dusard of cowboys and ranchers of the American West
and Mexico. $250
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266. ENGSTROM, J H. Trying to Dance.
Stockholm, Journal, 2003. First Edition. First Printing. 4to 11” - 13” tall.
Hardcover. Very Good. Signed, first edition photo book by Swedish photographer, JH Engstrom. Signed by Engstrom on title page. Mylar cover
over black cloth boards with color photograph and title in white on front
and text in white on back. Front cover has light soiling to top and bottom
edges, otherwise no wear or soiling present. Binding is tight and interior is clean. Leaves are unpaginated. This widely acclaimed photo book by
Jan Henrik Engstrom contains photographs from the United States, Italy,
France and Sweden. His work is one of the reasons Scandinavian photography is acknowledged worldwide. $725

ART
FIRST AMERICAN EDITION
267. FRANK, Robert. Lines of My Hand.

Rochester, NY, Lustrum Press, 1972. First American Edition. First Printing. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Hardcover. Very Good in
Good Dust Jacket. First American edition of Robert Frank’s autobiography in photographs. Includes Solander box with two
books: one hardcover book with transparent white dustjacket, and one softcover with stiff, photographic paper wrappers.
Both books have unnumbered leaves. Both books are “Lines of My Hand”; the softcover is the first American edition and is
signed by Frank on the half title page; the hardcover edition contains more content and was published in 1989 by Pantheon
Books. Solander box is cream-colored and black, and is in very good condition. The softcover edition has mylar cover and is
in very good condition. Wraps contain illustration and title on front and have light soiling to back and light soiling to bottom
edge. Interior is clean. Hardcover edition has a dustjacket with light wear to top edge and is in good condition. Boards have
illustration and title on front and are in very good condition. Edges are clean and have no wear, front endpapers and title
page have small dampstain, does not affect content.

These books include many images of Frank’s best known work, The Americans which documented American life in the
1950’s, especially the life of the Beats. The Americans, was one of the most revolutionary works in the history of photography. Also included are photographs of Frank’s family and his travels abroad. $750

LEGENDARY IMAGE OF MYSTERIOUS WOMAN
268. Kaloma - Canvas Art Print.
Good. Canvas art print of the legendary and mysterious “Kaloma,” which features a risqué image of a beautiful woman posing
in a sheer gauze peignoir. This print is in color and measures 10 1/2” x 6 1/2”. Print has moderate soil to bottom half and is
slightly worn where wooden frame meets canvas. There are three small cracks near image of woman but do not affect content.
Wooden frame is in good condition but has light soiling and is somewhat rough on the back.
In 1914 this image was on the cover of “Kaloma, Valse Hesitante” composed by Gire Goulineaux, hence the image name “Kaloma.” It was also published as an art print by both Pastime Novelty Company and ABC Novelty Company out of New York
in 1914 and became very popular. Its popularity resurfaced in the 1960’s and again in the 1970’s when Glenn Boyer’s book “I
Married Wyatt Earp” featured the image on the dust cover. Many believe that the woman in the photograph was actress and
dancer, Josephine Sarah Marcus Earp, the wife of famed gunslinger Wyatt Earp, but this identification is still controversial.
The original photograph was said to have been taken in the 1880’s but again this is debated. Although the origin and subject is
controversial, the popularity of this bold image is unquestionable. $775
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269. LYON, Danny. Knave of Hearts.

271. MOON, Karl. Horseback Rider in a Landscape.

Santa Fe, NM, Twin Palms Publishers, 1999. Limited Edition. 4to 11” 13” tall. 140pp. Hardcover. Fine. This signed, limited edition is numbered
19/200 and is 1 of 50 that is boxed and includes a signed print. The Solander box is covered in dark blue cloth with the title in black on front and
spine. Light bumping to corners, otherwise in very good condition. Book
has dark blue boards and title in black on front and spine and is signed
by Lyon on the colophon page. Book is in fine condition with no wear or
soiling present. B&W photographic print measures 12” tall by 10” wide and
is housed in a black paper folder. Signed by Lyon on verso and numbered
9/50 in pencil. Print is in fine condition with no wear or soiling present.

1906. Print. Sepia-toned silver gelatin print of a Karl Moon photograph on
canvas board, signed and dated by Moon. Item is in very good condition
but has not been examined out of shrink wrap. Print has light wear to all
edges and the top right corner is missing a small piece of the board behind
the canvas. Print measures 14” by 17 1/2” and depicts a rider on horseback
in a desert landscape. Karl Moon has signed the print in the lower left corner in black ink. Karl Moon was a painter, photographer and illustrator
who operated a photo studio in Albuquerque, New Mexico until 1907 and
made pictorial studies of Native Americans in the region. $1,200

Book contains text and photographs by the artist relating his life story and
journey as a photographer. A visual autobiography, this work also pays
tribute to Lyon’s three classic photodocumentary works: The Bikeriders,
Conversations with the Dead, and The Destruction of Lower Manhattan.

$875

270. MODEL, Lisette. Lisette Model: Photographs.
Millerton, NY, Aperture, 1979. Limited Edition. Folio 13” - 23” tall. 109pp.
Hardcover. Fine. Gray cloth with title imprinted in black on spine with a
gray cloth slipcase printed on front with facsimile of Model’s autograph
in darker gray. Book in fine condition with slight bump to head of spine.
Small wrinkle near front gutter from binder error. Interior clean and tight.
Signed by Model on limitation page this being copy 38 of 300. This issue
does not contain the signed print [Sailor and Girl] as called for. Slipcase is
near fine with very light fraying at corners. Foreward by Berenice Abbott.
Folio sized monograph shows the true emotion of Model’s work. As Model
herself stated, “Don’t shoot ‘till the subject hits you in the pit of your stomach.” $675
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272. GONZALEZ PALMA, Luis. Luis Gonzalez Palma - Poems of Sorrow.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Arena Editions, 1999. First Edition. First Printing. Small 4to 9” - 11” tall. 152pp. Hardcover. Very Good. This book comprised of
photographs taken by Luis Gonzalez Palma, is copy 62/100, includes a photographic print and is housed in a Solander box. Both the print and the book, on
the half title page, are signed by Gonzalez Palma. Introduction by John Wood. The black cloth-covered Solander case has the title blind embossed on front
and spine, and is in very good condition with light wear to front and back. Book has red boards with title in black on front and spine and in fine condition.
Interior is clean and binding is tight. Photographic print has sepia tones and is signed by photographer on verso. It is in fine condition with no wear or
soiling, it is housed in a black folder behind the book.
Guatemala-born photographer Luis Gonzalez Palma portrays subjects that “are marked by a rich texture of transcendent symbols and an open-armed
embrace of beauty” (Wood). There are two installations included in this book; one, “Historias Paraleles” originated from the famous photograph taken by
Francois Aubert of Emperor Maximilian’s shirt after his execution; “La Simple Transparencia de la Fe” makes direct reference to the Ten Commandments
of the Christian faith. $2,800
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273. RUSCHA, Ed. Ed Ruscha--Then & Now,
Hollywood Boulevard 1973-2004.
Gottingen, Germany, Steidl, 2005. First Edition. First Printing.
17.64 X 12.76 X 1.02 inches. 148pp. Hardcover. Fine. Off-white linen boards with blind imprint on front and black imprint on spine.
Book is signed by Ruscha on first endpaper. Book has been protected by the cardstock sleeve and is therefore in fine condition. Sleeve
is toned, especially on top and bottom edge and the open end is also
toned, lightly soiled and has light chipping at extremities.
In July, 1973 Ruscha loaded a continuous strip of 30 feet of Ilford
FP-4 black & white film into his Nikon F2, mounting it on a tripod
in the bed of a pickup truck, he drove back and forth across the 12
miles of street shooting both the north and south sides of its entire
length. The negatives were developed, contact sheets were made,
and the materials placed in storage. 30 years later, in 2003, a digital record of Hollywood Boulevard was created and it served as a
reference guide for the traditional film/still documentary of 2004.
For this shoot, the same type of camera equipment was used to
re-photograph the street on 35mm color-negative film. The resulting material of both shoots--4,500 black & white and 13,000 color
images--have been scanned and digitally composed into four panoramics of the complete 12 miles. In Then & Now, the original 1973
northside view is shown along the top of the page and juxtaposed
with its 2004 version. The panoramics face each other and they are
aligned. The result is what Ruscha refers to as “a piece of history...
A very democratic, unemotional look at the world. ” Google streetview from 1973. $375
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SNYDER, Gary. Turtle Island.
New York, New Directions, 1974. First Edition. 8vo 8” - 9”
tall. 114pp. Hardcover. Very Good in Very Good Dust Jacket.
Green cloth boards with light sunning near edges, very minor bumping at corners and head and foot of spine, and very
light soiling to edges. Very light soiling on one or two pages
and pages are very lightly toned. Sticker from Levison’s Book
Store on rear paste down. Binding tighting. Jacket is unclipped with light soiling and very minor chipping to edges,
and is in a mylar sleeve. Turtle Island won the Pulitzer Prize
in Poetry in 1975. $525
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274. ANAYA, Rudolfo. Isis in the Heart: A Love Poem.
Albuquerque, Valley of the Kings Press, 1998.

275. CHARLESWORTH, Sarah; Kosuth, Joseph, Et Al
(editors). Fox: Vol. 1 No. 1.

Limited Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9” tall. Stapled wraps. Near Fine.
Special limited edition of Isis in the Heart by Rudolfo Anaya is in near fine
condition. Issued in a red linen envelope, this unpaginated volume has a
handmade paper wrap of red and pink/lavender horizontal stripes with gilt
pattern and pasted ivory title with black type on the front cover; the slim,
stapled booklet is tied with a gold ribbon. Red envelope is in very good
shape with a little bit of wear on the corners. Soft booklet wrap looks to
have a couple minor surface scratches from slipping in and out of the envelope. Interior pages are tight, maybe
never opened.

New York Art & Language Foundation Inc.,
1975. First Edition. First Printing. Large
8vo 9” - 10” tall. 144pp. Paperback. Very
Good. Perfect-bound magazine has chipboard cover over newsprint interior pages,
mylar-wrapped. Very faint toning around
the edges of both covers is almost unnoticeable. Interior pages have browned with age,
as newsprint does. This inaugural issue
features essays by Lynn Lemaster, Preston
Heller, editors Sarah Charlesworth and Andrew Menard, and more. $125

Printed in a limited run of 100, this
copy is numbered 4, and signed by
the author on the title page. Rudolfo
Anaya, considered one of the founders of contemporary Chicano literature, is best known for his novel,
“Bless Me, Ultima.” $250

276. CORRIE, Sandra (editor);
Stine, Laura (editor). Green Flag:
People’s Park Poetry.
San Francisco, City Lights Books, 1969. First
Edition. First Printing. Pamphlet. Very Good.
Tall pamphlet, wrapped in mylar, has white
cover with green pictorial, designed by Eugene
Hawkins Legend. Some soiling on front and
back, with light indents around spine staples.
Very light soiling on inside of back cover, as well
as cover page. Rest of interior very clean. Features poetry by Josephine Miles, Stan Rice, Joel
Waldman and more. $30
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277. [COWBOY POETRY] Range and River Ramblings
of Rio Grande Red.
First Edition. First Printing. Oblong Small 8vo 7½” - 8” tall. Pamphlet.
Good. Very rare cowboy poetry pamphlet is undated, and shows no publisher information. Measuring 7.75” tall by 5. 5” wide, this delicate pamphlet has a black and white pictorial cover and features the poetry and
writings of radio personality Rio Grande Red of KTSM Radio in El Paso,
famous for its Western radio dramas dating back to the 1920’s. The pamphlet has browned with age and shows quite a bit of handling. There are
a few soil marks on front and back, as well as three light pen markings on
the front cover. The spine is chipping, the corners are bumped and folding
and the back cover shows some toning around the edges and a small indent
near the top. Interior pages are
also browned with age, has some
folding of the bottom right corner
pages and a soil mark on the last
page. The very first interior page
has a diagonal crease down the
center, but does not detract from
readability. Overall, a very special
and rare piece of Cowboy Poetry.

$350

278. DAMSTEN, Richard (editor). Black Flag: a OneShot Poetry Bomb Commemorating Flag Day, June
14th, 1970.

Minneapolis, Minnesota, Mad Bomber Press,
1970. First Edition. First Printing. 8vo 8” - 9”
tall. 90pp. Paperback. Good. Vibrant yellow
graphic paperback is lightly soiled and worn
on both front and back covers. Top corner on
the spine has a slight bend, as do both page
corners on the front cover. Cover wrap, glued
over staple-bound copy, has indents on front
and back over the staples. Interior pages, all
white but one, are very clean. $25

SIGNED BY FERLINGHETTI
279. FERLINGHETTI, Lawrence. Tyrannus Nix?
New York, New Directions, 1969. First Edition. First Printing. 24mo 5” - 6”
tall. 92pp. Paperback. Very Good. Oblong perfect bound poetry book has
black and white graphic softcover. Wrap has light toning around the edges,
a tight spine and sharp corners.
Interior pages have tight toning
around the edges but are otherwise clean.
This book is unusual because
of its design and also that it is
produced and set in the author’s
handwriting. Signed by Lawrence Ferlinghetti on the title
page. $125
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280. NEIHARDT, John G. Song of the Indian Wars.
New York, MacMillan Company, 1925. First Edition. Oblong Small 8vo 7½” - 8” tall. 231pp. Hardcover. Very Good
in Good Dust Jacket. Golden yellow dust jacket has red and black pictorial cover with black title on the spine and
MacMillan booklist on the back cover, not price-clipped. DJ is toned around the edges, rubbed and lightly soiled.
The spine is slightly discolored and is chipping on the spine caps and bottom right hand corner on the front cover.
Red cloth covered boards have red, yellow and black pictorial cover and spine. Boards are lightly worn around the
edges with minor folding on the spine caps. Interior pages are clean and sharp with vibrant orange, black and white
pictorial pastedowns. There are numerous blind embossed stamps on first and last pages.
Song of the Indian Wars is part of Neihardt’s Cycle of the West, epic poems reminiscent of Homer’s Odyssey. In
researching his Cycle, Neihardt interviewed cavalrymen and Lakota survivors of the Battle of Little Bighorn. $48

281. NORSE, Harold (editor). Bastard Angel #1:
Spring 1972.
San Francisco, Acharnian Press & Panjandrum Press, 1972. First Edition. First Printing. 4to 11” - 13” tall. 52pp. Booklet. Very Good. First
issue of poetry magazine Bastard Angel, off-white softcover with purple pictorial on front and back. Very light shelfwear on front and back
of cover, slight bending along the stapled spine. Corners are lightly
bumped. Interior pages very clean.
This issue features works by William S. Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg,
Jack Kerouac, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Diane DiPrima, Charles Plymell
and more. $29
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282. WALDMAN, Anne. West Indies Poems: Adventures in Poetry.
New York, Poetry Project - Adventures in Poetry, 1972. First Edition.
First Printing. 4to 11” - 13” tall. Booklet. Very Good. Side-stapled booklet
wrapped in mylar has slightly toned edges on front and back cover. Interior
is very clean. One of 300 copies, printed while Waldman was director of the
Poetry Project in New York.
Known for her connection to the Beat Poets, Waldman is one of the founders of the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics and what is now
Naropa University. $40

283. WALDMAN, Anne (editor). World #11: a New
York City Literary Magazine.
New York, Poetry Project, 1968.
First Edition. First Printing. Folio 13” - 23” tall. Stapled wraps.
Very Good. Large side-stapled
poetry magazine with black and
white pictorial cover. Light shelf
wear on the front and back covers. The front cover has some
soil marks and a few water spots.
There is a crease near the staples
as though this issue of The World
was creased upon opening and
well-read. The back cover has a
red mark about 2.5 inches long looks like a colored pencil or crayon mark. There is a tiny tear on
the bottom edge of the back cover
and one of the top corners has a
small fold. Interior pages very
clean.
This volume features writing by
Ted Berrigan, Clark Coolidge and
Andrei Codrescue. Most noteworthy though, is the excerpt by Jim
Carroll, featuring the first appearance of his renowned work, The Basketball Diaries. The two journal entries, titled From the Basketball Diary, appear on the last pages of The World #11. Printed when Carroll was just 19
years old, his entries in The World appeared 10 years before the publication of his world-famous memoir. $175
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284. WALDMAN, Anne. Holy City.

285. WEATHERLY, Tom. Thumbprint.

New York, 1971. First Edition. First Printing. 4to 11” - 13” tall 4pp. Broadside. Very Good. Light cardstock folded to create 4-page card printed in a
small run of 200 for friends. Pop art cover illustration by George Schneeman. Slight toning and browning on front cover. Very faint bend. Inscribed
by the author. $65

New York, Telegraph Books, 1971. First Edition. First Printing. 12mo 7”
- 7½” tall. 36pp. Softcover. Very Good. First edition of an early volume
of poetry by Tom Weatherly, and inscribed by Weatherly to Israel Young,
proprietor of the Folklore Center in Greenwich Village. Off-white paper
wrappers with photograph and title on front. Wrappers have light toning
near edges, and spine and back wrapper have light soiling. Interior is clean
and binding is tight. Inscription is
located on leaf following the title
page. Tom Weatherly, an American poet, is known for his work
with the St. Mark’s Church Poetry
Project in New York City. $175
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